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Mircoelectromechanical (MEM) resonators have been widely used as sensors and 

accelerometers as the resonators’ resonant frequencies shift when one of its properties, 

namely stiffness and mass change. The devices that employ stiffness sensing have 

been developed in many areas, including pressure sensors, accelerometers and force 

sensors. The double-mass resonator for pressure sensing has been the focus of many 

researches in recent year. By introducing the dual mass structure onto the traditional 

double-end tuning fork (DETF), it has been shown that this type of structural design 

has: 1) lower natural resonant frequency for easier detection mechanism; 2) improving 

the Quality factor (Q) due to lower total energy loss. However, the area of stress 

induction mechanism is under research. 

This thesis introduces a novel stress induction mechanism to work with the double-

mass structure, namely centrally located anchor points on diaphragm. The structure is 

intended to maximise the engagement of pressure induced stress in generating strain in 

the resonator while minimise the risk of structural failure in high pressure 

environment. In addition, I have investigated several practical aspects of double-mass 

resonator that have not been under intensively researched namely the sensor behaviour 

in high pressure environment (1000 Bar) and the risk of piezoresistor-on-chip 

detection mechanism. 

I also investigated the disadvantage of traditional diaphragm structure. The diaphragm 

only engages shear stress in induction mechanism. To provide an alternative solution, 

the novel lateral stress induced structure (LSIS) is proposed. By using the LSIS, it was 

shown in simulation that the compressive stress can also be engaged in induction 

mechanism on the same level of magnitude with shear stress in diaphragm structure. 

Finally, I have simulated the effect of high temperature condition have on resonator 

stiffness, hence its resonant frequency. Furthermore, based on these simulation result, 

I have proposed a novel dual double-mass structure, which is capable to be used as 

temperature compensation mechanism.  
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 Introduction 

 

 Motivation of research  

Recent micro-electromechanical systems (MEMS) research has led to the 

development of various sensor applications. Mass, pressure, stress and acceleration 

can be measured by exploiting the mechanical properties of a micro-scale structure. 

One of the most researched areas of MEMS sensors is the pressure sensor with many 

successful devices demonstrated via the use of piezoresistive strain gauge, capacitive 

transducers. Pressure sensors are used for controlling and monitoring in a range of 

diverse applications in industries such as petrochemical, medical, aerospace, 

transportation and test and measurement. Measured pressure can also be used to 

indirectly calculate a range of other variables such as fluid or gas flow in pipes, 

volume of liquid inside an encapsulated space, altitude and speed. In precision 

pressure measurement application, resonant pressure sensors have been widely used 

because of their advantages of a high Q factor[1]  as well as stability against 

temperature [2] and aging [3]. 

Oil reservoirs are typically located from 500 to 5000 metres underground, which is 

equivalent to 100 - 1000 bar pressure. Three types of measurement are taken, 

including for pressure build-up, long-term reservoir pressure surveillance and flow 

measurement. The first two measurements are used to measure the static pressure 

inside the well. The pressure build-up test is used to monitor the pressure at the 

bottom of the well after the well is shut. Long-term reservoir pressure surveillance 

constantly measures the pressure level inside the well for long period of time which 

can be up to several months. Both measurements require an absolute sensor that 

measures the static pressure against a reference pressure, usually a vacuum. The 

sensor has to have a sufficient range of operating pressure as well as a minimal long-

term drift. The flow measurement is used to measure the productivity of an oil 

reservoir based on its flow rate. The number of barrels produced each day can be 

calculated from the flow rate and oil mass density. This type of measurement requires 

a differential pressure sensor, which must have high resolution or sensitivity to reduce 

the error in measured well production. This differential pressure sensor can also be 

realised by employing an absolute pressure sensors on each side of a Venturi or orifice 

plate[4]. The dominant product for downhole resonant pressure sensor application are 

manufactured by Quartzdyne ltd. Their product is made of quartz crystal, thus making 

their resonator several times larger than silicon counterpart. The incumbent 

Quartzdyne pressure sensor have following specification: accuracy of ±0.015% FS to 

0.02% FS, resolution of 100 Pa, operating frequency from 0 to 1000 Bar and operating 
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temperature from 0 to 175oC. The aim of this project is to achieve this specification 

while reducing the side of the sensor by employing MEMS resonator. 

Most previous research into resonant pressure sensors have focused more on 

increasing the sensitivity in a range of operating pressures from 0 to 3 bar rather than 

maintaining a standard sensitivity over a long range of pressure up to 1000 bar  [5]- 

[6]. Oil reservoirs are considered high pressure when its pressure is greater than 690 

bar [7]. The requirement to sense pressure in extreme condition within a high pressure 

downhole oil well is beyond the operating range of current silicon resonant pressure 

sensors designs.   

MEMS resonators have been developed for various applications such as atomic force 

microscopy (AFM) [9][10], accelerometers (inertial force sensing) [11][12], magnetic 

field sensing (Lorentz force sensing) [13][14] and strain sensing (stiffness changing 

sensing) [14][15]. In strain detection application, the geometry of the resonator has 

been proved to have significant effect on the sensitivity, damping ratio and operating 

range of the sensor. The majority of examples adopt single degree-of-freedom (DoF) 

resonator structures. This structure has been proved to be effective for aforementioned 

application. However, many single DoF structures have significant drawback of high 

energy loss during vibration, which lead to lower Q factor and fast aging problem 

[15]. A solution is to apply antiphase excitation forces onto two halves of the system, 

which will drive the structure onto balanced resonance. An alternative solution is to 

use 2 DoF structures, which are balanced structures. Coupled resonators ( 2DoF) have 

recently acquired more research interests in sensing application due to its sensitivity 

and stability [16]–[18].  In addition, 2 DoF structure provides the freedom to measure 

both pressure and temperature spontaneously. In this research, I am aiming to explore 

the usage of 2 DoF structure in pressure sensing application. 

It is worth noting that the damping ratio can affect the sensitivity [19], resolution [20] 

and long term stability [21] of resonant sensors. A double-mass resonator structure 

fabricated from a Silicon on Insulator (SOI) wafer has been demonstrated to have 

excellent damping ratios in both vacuum and air medium [22]. Welham et al.[23] also 

showed that double mass structure experienced a reduction in sensitivity from 

15%/bar to 3.8%/bar while increasing the range of pressure from 0-3 Bar to 0-10 bar 

by using a thicker diaphragm. However, this pressure range is much smaller than a 

standard high-pressure oil well.    

This research focuses on the development of a silicon resonator structure for resonant 

pressure sensor on SOI wafer designed for the downhole oil application. The aim is to 

maximise the range of the applied stress while maintaining an acceptable level of 

sensitivity and resolution. To achieve this the use of coupled double-mass structure, 

which is illustrated by a two degree of freedom system (2DOF) has been explored. 

The theoretical model of the 2 DOF and the Finite Element Analysis (FEM) model of 

several double-mass structures are analysed. To verify the theoretical and simulation 
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result, a range of double-mass structure have been designed, fabricated and tested for 

resonant frequency and sensitivity against applied stress. In this work, much attention 

has been given to the resonator design, namely resonator structure, method for strain 

testing, actuating and detecting mechanism. The encapsulation method for packaging 

the device still hasn’t been optimized. Future work should focus on the optimization 

of the packaging of the sensor for industrialization.  

 

 Research Objective 

Considering the current status of research in this field, the major objectives of this 

research can be summarised as follows: 

• Find an effective way to improve the sensitivity and operational range of a 

pressure coupled resonant sensor via simulation model.  

• Develop a fabrication process and investigate the frequency response and Q 

factor of the fabricated resonators. Validate the simulation results. 

• Analyse the pressure-coupling structures and find an alternative solution to the 

traditional diaphragm 

• Investigate the frequency response and Q factor of the novel structure, then 

compare with the state-of-the-art devices 

• Investigate a solution for high temperature compensation for a downhole 

resonant pressure sensor via simulation 

 

 Novelties 

The novelties of this research are listed below: 

• In this work, a novel structure for a resonant sensing device, which consists of 

a diaphragm-double-mass structure, are proposed. The two masses are coupled 

via mechanical coupling beams. The resonator is attached to the diaphragm via 

2 anchor points, that can improve the strain sensitivity beyond the current state 

of the art. 

 

• Despite the fact that diaphragm structure is widely used in strain sensing, 

optimal contact points between diaphragm and resonator structure has not been 

fully exploited. This motivates our research to consider the effect of applied 

pressure on the diaphragm structure theoretically. Better understanding of the 

diaphragm leads to the optimisation of diaphragm and anchor point, which 

ultimately improve the sensitivity of the sensor. 
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• In addition, diaphragm structure only employs the use of shear stress in 

generating tensile strain in the resonator structure. Novel structures called 

Lateral Stress Coupling Structure (LSCS) that take advantage of the 

compressive stress have been analysed. FEM has been used to simulate the 

device in a complete package to observe the effect of high pressure 

environment. The LSCS is shown to have the equivalent in sensitivity with 

diaphragm structure without the without the constraint of operational range that 

diaphragm possess. 

 

 

• A state-of-the-art dual double-mass structure design is proposed and optimised. 

Dual double-mass structure is the solution for the harsh condition found in the 

downhole environment. The structure contains two silicon resonators: one 

exposed to pressure and temperature while the other are isolated from applied 

pressure. The measurement from the isolated resonator can be used to 

compensate for the frequency drift caused by thermal condition.  

 

 Publications 

Since the research is fund by Senico Ltd, all publications, therefore, are restricted.  

 Thesis Structure  

Chapter 2 presents a literature review on previous work in the field of MEMS pressure 

sensors, focusing on resonant devices. The effect of stress and damping on resonant 

frequency is also highlighted. 

Chapter 3 describes the optimisation of coupled double-mass resonator structure with 

diaphragm. A mechanical model of coupled structure is presented and evaluated. 

Chapter 4 presents simulation result and the fabrication plan for a coupled double-

mass structure. The fabrication process developed for Silicon-on-Insulator (SOI) 

wafers at the University of Southampton is discussed and modified to suit the targeted 

design. The design of the photolithography mask sis also illustrated in this chapter. 

Test result of the fabricated structure are highlighted and discussed 

Chapter 5 discusses the optimisation of the coupled double-mass resonator with the 

lateral stress-induced structure. The simulation results are compared with the 

resonator and diaphragm structure. Experimental result for resonant peak and Q factor 

are included. A state-of-the-art dual double-mass resonator is presented and simulated 

at the end of the chapter. 
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Chapter 6 concludes the thesis and provides an outlook on the future work for the 

research 
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 Literature review: MEMS pressure 

sensors 

 

 Introduction 

This chapter presents an overview of technologies related to MEMS silicon pressure 

sensors and assesses their feasibility in measuring high pressure. The pressure sensing 

principle is introduced in section 2.2. The piezoresistive sensor is presented in section 

2.3. Section 2.4 discusses the performance of capacitive sensors. In section 2.5, the 

resonant pressure sensor is presented in detail including the effect of stress and 

damping on a resonator, a summary of excitation and detection mechanisms and a 

review of previous resonant pressure sensors. Section 2.6 reviews the quartz 

technology that is used in down-hole application. Section 2.7 provides conclusions. 

 

 Pressure measurement  

Pressure sensing is defined as a process of measuring the pressure of a medium, 

typically a gas or liquid. A pressure sensor acts as a transducer, which generates an 

electrical signal as a proportional function of the imposed pressure. The working 

principles for a pressure sensor are illustrated in fig. 2.1. The pressure is transferred 

into physical movement using a sensing element inside the sensor. This movement is 

converted into the electrical signal through a transduction mechanism.  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1 Block diagram of key pressure sensor components [24]. 

 

Pressure sensors can be classified in terms of the type of reference pressure they use in 

the measurement. Absolute pressure sensors measure pressure relative to a vacuum. 

Thus, these types of devices must contain an encapsulated vacuum within the sensor. 
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Transduction 
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Gauge pressure sensors are devices that take measurement relative to atmospheric 

pressure. Therefore, the sensor either must contain a fixed reference pressure, which is 

the pressure at sea level or have a part vented to the ambient atmosphere. Differential 

pressure sensors measure the difference between two pressures, one connected to each 

side of the sensor. The design of this device offers many challenges since the 

mechanical structure is exposed to two different pressures [24]. 

Research into MEMS silicon pressure sensors began in the early 1960s [25] since 

silicon showed promising characteristics to become the dominant material in MEMS. 

Silicon is a pure, cheap, well-characterized material available in large quantities. 

Thanks to developments in semiconductor fabrication, a wide range of MEMS 

processing techniques for silicon are easily accessible. The use of silicon in MEMS 

also provides the potential for integration with electrical processing circuitry, which 

leads to a simplified user interface and a smaller chip size. Furthermore, the most 

significant advantage of silicon is its excellent mechanical properties and its inherent 

piezoresistivity, which is important for mechanical sensing [26]. The application of 

MEMS to pressure measurement has been developed for more than 30 years and 

undoubtedly is one of the most successful applications in the MEMS market. The 

MEMS technology capability of mass-produced miniature sensors at low cost has 

increased furthermore the range of applications. MEMS silicon pressure sensors can 

be classified in term of the mechanical sensing technique applied, which includes 

piezoresistive, capacitive and high-performance resonant frequency detection.   

 Piezoresistive pressure sensor 

The discovery of the piezoresistance effect in silicon by Smith [27] inspired the 

development of piezoresistive sensor. In a piezoresistor, the resistance changes due to 

the strain in the silicon lattice caused by the applied force. Strain affects the mobility 

of charge carriers in silicon, thus either increasing or decreasing the resistance of 

silicon. Commercialised MEMS piezoresistive pressure sensors exploit the use of 

advanced fabrication processes such as anisotropic etching, fusion bonding and ion 

implanted strain gauges to achieve accuracy and reduce cost [24]. A typical 

piezoresistive pressure sensor contains two layers of fusion-bonded silicon as shown 

in fig. 2.2. Strain gauges are placed in the diaphragm layer via ion implantation[28]. 
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Figure 2.2 Fusion bonded silicon piezoresistive pressure sensor [24] 

Silicon piezoresistive pressure sensor fabrication processes produce different output 

levels via controlling the ion-implanted strain gauges. The ratio of the relative change 

in resistance as a function of mechanical strain is called Gauge Factor. The Gauge 

factor of single crystalline silicon is 200, which means that a change in structure 

length is multiplied by 200 in the change in resistance. The piezoresistance change is 

adjusted via the doping concentration level of the strain gauges. However, increasing 

the resistance mean the power needed for operation will increase. In addition, the 

temperature cross-sensitivity is another major factor that prevents a silicon 

piezoresistor from achieving highly accurate measurement. The temperature 

coefficient of piezoresistive silicon is -1600×10-6/oC in compared with 4×10-6/oC for 

capacitive method or -30×10-6/oC for resonant method and so piezoresistive based 

sensors require techniques to compensate for temperature sensitivity [29]. In addition, 

GE [30] have reported 0.1% per year long term drift in their piezoresistive commercial 

sensor. These drawbacks have limited the application of piezoresistors in high-

pressure high temperature environments.  

 

 Capacitive pressure sensor 

Capacitive pressure sensors were first developed in the early 1980s as an alternative 

method to low cost piezoresistive pressure sensors [31][32]. Capacitive sensors have a 

relatively simple structure but provide accurate measurement for pressure sensing.  

The device typically contains a fixed electrode and a flexible one in parallel as shown 

in fig.2.3 [33]. The capacitance, C, of a parallel plate capacitor is given by 

 𝐶 =
𝜀𝐴

𝑑
  (2.1) 

Where 휀, 𝐴 and 𝑑 are the permittivity of the medium inside the gap, the overlap area 

of two electrodes and the distance between the two electrodes, respectively. Under 
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applied pressure, the flexible electrode will deflect, decreasing the gap between 

electrodes and increase the capacitance.   

 

Figure 2.3 Anodic bonded capacitive pressure sensor contains a vacuum chamber for dielectric 

stability (similar to [33]) 

 

Unlike the piezoresistive pressure sensor, capacitive sensors suffer much lower 

temperature cross sensitivity, thus provide more temperature stability [24]. A typical 

capacitive sensor as shown in fig. 2.3, maintains vacuum or a reference pressure 

between the plates to avoid the change in dielectric constant, which affect the linearity 

of the output capacitance. However, the nonlinear output of the sensor is still the main 

drawback of the capacitive approach. The centre of the flexible diaphragm exhibits a 

higher deflection than the edge, which is bonded to the fixed electrode. As a result, the 

two electrodes will no longer be parallel to each other, which introduces nonlinearity 

to the output. A linearized approach is to measure only a particular part of the 

diaphragm with minimum non-linearity. By excluding the centre of the diaphragm 

from the capacitance sensing area, the nonlinearity is reduced. But studies also show 

significant reductions in sensitivity [34][35]. Despite the difficulty of nonlinearity, the 

capacitive sensor can be deployed to measure low stress levels, which generates a 

small deflection on the movable diaphragm and hence produces better linear output.  

 Resonant pressure sensor 

Resonant pressure sensors are widely known for their high performance in sensing 

pressure change. A sensor typically comprises a resonator structure and a diaphragm. 

The resonator structure is designed to vibrate at a particular resonant frequency. As 

pressure applied to the diaphragm, the induced stress changes the mechanical stiffness 

of the resonator. Thus, the resonant frequency changes as a function of the applied 

pressure [21]. The advantage of a well-design resonant sensor compared with a 

piezoresistive and capacitive sensor are shown in table 2.1.   
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Table 2.1 Performance comparison of resonant, piezoresistive and capacitive pressure sensor [36] 

Type Resonant Piezoresistive Capacitive 

Output form Frequency Voltage Voltage 

Resolution 1 part in 108 1 part in 105 1 part in 104-105 

Accuracy 100-1000 ppm 500-10,000 ppm 100-10,000 ppm 

Power consumption 0.1-10 mW ≈10mW <0.1mW 

Temperature cross-

sensitivity 

-30x10-6/°C -1600x10-6/°C 4x10-6/°C 

 

2.5.1 Mechanical theory 

The resonator structure is the part of the sensor that vibrates with higher amplitude at 

resonant frequencies. Each resonator design has several different resonant mode 

shapes, whose frequency, displacement and Q-factor are varied [21][37]. The 

cantilever beam, for example, can have different mode shapes as illustrated in fig. 2.4. 

The beam is fixed at one end, which allows the free movement at the other end. This 

free movement results in three fundamental mode shapes by vibrating in different 

direction. Each mode will also have several higher-order resonant frequencies called 

overtones. These overtones have shorter wavelengths, thus, higher frequencies than 

the fundamental mode. Complex structures such as the double ended tuning fork or 

horizontal plate with four anchor points have more complex mode shapes. 

 

 

Figure 2.4 Cantilever beams in fundamental (a) flexural, (b) torsional and (c) longitudinal vibration 

modes [21] 

 

A cantilever beam vibration can be modelled as a simple harmonic oscillator. 
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Figure 2.5 simple oscillator model for beam cantilever vibration (image from ocw.mit.edu) 

The motion of the system can be described by 

 𝑚�̈� + 𝑐�̇� + 𝑘𝑥 = 𝐹𝑚 (2.2) 

Where 𝑚, 𝑐, 𝑘, 𝑥 and 𝐹𝑚 are the effective mass, damping coefficient, spring constant, 

deflection and excitation force, respectively. Assuming that the oscillator operates in 

vacuum i.e. negligible damping coefficient. Solving Eq. (2.2) I obtain: 

 𝑓0 =
1

2𝜋
√

𝑘

𝑚
 (2.3) 

From Eq. (2.3), it can be clearly seen that changing the value of the effective mass and 

stiffness of the resonator will change its resonant frequency. Fundamentally, the 

resonant frequencies of a structure are determined by its stiffness, mass and damping 

coefficient [38][39]. If any of the two properties is changed, the resonant frequency 

will be altered. 

 

2.5.2 Effect of stress on resonator 

When an axial load is applied to a structure, a surface stress is generated. The surface 

stress will cause the structure to either stretch or compress. The deformation of the 

structure caused its resonant frequency to change. Applying a uniformly distributed 

axial load onto a beam structure, a constant surface stress, 𝜎 = 𝑑𝐹𝑟/𝑑𝐿 is produced. 

The equations of motion of a beam under axial loading have been presented 

previously [40][41][42], which predicts the ith-mode resonant frequency from the 

addition of a surface stress, 

𝑓𝑖
+�̅� =

1

2𝜋√3
⌊1 +

2�̅�𝐿3

𝐸𝐼𝜋2⌋
1/2

(
𝛼𝑖

𝐿
)

2

√
𝐸𝐼

𝜌𝑏𝑤𝑡
   ( 2.4) 
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Where E, w and I are the Young’s modulus, width and moment of inertia of the 

object, and the  𝛼𝑖 are determined from the frequency relation for a freely vibrating, 

cantilevered beam, the term inside the bracket of Eqn.(2.4) indicates that the 

introduced surface stress will affect the resonant frequency of the structure. If the 

stress is zero, the resonant frequency returns to the value of a stress-free structure. If 

the stress is tensile (i.e. 𝜎 > 0), resonant frequency will tend to increase. On the other 

hand, if the stress is compressive (i.e.  𝜎 < 0), resonant frequency will tend to 

decrease. 

 

2.5.3 Effect of damping on resonator 

Damping is one of three main factors that affect the resonant frequency of a 

microstructure, the other being mass and spring constant. A small damping coefficient 

means that most mechanical energy in the system is converted into vibration[43]. 

Thus, the amount of electrical energy required by the driving mechanism is reduced. 

Quality factor (Q-factor) can be used to quantify the mechanical effect of damping on 

a resonator system. It can be defined as the ratio of the total energy stored in the 

system to the energy lost per cycle due to damping effects. The Q-factor can also be 

calculated from the frequency spectrum of the system as shown from fig 2.6 

 𝑄 =
𝑓0

∆𝑓0
 (2.5) 

Where 𝑓0 is resonant frequency and ∆𝑓0 is the frequency bandwidth at 3dB point. A 

high Q-factor  also means low unwanted coupling to the environment, thus increasing 

long term stability [21].  

 

 

Figure 2.6 A typical frequency spectrum of a system at resonance. 
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The Q-factor depends on the mechanical properties of the resonator. Viscous drag and 

acoustic radiation, Qa, radiation at the support, Qs, and internal losses, Qi, have been 

identified as the limiting mechanisms of the overall Q [44]. These Q-factors effect on 

the overall Q can be shown as[45] 

 
1

𝑄
=

1

𝑄𝑎
+

1

𝑄𝑠
+

1

𝑄𝑖
 (2.6) 

If the resonator operates in fluid, mostly air, the energy loss due to Qa is usually the 

largest of all the mechanisms. These losses are the result of mechanical energy 

transfer from the resonator surface to the fluid particles during vibration. As the result, 

the vibration of the resonator induces perpendicular and lateral movement in the 

surrounding fluid. Perpendicular vibration generates acoustic radiation while lateral 

movement leads to viscous drag losses. Acoustic radiation and viscous drag for 

different resonator design is shown in fig. 2.7. To reduce acoustic damping, I can 

either reduce the horizontal surface area[46] or lower the air pressure to vacuum 

[37][47]. 

 

Figure 2.7 Damping effect of surrounding fluid have onto different vibrating structures. 

Structural damping, 1/Qs, happens when the energy is lost at the support or end of 

resonator. To avoid this loss, the structure must be balanced during vibration. 

Following to Newton’s second law, the structure has to have a fixed centre of gravity 

and its sum of force and moment has to equal to zero. Put another way, I am trying to 

minimise the motion of the support structure. The simple fixed-fixed beam structure 

damping coefficient can be increased by operating in an anti-phase mode of vibration 

[24]. In the anti-phase mode, the two-sides of the beam vibrate in opposite directions, 

thus cancelling out each other’s moment. Multi-beam resonator design as shown in 

fig. 2.8 [48] has this dynamic moment cancellation by operating in different mode of 

operations.  

Internal loss can be related to the resonator material, thus its properties. These losses 

can be caused by impurity, dislocations and thermoelastic loss of the material. 

However, single crystal silicon has shown high Q factors of 106 in vacuum [49] due to 

its high purity and is independent of dislocation below 673oC [44]. Heavily doped 

silicon structures have also shown Q-factors of the order 104 [50]. Most current 
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MEMS applications work with single crystal silicon as the main material, thus 

reducing the internal loss.  

 

 

Figure 2.8 Balanced mode of vibration for single beam and multi-beam designs[48] 

 Nonlinearities 

Nonlinearity alters the resonant frequency of a micro-resonator system. It exists in two 

forms, which are mechanical nonlinearity and electrostatic nonlinearity [51], which 

happens with capacitive detection. It is worth mentioning that nonlinearity also is 

classified into two groups of spring-hardening and spring-softening [52]. The 

nonlinearities in resonators can be modelled by including nonlinear springs 𝑘1 and 𝑘2 

into the harmonic resonator: 

𝑚�̈� + 𝑐�̇� + 𝑘𝑥 +  𝑘1𝑥2 +  𝑘2𝑥3 = 𝐹𝑚    ( 2.7) 

Due to the nonlinear springs, the resonant frequency depends on vibration amplitude 

is 

𝜔0
′ = 𝜔0 + 𝜅𝑥0

2     ( 2.8) 

Where 

𝜅 =
3𝑘2

8𝑘
𝜔0 −

5𝑘1
2

12𝑘2 𝜔0     ( 2.9) 

While mechanical nonlinear spring constants 𝑘𝑚2 are typically positive, 𝑘𝑚1 are 

negligible. Thus, 𝜅𝑚 are typically positive. As a result, spring hardening effect are 

typically from a mechanical nonlinearity. On the other hand, both electrostatic 

nonlinear spring constants 𝑘𝑒1 and 𝑘𝑒2 are typically negative, which results in a spring 

softening effect. 
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As shown in fig. 2.9, spring-hardening nonlinearity happens when the stiffness of the 

system increases, thus pushing the peak towards a higher frequency. Other the other 

hand, spring-softening nonlinearity has the stiffness of the system reducing, thus 

tilting the resonance peak to a lower frequency [52]. As the direct result, nonlinearity 

effect the maximum stable amplitude of the resonance peak. This is a significant 

factor since larger amplitude offers sharper output signal. It is therefore best to 

minimize the effect of nonlinearity in sensing applications. 

Tocchio et al [52] proposes 2 different approaches to solve the spring hardening 

problem.  The first method is to employ a cross-section “L-shaped” beam instead of 

conventional “I-shaped” one. It has been demonstrated that the former type of beam 

has better capacity of stress release as well as more flexibility at the supports, hence 

improving the maximum linear amplitude compared to the latter type of beam. The 

second viable method is to employ a bias DC voltage. The DC voltage introduces a 

spring-softening nonlinearity into the system, which cancels out the spring-hardening 

nonlinearity effect. Linearity is improved as the result. 

 

Figure 2.9: Nonlinearities of MEMS resonators: (a) spring-hardening nonlinearity and (b) spring-

softening nonlinearity [51] 
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 Excitation and detection mechanisms for a resonant sensor  

In order to measure the resonant frequency of a mechanical resonator, it has to be 

actuated into vibration and the vibrations will then need to be detected as shown in fig. 

2.10. When the applied pressure alters the resonant frequency of the resonator, the 

detection unit senses the change and produces the correct driving frequency. An 

amplifying feedback loop sends the sensed frequency back to the excitation unit, 

which adjust its driving frequency to the modified signal. The most common 

mechanisms include following effects: piezoresistivity, piezoelectricity, capacitance, 

optical and electromagnetic. This section will review these mechanisms. 

 

 

Figure 2.10 Block diagram of resonant pressure sensor 

 

2.7.1 Electrostatic excitation and capacitive detection 

In mechanical sensing applications, the most commonly used mechanism is 

electrostatic. The fundamental principle is applied two opposite charges onto two 

parallel planes, one being a part of the resonator while the other is a fixed electrode. 

Ignoring the fringing effects, the electrostatic force between the resonator and the 

electrode is given as: 

  𝐹 =
𝜀0𝜀𝑟𝐴𝑉2

2𝑔2  (2.10) 

Where V is the applied potential, 휀0 is free space permittivity, 휀𝑟 is the permittivity of 

dielectric material, 𝑔 is the gap between two plates and 𝐴 is the overlap area of two 

plates. When an AC signal is applied, the charge polarity on the structure change 

periodically. Therefore, the resonator is attracted and repelled by the changing force, 

and hence will vibrate at the excitation frequency. The capacitive detection 
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mechanism shares the same principle as electrostatic driving. The capacitance 

between two plates varies periodically as the resonator oscillates. Thus, the change of 

capacitance can be used to determine the resonant frequency of the structure.  

In MEMS application, parallel moving plates known as a comb drive or lateral comb 

are widely used for both electrostatic excitation and capacitive detection. The typical 

design can be seen in fig. 2.11. The motion of comb drive is assumed to be in the 

lateral direction (x) only. The comb design contains movable fingers and stationary 

fingers overlapped symmetrically. Thus, the electrostatic forces in the y-axis apply 

onto the finger in an equal and opposite direction, which cancel out and provide the 

stability in y direction.  

 

Figure 2.11 lateral comb schematic with moveable plate and stationary plate [53] 

An application of lateral comb in a double-ended tuning fork resonator can be seen in 

fig. 2.12. The two outer combs drive the resonator into an anti-phase mode while the 

two inner combs detect the change in capacitance due to the motion. The total 

capacitance of the comb drive can be calculated by 

 𝐶(𝑥) = 2𝑁
𝜀0(𝑥0+𝑥)𝑧0

𝑦0
 (2.11) 

Where 𝑥0 is the finger overlap length, 𝑦0 is the gap between two fingers, 𝑧0 is the 

finger thickness and N is the number of fingers in a single lateral comb.  
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Figure 2.12 SEM picture of the comb drive design for DETF resonator [14] 

Pull-in effect in electrostatic MEMS devices, especially lateral electrostatic excitation 

and detection mechanism, are common. When voltage is applied over the capacitance, 

electrostatic force works to reduce the gap between plates. At small voltages, the 

electrostatic voltage is countered by the spring force but as voltage increased the 

plates will eventually snap together. The force acting on the movable plate is obtained 

by [54]: 

𝐹 =  
1

2

𝜀𝐴𝑒𝑙

(𝑑−𝑥)2 𝑈2 − 𝑘𝑥     ( 2.12) 

Where 𝑑 − 𝑥 is the gap between plates, U is the applied voltage, k is the stiffness of 

the movable plates, 𝐴𝑒𝑙 is the overlapping area of two plates and x is the initial 

distance between plates. 

2.7.2 Piezoelectric excitation and piezoelectric detection 

Some crystal materials such as quartz have a built in dipole, which produce a change 

in electrical voltage when subjected to deformation [21]. This type of material also 

deforms in response to an applied voltage source. This property is called 

piezoelectricity and is the result of asymmetrical distribution of charge inside the 

material. The equation for charge generation from an applied force is given as 

 𝑄 = 𝑑𝑖𝑗 × 𝐹 (2.12) 

Where dij is charge coefficient. Hence, the resultant voltage is 

 𝑉 =  
𝑄

𝐶
=

𝑑𝑖𝑗𝐹𝑡

𝜀𝐴
 (2.13) 

Where 휀 is the material permittivity, A is the area, t is the thickness. As silicon has a 

symmetrical structure, it, hence, is not piezoelectric material. Several other materials 

such as PZT or Zinc oxide (ZnO) have a high piezoelectric constant and can be 

deposited onto a silicon wafer. However, the introduction of a layer of polycrystalline 
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thin-films reduces the Q-factor as well as increases the temperature coefficient. Fig. 

2.13 provides a visual representation of the piezoelectric detection mechanism.  

 

Figure 2.13 Piezoelectric effect. Applied force generate a voltage between two electrodes [24] 

Based on their mode of vibration, the resonators which employ piezoelectric drive and 

sensing can be classified into flexural and width-extensional vibrations [55]. Flexural 

vibration is commonly used in a beam shaped resonator that is formed by a stack of 

piezoelectric material or a layer of piezoelectric material on top on a structural layer. 

The piezoelectric material is excited then deforms which causes the structural layer 

goes into vibration in a flexural mode. An example of a beam resonator with ZnO film 

on top is shown in fig. 2.14.  

 

Figure 2.14 Cross-section model of the piezoelectric doubly-clamped beam resonator [56] 

Width-extensional vibrations are widely used with thin film plate resonators. The 

simplest form of width-extensional vibration is the fundamental resonant frequency. 

In this form, opposite voltages are applied to electrodes on the top and bottom of the 

plate resonator. The electric field then excites the piezoelectric material in the vertical 

direction as shown in fig. 2.15. The number of electrode pairs can be increased to 

excite the resonator into a higher mode of operation for high frequency application. 
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Figure 2.15 Schematic model of a resonator plate vibrating in its fundamental mode 

 

2.7.3 Optical thermal excitation and optical detection 

Thermal excitation is the method that takes advantage of laser beam power. A laser 

beam is aligned to cover part of the resonator and the intensity of the incident light is 

varied periodically. The absorbed light energy will generate a thermal stress, which 

share the same frequency with excitation laser. This thermal stress, then, will lead to 

vibration in the resonator.  

 Optical methods can also be used to detect the vibration. There are several schemes 

available including intensity modulation and phase detection. Intensity modulation 

provides a simple solution by employing optical detectors to measure the intensity 

variation. The main drawback is low signal-to-noise-ratio, since there are many noise-

related issues such as change in temperature and the performance of detectors. On the 

contrary, phase detection devices such as interferometers are not affected by the 

variation of the intensity; hence provide much more accurate results. Two or more 

optical beams, which have the same frequency, are used to interact with the resonator. 

The reflective lights then undergo interference to produce the difference between two 

phases. This system can resolve sub-wavelength variation, which lead to the 

measurement of submicron displacement of the resonator. 

 

2.7.4 Piezoresistive detection 

For piezoresistive pressure sensor, piezoresistive effect is defined as the change in 

resistance of the material due to applied strain. Gauge factor (G) is the fractional 

change in resistance per unit strain.  

 𝐺 =
𝑑𝑅/𝑅

𝜀
 (2.14) 
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Where 𝛿R is the change resistance, R is total resistance and 휀 is the applied strain. 

Since 휀 = 𝑑𝑙/𝑙 and𝑅 = 𝜌𝑙/𝑤𝑡, I can derive  

 𝐺 =
𝑑𝑝/𝑝

𝜀
+ (1 + 2𝑣) (2.15) 

Where 𝑣 is Poisson’s ratio and 𝑝 is resistivity of the material. The second term, which 

is due to geometric effect, is significantly smaller than the piezoresistive effect in 

contribution to the total gauge factor in silicon, especially in the case of single crystal 

silicon.   

To enhance the piezoresistive effect, n-type or p-type dopant can be implanted into the 

silicon wafer. Resistance can be increased or decreased depending on the type of 

strain and direction of strain relative to crystal orientation and current flow. The 

microstructure at resonance usually has a displacement in the micron range, which 

leads to periodic strain cycle across the resonator. By optimising the amount of 

implantation, the accuracy in resonant frequency detection is increased.  

To increase the output signal, four piezoresistors are usually employed in a 

Wheatstone bridge. By arranging the resistors’ location on the resonator structure, 

both the longitudinal and transverse coefficient are exploited to boost the output signal 

for the desired vibrating mode while supressing unwanted resonant modes.  Brand, et 

al [55] simulated two different bridge layouts using FEM to find the uniaxial stress 

with their desirable vibrating mode as shown in fig. 2.16 (a),(b) . The frequency 

response of the model in fig. 2.16(c) shows a clear peak for desired in-phase mode 

while suppressing other modes.  
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Figure 2.16 (a) out of plane, (b) in plane uniaxial stress response in two Wheatstone bridge layouts 

and (c) in-plane frequency response of the resonator 

2.7.5 Magnetic excitation and magnetic detection 

The principle of magnetic excitation is the use of electromagnetic force (Lorentz 

force). As the current-carrying resonator is placed inside a magnetic field, Lorentz 

force is produced in the direction perpendicular to both the current and the magnetic 

field. The force magnitude will be proportional to both current and magnetic field. 

The equation of the force is given 

 𝑭 = 𝑰𝒍 × 𝑩 (2.3)  

Where I is the vector of current, B is the vector of magnetic field and l is the vector 

whose magnitude is the length of the conducting element. The magnetic actuators are 

commonly placed outside the silicon chip frame as shown in fig. 2.17 since 

compatible permanent magnetic materials are very limited. In addition, the vibration 

of the resonator inside the magnetic field generates electromagnetic induction, which 
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creates an induced voltage. This voltage can be connected to a circuit to detect the 

vibration. 

 

 

Figure 2.17 Schematic diagram of the magnetic excitation principle[57] 

2.7.6 Discussion 

Table 2.1 summaries all the widely used excitation and detection mechanism. The 

suitability of these mechanisms for a resonator driving or sensing depends mostly on 

the magnitude of the driving force and practical consideration regarding the sensor 

fabrication process and operating environment. Methods such as optical 

thermal/optical and magnetic/magnetic cannot be integrated into the sensor structure. 

Thus, these methods are preferable for testing devices before designing an integrated 

circuit for driving and sensing. The piezoelectric/piezoelectric method is suitable for 

low Q device such as thin-film polysilicon resonators. Electrostatic/ capacitive 

mechanism is widely used in commercial products due to its low cost and simplicity 

in implementation. It is worth mentioning that piezoresistive detection offers a simple 

and accurate method for sensing. In addition, piezoresistive detection can also be 

combined with electrostatic drive and be integrated into small size sensor design.  
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Table 2.2 Summary of excitation and detection mechanism 

Excitation mechanism Detection mechanism 

Electrostatic Capacitive 

Magnetic Magnetic 

Piezoelectric Piezoelectric 

Optical thermal Optical 

Electrostatic/ Optical thermal Piezoresistive 

  

 Previous MEMS silicon resonant pressure sensors  

Despite having different application objective, most research groups investigating 

silicon resonant pressure sensor have similar conclusions on the key parameters. The 

resonator structures are designed to have sufficient input parameter selectivity i.e. 

diaphragm deflection under pressure and sensitivity of the resonant frequency [21]. 

These structures also need high Q-factor, which results in high stability and 

sensitivity. For high-pressure application, it is important that the sensor can operate in 

a wide range of pressure while maintaining the long-term stability. These factors are 

under consideration while reviewing the literature. 

Burns, et al. [58] presented the feasibility of using simple polysilicon micro-beam 

structure in a resonant pressure sensor. Different excitation and detection mechanisms 

including electrostatic drive/piezoresistive sensing, optical drive/optical sensing, 

piezoelectric drive/optical sensing and electrostatic drive/laser sensing were tested. In 

order to apply the piezoresistive sensing method, a strain gauge resistor was fabricated 

onto the structure as shown in fig. 2.18(a). Operating at fundamental frequency of 223 

kHz, the sensor showed a sensitivity of 3880 Hz psi -1 for a range of 5 psi. The 

Polysilicon beam design employs the lateral mode, which are unsymmetrical for this 

structure. Thus, the Q factor is reduced significantly. Optical sensing can be done in 

experimental environment but can’t be used in commercialised product, thus limiting 

the application of the device. 
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Figure 2.18 (a) (b) sectional view of the microbeam resonator and (c) its sensitivity performance.[47]  

Bianco, et al [59] presented a silicon microcantilever resonator for absolute pressure 

measurement. The cantilever is fabricated from single crystal silicon and is 800 µm 

long, 100 µm wide and 5 µm thick as shown fig. 2.19 (a). The resonator is 

electrostatic-excited and capacitively-detected using the side electrodes. The recorded 

unstrained resonant frequency and Q factor are 7690 Hz and 10000 respectively. 

Under applied pressure, both the Q factor and resonant frequency reduce as seen in 

fig. 2.19 (b). The sensitivity level of 60 Hz/bar for pressure range from 0 to 500 mbar 

was recorded. Since cantilever is an unsymmetrical structure, the obtained Q factor is 

reduced. Thus, the sensor need to address its long-term stability prior to any 

commercialized attempt. 

 

(a)                                                                                 (b) 

Figure 2.19 (a) SEM picture of the resonating cantilever and (b) its performance against applied 

pressure [59] 

Fonseca, et al [60] have developed a ceramic passive LC resonator design for pressure 

sensing. The design consists of two diaphragms which are separated by an evacuated 
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cavity in the middle as shown in fig. 2.20 (a). The two diaphragms are in close 

proximity with two electrodes to form two capacitors. This circuit is connected to an 

inductor coil and become an LC passive resonator. When pressure is applied, the two 

diaphragms deform, hence change the value of the capacitor. The resonant frequency 

of the system changes as a result. Under unstrained condition, the resonator obtains 

16.99 MHz and 62 for its resonant frequency and Q factor respectively. Three samples 

with an unstrained resonant frequency of 16.99 MHz, 19.49 MHz and 22.68 MHz 

were tested against applied pressured from 0 to 7 Bar as shown in fig. 2.20 (c). The 

measured sensitivities are 105 kHz/bar, 154 kHz/bar and 164 kHz/bar respectively. 

The sensitivities level reduces when the applied pressure exceeds 3 bar. Low Q in 

combination with thin diaphragm design has prevented dual diaphragm structure from 

being used in harsh environment such as high pressure high temperature reservoir.  

 

 

 

    (c)  

 

Figure 2.20 (a) cross sectional view, (b) 3D layer construction of the ceramic resonator and (c) 

samples’ performances against pressure[60] 

Baldi, et al [61] introduce another micro-machined passive pressure sensor design. 

The micromechanical part contains a planar coil and a flexible membrane attached to 

a piece of ferrite as seen in fig 2.21 (a). An applied pressure will deflect the 

membrane, which in turn pushes the ferrite to the coil, hence increasing the inductance 

of the system. The increasing inductance results in a reduced self-resonant frequency. 

This design produces an unstrained resonant frequency of 31.8MHz and Q factor of 

5.4. The measured sensitivity is 9.6 kHz/kPa for the pressure range from -20 kPa to 60 

kPa. This is another example of low Q, low operational range pressure sensor. 
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         (c) 

Figure 2.21 Inductive passive resonator: (a) three-dimension model (b) cross sectional display and (c) 

resonant frequency against applied pressure 

Welham, et al. [62] presented a laterally driven mechanism on a single-mass resonator 

structure. The resonator uses electrostatic comb finger as the driving and sensing 

structure for in-plane flexural vibration. This approach reduces the sensitivity of the 

Q-factor to the cavity gas; hence reducing viscous drag and the overall damping 

coefficient. However, the resonator testing experienced a dramatic drop in Q-factor 

from 50 000 in vacuum to 50 in air. The resonator structure comprised an inertial mass 

supported by four beams fabricated from polysilicon as shown in fig. 2.22(a). In 

operation, the whole structure moves to one side before returning to its original 

position. Thus, its central of gravity is always in constant movement. As a result, most 

of its energy disperses quickly to the external world, hence, the Q-factor reduction 

occurs. The sensor still produced a sensitivity of 8.8 kHz bar -1 with a resonant 

frequency of 52 ± 15 kHz. The operating range is limited to 3.5 bar as a result of small 

distance between the resonator and the diaphragm. 
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Figure 2.22 (a) Structure of lateral resonant pressure sensor and (b) its frequency shift under applied 

pressure at 19.5 0C [62] 

Corman, et al. [63] presented a planar double-loop structure as a resonator for pressure 

sensing. The resonator consists of two symmetrical rectangular loops bound to a fixed 

centre axis as shown in fig. 2.23 (a). The structure is encapsulated by two bonded 

glass lids with integrated electrode for excitation and detection. The encapsulation is 

used to increase the Q factor of the resonator. The measured Q factor is 20 000 for 0.1 

mBar pressure and is reduced to approximate 5000 for 1000 mBar. The recorded 

unstrained resonant frequency is 8848 kHz. The sensitivity is 8 Hz/Bar for pressure 

ranges from 0.1 mbar to 1000 mbar with a high level of non-linearity. The detail can 

be seen in fig. 2.23 (b). 

  

 

 

 

(a)                                                                               (b) 

Figure 2.23 (a) top view and cross-sectional view of the sensor and (b) Q factor and resonant 

frequency against pressure 
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Southworth, et al [64] introduced a drumhead resonator design fabricated from a 

silicon on insulator wafer. The resonator is a circular-shaped membrane as shown in 

fig 2.24 (a). When air is compressed underneath the membrane, it induces a change in 

the spring constant of the membrane. As a result, the resonator shows a linear 

relationship with applied pressure. The device is excited and detected optically. Three 

variations of the resonator with differing air gaps between the resonator and the 

handle wafer were tested for resonant frequency and its quality factor. The result 

showed similar fundamental resonant frequencies of 9.38 ± 0.15 MHz and Q factor of 

approximately 1.4×104. However, the change in resonant frequency under pressure 

showed different level of sensitivity for different variation of the air gap as shown in 

fig. 2.24 (b).  

 

(a)                                                                               (b) 

Figure 2.24 (a) Drum resonator top view and (b) variation of the sensor performances against 

pressure 

Defay, et al [65] presented a vibrating membrane that yield a high sensitivity. The 

membrane is composed of a Pb(Zr,Ti)O3 (PZT) laying on top a Si layer as shown in 

fig.2.25. Under zero pressure, the resonant frequency was measured to be 18.6 kHz. 

The device is excited electrostatically while being detected by laser vibrometer. The 

change of resonant frequency while applying different pressures shows the sensitivity 

of 115 Hz/mbar and high level of linearity for pressure from 15 mbar to 140 mbar. No 

record of Q factor was provided.  
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(a)                                                                        (b) 

Figure 2.25 (a) FEM model of the membrane and (b) its performance against pressure [65] 

Stemme, et al. [6] proposed a balanced resonant pressure sensor that can operate both 

in air and vacuum with a high Q-factor. The resonator was made from single crystal 

silicon, comprised of two parallel diaphragms bonded together. This structure was 

fixed to the chip frame via four supporting beams as shown in fig. 2.26(a). The device 

operates in torsional mode. The cavity trapped between two diaphragms acted as the 

reference pressure. As a result, the two diaphragms deflected outwards or inwards 

according to the ambient pressure. This mode of operation removed most of the 

viscous drag while maintaining a fixed centre of gravity, therefore, yielded a Q of 

2400 in air and of 80 000 in vacuum. The device produced a sensitivity result of 14% 

bar -1 with resonant frequency about 17 kHz in vacuum reference pressure via 

electrostatic drive and optical detection. The pressure range in their experiment was 1 

bar, which is suitable for barometric pressure devices.   

 

Figure 2.26 (a) Dual-diaphragm cavity structure cross section view and (b) its sensitivity to ambient 

pressure [6] 

Another resonant barometric pressure sensor structure has been reported to achieve a 

low long term stability error of 0.05% F.S over period of 3 months as shown in fig. 

2.27 [66]. This is a promising result for pressure sensing in a hostile environment such 
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as downhole. However, the resonator design has a limited maximum pressure input to 

only 11.8 MPa. The resonator as shown in fig. 2.28(a) consists of four “H” type 

doubly clamped micro beams connecting via three-anchor point. The whole structure 

is fabricated from the top single-crystal silicon of a silicon on insulator (SOI) wafer, 

which results in Q-factor of 6000 in vacuum and 1200 in air. The diaphragm 

deflection under pressure induces an axial tensile tress on the central beams while 

causing an axial compression stress on the two side beams. All four beams operate in 

lateral vibration via electromagnetic excitation. The sensitivity was recorded to be 5.2 

kHz bar -1 and 5.3 kHz bar -1 for the side beams and centre beam, respectively. 

 

 

Figure 2.27 Long term stability of “H” type doubly-clamped beam pressure sensor at 20oC, 1atm over 

3 months period [66] 

 

 

 

Figure 2.28 (a) the schematic of “H” type doubly-clamped beam pressure sensor and (b) its 

sensitivity performance at 20oC[66] 

Further research on “H” type doubly clamped resonator encapsulation has shown a 

long-term stability of the structure to 0.01% F.S/year [67]. A layer of polysilicon was 

grown on top the resonator, entrapping it inside the cavity formed from the newly 
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developed layer and the diaphragm as shown in fig.2.29 (a). A 10 µm thickness cavity 

wall was able to withstand a high pressure of 100 MPa. Inside the vacuum cavity, the 

resonator achieved a Q factor of above 50 000. The vibration was supported by an 

external magnetic field via an AC feedback loop. The sensitivity was presented in 

terms of a gauge factor of about 3000.  

 

Figure 2.29 (a) cross-sectional SEM view in one beam of the “H” shaped resonator and (b) its 

performance in long term stability at room temperature [67] 

Beeby, et al. [5] presented a double-ended tuning-fork (DETF) resonator structure for 

pressure sensing. The resonator consisted of two identical beams, joined at fixed ends 

to the surroundings as shown in fig. 2.30 (a). Operated in lateral anti-phase mode, the 

structure experienced a fixed centre of gravity and a minimum amount of coupling 

energy, which increased the Q-factor to 40 000 in vacuum. Under applied pressure, 

the diaphragm moves perpendicular to the vibration and increase the stiffness of the 

resonator, hence, cause the resonant frequency to shift. Piezoresistors were deposited 

at the edges of the beam, where displacement is the largest, as the detection 

mechanism for frequency measurement. Finite element analysis indicated a shift of 

21.56 kHz for eight bar pressures in anti-phase mode with a resonant frequency of 

169.54 kHz. However, the structure exhibited a hard spring effect due to the long and 

thin design of the two beams, as shown in the amplitude against frequency graph in 

fig. 2.31. This lead to amplitude stiffening of the resonator and hence affects the 

linearity of the output signal. The test device was fabricated from a silicon-on-

insulator (SOI) wafer, which enabled the use of crystal silicon for resonator structure. 
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Figure 2.30 (a) Antiphase mode operation of DETF resonator and (b) SEM view of the beams at 

resonant frequency [5] 

 

Figure 2.31 amplitude against frequency plot of DETF resonator [5] 

Wojciechowski [68] also published research on a DETF resonator as a strain sensor as 

shown in fig 2.32 (a). The resonator is fabricated from polysilicon, so the Q factor is 

much lower than Beeby’s single crystal design. Measured value of Q is 370 at 

atmospheric pressure. The sensor deploys separate comb drives as the excitation and 

detection mechanism. A resonant frequency of 217 kHz was measured. An axial strain 

actuator is connected to the design to measure the strain sensitivity of the resonator. 

The measured sensitivity shown in fig. 2.32 (b) is 39 Hz/µε for the range of applied 

strain from 0 to 25µε with a high level of linearity. 
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(a)                                                                                            (b) 

Figure 2.32 (a) top view of polysilicon DETF and (b) applied strain against resonant frequency [68] 

 

Welham, et al. [23] presented a modified DETF structure called ‘ double-shuttle’ 

lateral resonator. Instead of two simple parallel beams, this device comprised two 

inertial masses supported by eight parallel flexures as shown in fig. 2.33(a). A pair of 

piezoresistors is used to couple to two masses. In vibration, the piezoresistors also act 

as a linkage structure that separate the anti-phase mode from adjacent modes, hence 

increasing the range of operating frequency. The lateral oscillation mode triggered via 

electrostatic comb-drive provides a balanced vibration in the system. It also means 

that the Q-factor was less affected from residual gas and energy loss through the 

supporting structure. In electrical operation, inverse driving signals were fed to the 

opposing comb-drives, which resulted in zero voltage at the piezoresistive pickup. 

Another electrical connection connected the piezoresistor to a Wheatstone bridge 

circuit for resistance measurement. The amplitude of the output signal is amplified 

before being fed back to the drive circuit. The sensor achieved a Q-factor of 50 000 in 

vacuum while maintaining a value of 1000 in air. Two different diaphragm 

thicknesses were used for sensitivity measurement. A 120 µm thick diaphragm 

showed a performance of 3.8% bar -1 over a pressure range from 0 to 10 bar. A 25 µm 

thick diaphragm increase the sensitivity to 15% bar -1 but dramatically reduce the 

range of pressure from 0-10 bar to 0-2 bar. The diaphragm thickness is inversely 

proportional to the deflection caused by applied pressure. Thus, a high-pressure range 

sensor has to make a trade-off between sensitivity and pressure range. 
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Figure 2.33 (a) 3D schematic of the lateral resonant pressure sensor and (b) its sensitivity 

performance for 120 µm thick diaphragm [23] 

Greenwood [69] indicated that the previously described ‘double-shuttle’ having heat 

dissipation problem related to the location of piezoresistive strain gauge. He proposed 

a solution by relocating the coupling piezoresistor to a newly added overhead linkage 

as shown in fig. 2.34. This device used the same operating mode, driving and 

detecting technique, differs only by the position of electrical contact between 

stationary and moving parts. It was claimed to increase the strain gauge output in 

compared to the ‘double-shuttle’ design. However, both devices still operate in 

pressure range under 10 bar. It is suggested that the size of the sensor limiting its 

performance. By reducing the size of the resonator, I can use the same diaphragm 

thickness, hence the same pressure range, while significantly improving its sensitivity. 

 

Figure 2.34 Modified ‘double-shuttle’ design including overhead linkage (244), piezoresistor 

(232,234) and electrical contact (248,224) [69] 
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Ren, et al [22] proposed another modification for the ‘double-shuttle’ resonator 

packaged in dry air without vacuum encapsulation. The structure consists of two 

inertial masses and eight flexures coupling via a suspended flexural spring as shown 

in fig. 2.35. The flexures connect the resonator to two anchor masses, which sit on top 

of the dielectric buried oxide (BOX) layer. This design employed a pair of static 

comb-finger electrode for capacitive sensing. As the resonator operates at atmospheric 

pressure, a large signal to noise ratio (SNR) is crucial and can obtained from 

optimising the mechanical design. To improve the SNR, a thick resonator layer of 60 

µm and large comb-fingers increase the signal amplitude while applying 

electromechanical amplitude modulation for capacitive detection reduce the noise 

disturbance. The additional spring attaches to the two inertial masses and increases the 

spring constant as well as the effective mass of the system. As a result, the mechanical 

coupling between the flexural anti-phase mode and the in-phase mode is reduced. The 

two mode frequencies are separated; thus, frequency crossover can be avoided. The 

device was tested in a pressure range of 100-400 kPa giving a Q-factor as high as 

1772. Measurement shows that the sensor has a pressure sensitivity of 20 Hz/kPa with 

a resonant frequency of 34.55 kHz. At full pressure scale of 120 MPa with a 

frequency shift percentage of 18.40% were predicted from finite element analysis.  

 

 

 

Figure 2.35 (a) 3D schematic of modified DETF resonator and (b) its sensitivity performance at 20oC 

[22] 

 

Kinnell, et al [70] from GE Sensing and Inspection Technologies presented the 8000 

series sensor based on MEMS silicon resonant chip technology. The GE website [71] 

indicated that the resonator is a version of a double-ended tuning fork (DETF) as 
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shown in fig 2.36(a). The two parallel beams are moved further away from each other, 

leaving a space in the middle for the anchor. The newly located anchor is closer to the 

centre of the diaphragm; hence, its deflection magnitude is greater than conventional 

location of diaphragm-edge-oriented. The large deflection induces a much larger shift 

in resonant frequency, which in turn increases the resolution of the sensor. The device, 

hence, achieved a sensitivity of approximately 3Hz/mbar with a natural frequency of 

26 kHz. The anchor positions have been optimised to ensure the mechanical reaction 

forces, which are generated by the resonator in lateral anti-phase mode, are balanced 

and minimize the energy transfer to the diaphragm. As a result, the balanced design 

obtained a Q factor of 38 000 in both air and vacuum. The paper also stated that 

packaging is the key consideration for long-term stability. The resonator, fabricated 

from SOI wafer, was first fusion bonded to the diaphragm layer, then a cap layer. As a 

result, the resonator was sealed in vacuum by this hermetic encapsulation. Three 

sensor prototypes were fabricated; differing by the content for hermetic package 

filling. The performance over two years showed less than 100 ppm drift of F.S as 

shown in fig. 2.36(b). The long-term stability and predicted range of pressure from 1 

to 700 bar is a promising result for high pressure sensing application. 

 

 

Figure 2.36 (a) GE design of DETF [72] and (b) its record of long term stability [70] 

 

The same author [73] then patterned a modified version of DETF as shown in fig. 

2.37, which improved the Q factor even further. The pressure induced vibration of the 

two beams causes distortion in the anchor energy, which in turn reflects the distortion 

back to the beams and reduce the precision of measurement. The new design replaces 

the single contact point between anchor and the end of each beam by several branches. 

By attaching each end to more than one support points, the moment and reaction 

forces at the support is balanced, hence reduce the distortion transfer into anchor, 

diaphragm, and increase Q factor. As a result, measurement that is more accurate.   
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Figure 2.37 Sketch of the DETF resonator with (15) indicated the modified supports [73] 

2.8.1 Discussion 

In this section, previous work in pressure resonant sensor is discussed. Table 2.3 

compares the performance of the device that has been featured. Long-term stability is 

a key factor for high-pressure sensor performance. It is shown that vacuum 

encapsulation minimise the effect of long-term drift on resonant frequency [70]. 

However, the optimised fabrication method for vacuum encapsulation is far from fully 

understood. Furthermore, balanced structure and balanced operating mode are 

preferable in most devices. Balance structures minimise the energy loss during 

vibration to the external world via the supporting structure, resulting in a higher Q-

factor. High Q factor devices when operating in vacuum can be exited with driving 

signal of a few millivolts, thus, reducing the power consumption. Ultimately, there are 

four types of resonator based on their structural designs namely cantilever, dual 

diaphragm, doubly ended single beam and doubly ended tuning fork (DETF).  

Cantilever is simple structure, that offers simple fabrication technique, driving and 

detecting mechanism. Thus, early researches preferred to employ cantilever to test 

silicon structure viability in pressure sensing. However, since cantilever is 

asymmetrical structure with only one fixed anchor point, its Q factor is heavily 

reduced. Low Q factor affects measurement precision, long-term stability and 

operational range. Thus, cantilever application is limited to low range, low precision 

sensor.  

Dual diaphragm structure offers more balance vibration mode, hence theoretically 

improve the Q factor. Experimentally, poor encapsulation technique left air in the 

supposedly vacuum gap between the two diaphragms significantly reduced the Q 

factor. A thicker diaphragm design will limit the air diffusion but sacrifice its 

sensitivity performance.  

Doubly ended single beam structure is a more stable solution. The structure can be 

encapsulated without sacrificing its sensitivity, but it lacks a balanced mode of 

operation.  

DETF [70], achieved relatively high sensitivities with the without expense of lower Q 

factor. Several main factors affect the pressure range of a sensors including material 

and fabrication process. Single crystal silicon offers very high strength and elasticity, 
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which can maintain the performance of the sensor in high-pressure environment. SOI 

am available and have intensively been employed in MEMS resonant sensor 

application.  

Greenwood’s design [69] provides a standard framework DETF to work upon. The 

design has been modified to increase the operating pressure range to 1000 Bar as well 

as maintaining the required sensitivity of at least 35 Hz/Bar. Greenwood resonator has 

its anchors fixed to the edge of the diaphragm, which doesn’t employ the majorities of 

the axial stress from applied pressure. In addition, Greenwood had the overhead 

structure attached to the resonator, which ultimately reduce its Q factor. The proposed 

design will make two critical changes from Greenwood’s design including changing 

the anchor position and removing the overhead structure from the design.  

 

Table 2.3 Summary of resonant pressure silicon sensor performance 

Ref. 

& 

Year  

Resonator type Mode Excitation/dete

ction principle 

Sensitivity Operating 

range 

Q 

[58] 

1995 

Polysilicon beam Fundamental, 

flexural 

Electrostatic/ 

Optical, 

Piezoresistive 

3880 

Hz/psi 

5 psi N/A 

[59] 

2008 

Microcantilever – 

single crystal 

silicon 

Flexural Electrostatic/Ca

pacitive 

60 Hz/bar 500 mbar 10000 in 

vacuum 

[60] 

2002 

Double sided 

diaphragm - 

Ceramic 

N/A Electrostatic/Ca

pacitive 

164 

kHz/bar 

3 bar 62 in air 

[61] 

2003 

Two-layer single 

membrane -  

Silicon rubber and 

Ferrite 

N/A Electrostatic/ 

Inductive 

9.6 

kHz/kPa 

-20kPa to 

60 kPa 

5.4 in air 

[62] 

1996 

Single mass 

suspended on four 

beam – single 

crystal silicon 

Fundamental, 

flexural 

Electrostatic/ 

Piezoresistive 

8.8 kHz/bar 3.5 bar 50 000 in 

vacuum 

50 in air 

[63] 

1997 

Planar double 

loop structure – 

single crystal 

silicon   

Antiphase 

torsional 

Electrostatic/Op

tical 

8 Hz/bar 1000 mBar 20 000 in 

vacuum 

[64] 

2009 

Single drumhead 

diaphragm – 

single crystal 

silicon  

N/A Optical/Optical 200 

Hz/Torr 

3000 Torr 14 000 in 

vacuum 

[65] 

2002 

Single vibrating 

membrane – PZT 

thin film 

Fundamental Electrostatic/ 

Optical 

115 

Hz/mbar 

140 mbar N/A 

[6] 

1990 

Dual-diaphragm 

suspended on four 

beam – single 

Torsional Electrostatic/ 

Optical 

2.4 kHz/bar 1 bar 80 000 in 

vacuum 
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crystal silicon 2400 in 

air 

[66] 

2013 

Four “H” type 

doubly clamped 

micro beams – 

single crystal 

silicon 

Anti-phase 

lateral 

Electromagnetic

/ 

Electromagnetic 

5.2 kHz/bar 11.8 MPa 

(theoretical

ly) 

6000 in 

vacuum 

1200 in 

air 

[67] 

1990 

H” type doubly 

clamped micro 

beams – single 

crystal silicon 

Fundamental, 

flexural 

Electromagnetic

/ 

Electromagnetic 

Gauge 

factor of 

3000 

N/A 50 000 in 

vacuum 

[5] 

2000 

Double-ended 

tuning fork 

(DETF) – single 

crystal silicon 

Anti-phase 

lateral 

Electrostatic/ 

Piezoresistive 

2.7 kHz/bar N/A 40 000 in 

vacuum 

[68] 

2004 

Double-ended 

tuning fork – 

polysilicon 

Anti-phase 

lateral 

Electrostatic/ 

Capacitive 

39 Hz/µε 25µε 370 in air 

[23], 

[69] 

2003 

‘double-shuttle’ 

suspended on 

eight beam – 

single crystal 

silicon 

Anti-phase 

lateral 

Electrostatic/ 

Piezoresistive 

15% /bar 

for 25 µm 

diaphragm 

10 bar 50 000 in 

vacuum 

1000 in 

air 

[22] 

2013 

Modified ‘double-

shuttle’ with 

centre coupling 

Anti-phase 

lateral 

Electrostatic/ 

capacitive 

20 Hz/kPa Tested: 

400kPa 

1772 in 

air 

[70], 

[73] 

2009 

DETF Anti-phase 

lateral 

Electrostatic/ 

N/A 

3 Hz/mbar 700 bar 38 000 in 

vacuum 

38 000 in 

air 

 

 

 Quartz crystal Oscillator  

Many current applications in pressure measurement are using the quartz crystal 

oscillator [45], [74]. Quartz is an attractive material for resonant pressure sensor as it 

is a single crystal material. The main advantage of quartz resonator is high Q factor 

due to its high-purity property [75] . Another advantage is that the piezoelectric nature 

of Quartz allows the use of piezoelectric excitation and detection mechanism in 

driving and sensing the quartz crystal oscillator. Stressing or compressing the quartz 

resonating structure deforms the crystal, which lead to the change in its resonant 

frequency. The developed technology in quartz resonator packaging, metallization and 

mounting technique made quartz ideal for pressure sensor research [70]. 

Quartz resonators are typically classified based on the resonance mode shape, namely 

single-end flexural, double-ended flexural, torsional and thickness shear. In this 
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section, thickness shear and double-ended flexure mode are discussed as they are the 

dominant design in pressure sensing application [76].  

2.9.1 Double-ended flexural mode operation  

A number of quartz sensors employ one or multiple long, slender beams, which is 

sensitive to longitudinal force. When the beams are under lateral stress, the structure 

produced a restoration force, which is equal force but in opposite direction. The 

restoration force affects the rigidity of the structure, hence, increase the resonant 

frequency [76]. Both structural ends are converged in order to apply tension. In order 

to increase the Q factor or minimise energy losses during vibration, the beam design 

need to have total moment equal to zero. There are two frequently used structures 

namely double and triple beam as shown in fig2.38. Double-ended tuning fork has 

each two tines move in opposite direction, resulting in the cancellation of opposite 

moments. Thus, the structure obtains a high Q factor. The triple beam design 

accommodates the out-of-plate vibration. The middle beam, which is twice the mass 

of two outside beams, move in opposite direction with the outside beams. All three 

beams vibrate horizontally. The net mass movement is zero, thus high Q factor is 

obtained. 

 

 

Figure 2.38: symmetrical balanced designs for quartz double-end resonator (a) double beam and (b) 

triple beam  [76] 

Paros [77][78] has developed an all quartz double-end tuning fork that allows large 

frequency shift in the range of operation. The crystal cut was chosen for a low 

temperature coefficient as well as in-plane shear resonance mode. Four electrodes are 

deposit onto the resonator, two on top and two at the bottom surface as shown in 
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fig.2.39 (a). The resonator is piezo-electrically driven into resonance via out-of-phase 

mode. In this mode, the momentum of two beam cancel each other out to reduce the 

loss energy, hence increasing Q factor. A bellows tube is used to couple the pressure 

onto the resonator. The sensor was designed for a ± 1.1 Bar range. The operational 

frequency range is ± 4000 Hz for the unstressed frequency of 40 kHz. The sensor is 

hermetically sealed in vacuum. The sensor achieved high stability with static error is 

under 0.02 hPa for its range of operation as shown in fig.2.39(b). 

 

(a)                                                               (b) 

Figure 2.39: Paros’s double-end tuning fork: (a) design and (b) stability performance [78] 

Ueda, et al. [79] employed quartz double end tuning fork for force sensing. The 

development of photolithography technology allows quartz resonator to be 

manufactured in a large scale with low cost, making quartz attractive than other 

alternatives such as elinvar alloy. Since mechanical property of quartz crystal depends 

on the cut angle. In this work, the quartz is cut so that the temperature coefficient is 

zero at room temperature. The Q factor is 7000 at close to vacuum condition. The Q is 

measured against ambient pressure and shows a decay value with increased pressure 

as shown in fig 2.41(a). Structural aging is measured as well. Fig 2.41(b) shows long-

term drift of the resonator against time. The temperature is set at 50oC for 

experimental acceleration. The natural frequency shifts 25 ppm after 1000 working 

hours. 
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Figure 2.40 Double-ended tuning fork design made of (a) elinvar and (b) quartz [79] 

 

 

(a)                                                               (b) 

Figure 2.41 Quartz DETF performance: (a) Q factor against surrounding air density and (b) frequency 

drift against operating time [79] 

 

2.9.2 Thickness shear mode operation 

Resonator that employs thickness shear mode, typically consists of a plate (rectangular 

or circular) of crystalline quartz. The thin-film electrodes are deposited on top of the 
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faces. The applied voltage triggers the plate to vibrate as the result of inverse 

piezoelectric effect. The crystal orientation needed to be select so that the shear stress 

is created with applied voltage. The plate is designed to be thicker in the middle, 

which caused most of the vibration energy to concentrate into this area. This energy 

trapping mechanism and Quartz high purity property contribute to high mechanical Q 

factor.  

The two types of cut that make quartz crystal sensitive to applied stress are AT- and 

BT-cut [75].While AT-cut resonator increases resonant frequency in response to 

compressive stress, BT-cut resonator frequency reduces [80][81][82]. 

Karrer and Leach [83] constructed an all-quartz structure to measure pressure. In this 

work, the resonator and cylinder are made from a single piece of crystalline quartz for 

uniformly distribution of external pressure. Then, the end caps are adhered to the 

structure via joints made from elastic cement thin film as shown in fig 2.42(a)-(b).  

The crystal is BT-cut to operate on the third overtone thickness shear mode with the 

unstressed frequency of 5 MHz Karrer stated that the dimension of the cylinder affects 

the sensitivity of the resonator structure. The transfer function (σ/P) over the 

dimension of the cylinder is shown in fig 2.42(c). Ultimately, the sensor sensitivity is 

at 22 Hz/Bar and range of operation is 0 to 700 Bar.  

 

(a)                                                               (b)                   
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(c) 

Figure 2.42 Karren and Leach’s Resonator (a) structural design, (b) Fabrication flow and (c) transfer 

function against design dimension [83] 

Besson et al. developed [84] a dual mode thickness-shear resonator for pressure 

sensing application. The crystal was cut to employ the piezoelectric coupling to both 

of the thickness-shear (B- and C-) modes of resonance. The cut is called stress 

compensated for B-mode and temperature compensated for the C-mode (SBTC). Its 

purpose is to employ the B-mode oscillator for temperature sensing while engage the 

temperature compensated C-mode in measuring applied pressure. The crystal is 

rectangular shape and is an integral part of a cylindrical structure as shown in fig 

2.43(a). The other cylindrical layer converted the applied pressure into a uniaxial 

compressive stress in the resonator crystal. The electrodes are deposited far away from 

the centre of the crystal plate to ensure high spectral purity and Q factor. The 

resonator is driven into dual mode oscillation simultaneously. The B-mode oscillation 

is significantly independent of the applied pressure up to 100 Mpa as shown in fig 

2.43(b). On the contrary, C-mode vibration is largely depended on the pressure while 

the effect of temperature on frequency shift is minimal. A sensitivity of 145 Hz/Mpa 

at 175 deg C is recorded. 
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(a) 

 

(b)                                                                         (c) 

Figure 2.43 Besson’s quartz resonator (a) design, (b) B-mode performance and (c) C-mode 

performance [84] 

Eernisse et al. [85] developed a non-cylindrical, integral shell structure that transmit 

non-uniform force to the resonator device. The shell design is purposely flat on two 

side walls to generate maximum stress in this area. The minor stress on the thicker 

wall still contribute to the total stress in the resonator. By adjusting the dimension of 

the flat wall, an additional degree of freedom for maximizing the sensitivity is 

introduced. The cut angle of the flat wall is simulated against force sensitivity 

coefficient for sensitivity optimisation as shown in fig 2.44(b). Ultimately, the 

fabricated sensor showed a sensitivity of 3.5 ppm/kPa with the range of 110 MPa. In 

addition, Earnisse employs a torsional tuning fork quartz resonator as temperature 

sensor for temperature compensation.  
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      (a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 2.44 (a) Structural design of Eernisse’s Quartz pressure sensor and (b) sensor sensitivity 

against the cut angle of the flat wall design.[85]  

Quartzdyne [86] presented an advanced quartz crystal oscillator design that can 

operate in a high pressure environment up to 1300 bar. The device has three quartz 

crystals: a pressure-sensing crystal, a temperature sensing crystal and a reference 

frequency crystal. The temperature sensing crystal works independently from the 

other two crystals and measures the temperature in the well, which is used to 

compensate the error caused by temperature in pressure measurement. The reference 

crystal provides a constant frequency independent from applied pressure and 

temperature. This frequency is used to digitalize the pressure-induced frequency. The 

product that aims for the 1000 bar market delivers a sensitivity of 35 Hz/Bar and an 

offset drift of 0.06 bar in 3 days as shown in fig 2.45 However, quartz sensor element 

is generally large compared with silicon-based element that has advantages in more 

state-of-the-art MEMS fabrication technology. Furthermore, bigger size required more 

complex packaging technique as well as largest cost in order to deliver to deep 

measuring area. 
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Figure 2.45 (a) Sensitivity and (b) long-term stability performance of Quartzdyne sensor for 16 000 

psi [86] 

 

2.9.3 Discussion 

Quartz fabrication technique has limited the application of double-end flexural mode 

to low range pressure sensing application. Thickness shear mode sensors have shown 

more potentials in term of fabrication, sensitivity and stability, which are essential for 

downhole application. The summary of different thickness shear mode resonators is 

shown in table 2.4.   

Table 2.4: Different thickness shear mode resonators’ performance 

Author Refs Crystal 

cut 

Full 

scale 

(MPa) 

Temperature 

compensation 

Sensitivity 

(ppm/kPa) 

Frequency 

(MHz) and 

Overtone 

Karren and 

Leach 

[81] BT 0.7 Crystal cut 2 5 

3rd 

Besson et 

al 

[82] SBTC 110 Crystal cut 1.6 5.15 

3rd 

Eernisse et 

al 

[83] AT 110 Dual 

resonator 

3.5 3.6 

5th 

Quartzdyne [84] AT 110 Dual 

resonator 

2 7.2 

3rd 

 

Quartzdyne and Eernisse et al. employs the benefit of quartz reference crystal in 

counter system to add a third quartz resonator fore temperature compensation. This is 

a simple way to provide a high temperature sensing mechanism. This system has been 

commercialised successfully for downhole application. In addition, Quartzdyne 

resonator design is relatively simple, hence reducing its size compared with its 
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competitors. The smaller sensors are less expensive to deliver and install in deep 

reservoir, making Quartzdyne attractive for downhole measurement.  

  Conclusions 

Piezoresistive, capacitive and resonant methods have all been used in pressure 

measurement. Piezoresistive sensors are based on the piezoresistive properties of 

silicon. This method provides a simple solution that directly measures the pressure as 

the result of change in resistance. The expense for the simplicity is lower accuracy and 

high temperature cross sensitivity. A state-of-the-art low temperature-dependent 

pressure sensor achieved 2000 ppm/oC in signal response of temperature [87]. The 

drawback limited the use of piezoresistive method in high-pressure application. High 

pressure sensor that employs piezoresistive mechanism is commercialised for pressure 

range of 3000 Bar and lower [88]. The second type of sensor reviewed applied 

capacitive method. This type of sensors provides similar resolution with piezoresistive 

type. Although it has smaller temperature cross sensitivity, capacitive sensor output is 

non-linear due to its membrane deflection. Thus, the electronic circuit for signal 

processing become more complex. 

Resonant pressure sensor measurement is based on a change in resonant frequency 

under applied pressure. The change in Quartz sensor frequency is due to the 

deformation of the Quartz crystal while the main factor that affects the frequency in a 

silicon sensor is the strain gauge effect. Quartz devices are several magnitudes larger 

than the silicon counterpart. Thus, Quartz is currently dominating the down-hole 

pressure measurement market; silicon resonant devices, offering the advantages of 

smaller size and by using state-of-the-art MEMS technologies have the potential to be 

reduced the cost of producing and integrating into downhole surveillance system.  

Current silicon resonant sensor technologies focus on the development of high 

sensitivity devices that operate in a low-pressure environment. GE have 

commercialised a range of silicon resonant pressure sensor that operate from 70mbar 

to 700 bar [89]. Through this extensive literature review, double-mass structure has 

shown a high level of sensitivity in the magnitude of 3~5kHz/Bar as well as a 

balanced operating mode with Q factor of 10~40000, at least 10 times higher than 

presented devices. Further research on this structure and the encapsulation method 

have shown to increase its range of operating pressure from air pressure to 100Mpa 

reservoir.  

In the literature, Silicon on insulator (SOI) is frequently used for MEMS sensor. It 

offers crystalline silicon, which achieved high Q factor in magnitude of 104, as the 

material for device structure. In addition, by using SOI wafer, the complicated process 

of silicon-to-silicon bonding in traditional fabrication has been removed. 
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 Coupled double-mass resonator 

analysis 

 

 Introduction 

In this chapter, the coupled double mass resonator structure is investigated and 

characterised. The mechanical model of the double ended beam is analysed and the 

stiffness and mechanical non-linearity of three different type of beams are compared.  

A model of coupled double-mass structure is presented to analyse in-phase and out-of-

phase modes. In order to understand the mechanism of pressure-induced structures, an 

investigation of the diaphragm structure is conducted. Finally, the electrostatic 

excitation and capacitive detection technique are discussed in detail.  

 MEMS resonator mechanical theory 

In order to understand the mechanics and working dynamic of the double-mass 

structure, I will investigate the physic properties of its most fundamental element, the 

double ended beam as shown in fig.3.1. The uniform rectangular bending beam has 

appeared as an integrating part in most of the resonator structures reviewed in chapter 

2. 

 

Figure 3.1: Double ended beam model with dimension and axial stress 

The differential equation for transversally oscillating motion of a uniform beam 

(motion in x direction), given no external force, is illustrated by [90]: 

 

𝜕2

𝜕𝑥2 [𝐸𝐼
𝜕2𝑔(𝑥,𝑡)

𝜕𝑥2 ] + 𝑐
𝜕𝑔(𝑥,𝑡)

𝜕𝑡
−

𝜕

𝜕𝑥
[𝑇

𝜕𝑔(𝑥,𝑡)

𝜕𝑥
] + µ

𝜕2𝑔(𝑥,𝑡)

𝜕𝑡2 = 0  ( 3.1) 

Where, 𝑔(𝑥, 𝑡) is the bending in 𝑧 axis of the double ended beam at the 𝑥 position 

(0 < 𝑥 < 𝐿), 𝐸 is the young’s modulus, I is the moment of inertia of the beam, 𝑐 is 
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the damping coefficient, 𝑇 is the applied axial tension, µ is mass per unit length of the 

beam,  µ = 𝜌𝑤𝑡 ,where 𝜌 is the density of the material. It is worth mentioning that I is 

dependent on the direction of motion. In fig.3.1, the beam is designed to vibrate in 𝑧 

direction, 𝐼 = 𝑤3𝑡/12. 

Transforming eqn.(3.1) in term of function of time-motion 𝑔(𝑡) and function of mode 

shape 𝑔(𝑥), I arrive with an equation of an unforced spring-damper-mass system in z 

axis  

𝑀
𝜕2𝑔(𝑡)

𝜕𝑥2 + 𝐶
𝜕𝑔(𝑡)

𝜕𝑡
+ 𝐾𝑧(𝑡) = 0       ( 3.2) 

Where effective mass and stiffness constant of the beam is given by [15]: 

𝑀 = ∫ 𝜌𝑤𝑡𝑔2(𝑥)𝑑𝑥
𝐿

0
     ( 3.3) 

𝐾 = ∫ 𝐸𝐼 (
𝜕2𝑔(𝑥)

𝜕𝑥2 )
2

𝑑𝑥 + ∫ 𝑇 (
𝜕𝑔(𝑥)

𝜕𝑥
)

2

𝑑𝑥
𝐿

0

𝐿

0
  ( 3.4) 

For different given boundary conditions for the two ends of the beam, I obtain 

different mode shape function 𝑔(𝑥) [91]. For double-mass resonator, the suspension 

beam is a cantilever with one fixed end and one end that allows movement in vertical 

direction as seen in fig.3.2. The movement is directional limited as the free end is 

mechanically coupled with the mass, which prevent z-direction movement. 

 

Figure 3.2 One fixed end beam with vertical movement on the other end 

The fundamental mode shape function for aforementioned beam type is given by [91]. 

𝑔(𝑥) =
3𝑥2

𝐿2 −
2𝑥3

𝐿3 , 0 < 𝑥 < 𝐿    ( 3.5) 

Substituting eqn.(3.5) into eqn.(3.3) and eqn.(3.4), I will obtain the effective mass and 

effective stiffness of this type of beam for its fundamental mode. 

𝑀𝑒 = 0.371𝜌𝑤𝑡𝐿      ( 3.6) 

𝐾𝑒 = 𝐸𝑤3𝑡
𝐿3⁄ + 1.2𝑇

𝐿⁄          ( 3.7) 
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As mentioned in literature review, mechanical spring stiffening exists in beam 

structure. Taking nonlinearity into consideration, the third nonlinear stiffness constant 

is given [90]: 

𝐾𝑒,3 = 𝐸𝑤𝑡
2𝐿⁄ (∫ (

𝜕𝑔(𝑥)

𝜕𝑥
)

2𝐿

0
𝑑𝑥)

2

    ( 3.8) 

Substituting eq.3.5 into eq.3.8, I obtain the spring stiffening of the suspended beam 

with one fixed end and one end that moves in vertical direction. 

𝐾𝑒,3 = 0.72𝐸𝑤𝑡
𝐿3⁄       ( 3.9) 

 Given the fundamental mode shapes function [92] and effective stiffness constant, 

effect of axial tension on stiffness and spring stiffening constant [93] of cantilever, 

double ended beam and suspension beam, I am able to calculate the ratio of stiffness 

change due to axial tension and proportion of nonlinear term in the stiffness of three 

given type of beams, as seen in table.3.1.  

Table 3.1: Coefficients for the fundamental mode of resonance for three different types of beams 

Parameter Double 

ended 

beam 

Cantilever 

beam 

Suspension beam 

for double-mass 

resonator 

Stiffness without tension          

(× 𝑬𝒘𝟑𝒕 𝑳𝟑⁄ ) 

198 3 12 

Stiffness change due to axial 

tension (× 𝑻 𝑳⁄ ) 

4.9 1.2 1.2 

Ratio of stiffness change due to 

tension (× 𝑻𝑳𝟐 𝑬𝒘𝟑𝒕⁄ ) 

0.02 0.4 0.1 

Spring stiffening  

(× 𝑬𝒘𝟑𝒕 𝑳𝟑⁄ ) 

11.9 0.68 0.72 

Ratio of spring stiffening over 

total stiffness  

0.06 0.18 0.06 

 

Given the same dimensions of the beam, I can see that the double ended beam has the 

highest stiffness without tension. As the result, its stiffness change due to tension is 

lowest. In contrast, cantilever stiffness and ratio of stiffness change due to tension are 

the lowest and highest respectively. Thus, given the same applied tensile force, 

cantilever beam outperforms double end beam in term of conversing the force into 

stiffness change. 

Regarding the spring stiffening coefficients, while both the double ended beam and 

suspension beam have relative low ratio over the total stiffness, cantilever beam 
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nonlinearity ratio is three times larger than its counterpart. Hence, despite showing a 

promising response to tensile stress, cantilever beam nonlinearity makes it less 

attractive for high precision instrument. The suspension beam, which ranked second 

and first in tensile stress response and nonlinearity respectively, is becoming a suitable 

option. 

 Mechanical model of coupled double-mass structure 

To understand the linear response of the double-mass structure, it is useful to neglect 

the nonlinearity and model the MEMS resonator with a simple mode. A two degree-

of-freedom (DOF) system can be used to represent a coupled double-mass structure as 

shown in fig.3.3. Each resonator is represented by a mass, m1 or m2. Assuming that the 

inertial masses act as a mass point, hence, k1 or k2 represents the total stiffness of four 

suspended beams for each mass. The coupling element is represented by a string kc. 

Corresponding damping coefficients are c1, c2 and cc. The displacement and excitation 

force for each mass is given by x1 or x2 and F1 or F2, respectively. 

 

 

Figure 3.3 DOF representation for double-mass resonator structure 

 

The equations of motion of the 2DOF system can be found using Newton second law 

of motion [94]. 

 

 𝑚1�̈�1 − 𝑐𝑐�̇�2 + (𝑐𝑐 + 𝑐1)�̇�1 − 𝑘𝑐𝑥2 + (𝑘𝑐 + 𝑘1)𝑥1 = 𝐹1  (3.10) 

 𝑚2�̈�2 − 𝑐𝑐�̇�1 + (𝑐𝑐 + 𝑐2)�̇�2 − 𝑘𝑐𝑥1 + (𝑘𝑐 + 𝑘2)𝑥2 = 𝐹2  (3.11) 

 

Where m1 = m2 = m, k1 = k2 = k and c1 = c2 = c for ideal double-mass structure. The 

equations can be rewritten in matrix format 
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               [
𝑚 0

0 𝑚
] [

�̈�1

�̈�2
] + [

𝑐𝑐 + 𝑐1 −𝑐𝑐

−𝑐𝑐 𝑐𝑐 + 𝑐2
] [

�̇�1

�̇�2
] + [

𝑘𝑐 + 𝑘1 −𝑘𝑐

−𝑘𝑐 𝑘𝑐 + 𝑘2
] [

𝑥1

𝑥2
] = [

𝐹1

𝐹2
]   (3.12) 

 

Eqn. (3.12) can be expressed in form that is more compact 

 

                [𝑀]{�̈�} + [𝐶]{�̇�} + [𝐾]{𝑋} = {𝐹} (3.13) 

 

where [M], [C] and [K] are mass, damping and stiffness matrices, respectively. Which 

is given by 

 

    [𝑀] = [
𝑚 0
0 𝑚

]        [𝐶] = [
𝑐𝑐 + 𝑐1 −𝑐𝑐

−𝑐𝑐 𝑐𝑐 + 𝑐2
]          [𝐾] = [

𝑘𝑐 + 𝑘1 −𝑘𝑐

−𝑘𝑐 𝑘𝑐 + 𝑘2
]  (3.14) 

 

In order to obtain stable vibration in a resonator system, the excitation forces are 

supposed to cancel out all the damping effects, i.e. [𝐶]{�̇�} = {𝐹}. Eqn. (3.4) can be 

rearranged as 

 

                [𝑀]{�̈�} + [𝐾]{𝑋} = 0 (3.15) 

 

The equation need to be transformed into an eigenvalue problem to find the 

eigenfrequencies and corresponding shapes. Therefore, eqn. (3.6) has been rearranged 

and expressed into frequency domain as follows 

 

  [−𝜔2[𝑀] + [𝐾]]{𝑋} = 0 (3.16) 

 

Solving the eigenvalue problem, I obtain two sets of value for eigenvalue and 

eigenfrequency 

 

 λ1 =
𝑘

𝑚
, 𝑋1 = [

1
1

]                λ2 =
𝑘+2𝑘𝑐

𝑚
, 𝑋2 [

1
−1

]   ( 3.17) 

From eqn. (3.10), it can be seen that the 2-DOF system produces two fundamental 

mode frequencies. While one has the resonator mass move in-phase with each other, 

the other present an out-of-phase vibration as shown in fig. 3.4.  
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Figure 3.4 In-phase and out-of phase oscillating mode shapes of 2-DOF system 

In uncoupled systems, the two mass oscillate independently. Thus, there is no 

difference between in-phase and out-of-phase resonant frequency. By adding the 

coupling element, I introduce kc into the system, hence; increase the gap between two 

resonant frequencies. From Eqn. (3.10) result, I select the nominal value of 𝑘 = 1 and 

m = 1, while varying the value of 𝑘𝑐, producing the plot in fig. 3.5. The plot illustrates 

how two eigenvalues of 2-DOF change with the coupling stiffness. This result can be 

used to separate the two adjacent modes in design state.  

 

Figure 3.5 In-phase and out-of-phase eigenvalues for 2-DOF system under effect of coupling stiffness 
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Greenwood’s design [69] employed an overhead structure to introduce the coupling 

stiffness kc into the resonator mechanical system. However, the overhead structure is 

only attached to one end of the double-mass structure, which ultimately made the 

system mechanically unbalanced. As the result, the intrinsic Q factor is significantly 

reduced. In addition, Greenwood attached a piezoresistor structure onto the resonator, 

which introduced two more coupling stiffness into the system. Thus, by changing the 

coupling stiffness structure to a more balanced design and removing the piezoresistor 

structure, the resonator can be mathematically modelled more accurately as well as 

achieve a higher Q factor. 

 Pressure-induced structure dynamics 

In understanding of working principles of the resonant pressure sensor, it is important 

to analyse the dynamic pressure-induced structure. Most aforementioned sensor 

devices discussed in literature review employed the rectangular diaphragm structure as 

shown in fig.3.6. 

 

Figure 3.6: Rectangular diaphragm with parameters with O as origin and a,b as lengths 

The bending moment balance equation of the diaphragm with applied transverse force 

are given by [95]:  

𝜕2𝑀𝑥𝑥

𝜕𝑥2 + 2
𝜕2𝑀𝑥𝑦

𝜕𝑥𝜕𝑦
+

𝜕2𝑀𝑦𝑦

𝜕𝑦2 = 𝑞(𝑥, 𝑦)    ( 3.18) 

 

Where 𝑞(𝑥, 𝑦) is an applied transverse load per unit area, bending moment 𝑀𝑥𝑥 , 𝑀𝑥𝑦 

and 𝑀𝑦𝑦 are stress resultants with dimensions of moment per unit length. It is worth 

noting that these bending moment can be presented in term of the Young’s modulus 

matrix of the material E , the height of the diaphragm h and second derivative of 

deflection is given directions 𝑘𝑥𝑥 , 𝑘𝑥𝑦 and 𝑘𝑦𝑦[96]: 

[

𝑀𝑥𝑥

𝑀𝑦𝑦

𝑀𝑥𝑦

] =
ℎ3

12
[

𝐸11 𝐸12 𝐸13

𝐸12 𝐸22 𝐸23

𝐸13 𝐸23 𝐸33

] (

𝑘𝑥𝑥

𝑘𝑦𝑦

2𝑘𝑥𝑦

)    ( 3.19) 
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The general applied load is considered uniform load in pressure sensor, thus 

 𝑞(𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝑞0     ( 3.20) 

It is worth noting that the diaphragm is simply supported from all four edges as 

appeared in many of the reviewed resonant sensors papers. Thus, I have the boundary 

condition that 𝑀𝑥𝑥 = 0 when 𝑥 = 0 and 𝑥 = 𝑎 and 𝑀𝑦𝑦 = 0 when 𝑦 = 0 and 𝑦 = 𝑎 

Substituting Eqn. (3.19) and Eqn. (3.20) into Eqn. (3.18) and applying the 

aforementioned boundary condition, I am able to obtain the matrix of deflection for 

given dimension (𝑥, 𝑦):  

𝑤(𝑥, 𝑦) = ∑ ∑
16𝑞0

(2𝑚−1)(2𝑛−1)𝜋6𝐷
(

(2𝑚−1)2

𝑎2 +
(2𝑛−1)2

𝑏2 )
−2

× sin
(2𝑚−1)𝜋𝑥

𝑎
sin

(2𝑛−1)𝜋𝑦

𝑏
∞
𝑛=1

∞
𝑚=1   ( 3.21) 

Where 𝐷 = 𝐸ℎ3 12(1 − 𝑣2)⁄  and 𝑣 is the Poisson’s ratio of the given material. 

The bending moments as well as the stresses in the plate can be derived from the 

deflection. 

𝑀𝑥𝑥 = −𝐷(
𝜕2𝑤

𝜕𝑥2
+ 𝑣

𝜕2𝑤

𝜕𝑦2
)    ( 3.22) 

𝑀𝑦𝑦 = −𝐷(
𝜕2𝑤

𝜕𝑦2
+ 𝑣

𝜕2𝑤

𝜕𝑥2
)    ( 3.23) 

𝜎𝑥𝑥 =
3𝑧

2ℎ3
𝑀𝑥𝑥 , ( −ℎ < 𝑧 < ℎ)    ( 3.24) 

𝜎𝑦𝑦 =
3𝑧

2ℎ3
𝑀𝑦𝑦, (−ℎ < 𝑧 < ℎ)   ( 3.25) 

From obtained formulas, I am able to use MATLAB to theoretically calculate the 

deflection and stresses along 𝑥 = 𝑎/2 for a rectangular diaphragm. For example, 

fig.3.7 shows the deflection and stresses of a typical square silicon diaphragm 

structure, which has 𝑎 = 𝑏 = 800𝜇𝑚 and ℎ = 100𝜇𝑚 under applied pressure 𝑞0 =

20𝑀𝑃𝑎. The pressure is applied to the bottom surface of the diaphragm. The blue line 

represents the bottom of the diaphragm, while the green line and red line represent the 

middle and the top of the diaphragm respectively. 
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Figure 3.7: An example of square diaphragm’s (a): deflection, (b) stress in x direction and (c) stress 

in y direction 

Even under a uniform applied load, the deflection of the diaphragm shows a curved 

shape with 𝑦 = 𝑏/2 as the highest point. As a result, the in-plane stress is zero at the 

edge and gradually increase until reaching the maximum value in the centre area. 

Thus, the contact point/points of diaphragm and resonator need to be located in 

proximity of the centre point (𝑥, 𝑦) = (
𝑎

2
,

𝑏

2
) of the diaphragm to maximize the tensile 

strain across the resonator and therefore change in resonant frequency. 

 Capacitive comb-arm structure analysis 

In chapter 2, I have discussed and compared several types of driving and sensing 

mechanism. Due to the low power consumption, simplicity in implementation as well 

as flexibility in term of employment, capacitive comb-arm transduction as shown in 

fig.3.8 is chosen as the driven and detection methods for the works in this thesis and is 

given an in-depth analysis in this section. Electrostatic actuation force as well as 

capacitive motional sensing current will be discussed. I will also analysis the different 

effects that lateral and vertical comb-arm have on the sensing signal.  

 

Figure 3.8: Parallel plate capacitive transducer 
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3.5.1 Electrostatic actuator 

For electrostatic excitation, the excitation force is naturally an electrostatic force as 

mentioned in chapter 2. The formula is given by [92]: 

𝐹 =
1

2
𝑉2 𝑑𝐶

𝑑𝑥
      ( 3.26) 

Where 𝑉, 𝐶, 𝑑, 𝑥 are the potential difference between two opposite plates, capacitance, 

distance between those plate and displacement, respectively. Given that the voltage 

comprises of a DC voltage applied on movable plate and AC voltage on the stationary 

plate, then 𝑉 = 𝑉𝑎𝑐𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜔𝑡 − 𝑉𝑑𝑐. Eqn. (3.26) can be transformed into: 

𝐹 =
1

2
(𝑉𝑎𝑐𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜔𝑡 − 𝑉𝑑𝑐)

2 𝑑𝐶

𝑑𝑥
      

=
1

2
[(𝑉𝑑𝑐

2 +
1

2
𝑉𝑎𝑐

2 ) − 2𝑉𝑑𝑐𝑉𝑎𝑐𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜔𝑡 +
1

2
𝑉𝑎𝑐

2 𝑐𝑜𝑠2𝜔𝑡]
𝑑𝐶

𝑑𝑥
  ( 3.27) 

It can be seen clearly that the resulting force comprises of 3 components, which are 

the desired driving frequency of 𝜔 component, a DC component and a driving 

component at double the driving frequency of 2𝜔. To mininise the undesirable effect 

of the double frequency component which might excite resonant modes at twice the 

driving frequency, the applied DC need to be much larger than its AC counterpart 

(𝑉𝑑𝑐 ≫ 𝑉𝑎𝑐). Thus, the magnitude of 2𝜔 component can be neglected in comparison 

with the force component at 𝜔. Under this assumption, the force equation can be 

rewritten as: 

 𝐹 ≈ (
1

2
𝑉𝑑𝑐

2 − 2𝑉𝑑𝑐𝑉𝑎𝑐𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜔𝑡)
𝑑𝐶

𝑑𝑥
, 𝑉𝑑𝑐 ≫ 𝑉𝑎𝑐    ( 3.28) 

Suppose parallel capacitive actuator have cross-sectional area of A, distance between 

plate of d, dielectric constant of 휀0 and the displacement of the movable part of x in x-

axis, the capacitance is: 

 𝐶 =
𝜀0𝐴

𝑑+𝑥
      ( 3.29) 

Thus 

𝑑𝐶

𝑑𝑥
= −

𝜀0𝐴

(𝑑+𝑥)2    ( 3.30) 

Substituting Eqn. (3.30) into Eqn. (3.28), I obtain the excitation force: 

𝐹 ≈ (2𝑉𝑑𝑐𝑉𝑎𝑐𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜔𝑡 −
1

2
𝑉𝑑𝑐

2 )
𝜀0𝐴

(𝑑+𝑥)2 , 𝑉𝑑𝑐 ≫ 𝑉𝑎𝑐    ( 3.31) 

Eqn. (3.31) clearly shows that the excitation is a periodical AC force overlaid by a DC 

force, which is affected by the displacement x. This displacement dependent force is 
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acting like a spring. As the displacement is typically much smaller than the distance 

between two plate 𝑥 ≪ 𝑑 [92], it is safe to assume that the spring system is linear and 

can be formulated by [97]: 

𝐹𝑒 = −𝐾𝑒𝑥      ( 3.32) 

The linear spring constant is: 

𝐾𝑒 = −
𝑉𝑑𝑐

2 𝜀0𝐴

𝑑3      ( 3.33) 

From Eqn. (3.33), I can see that the electrostatic actuator has a negative spring 

constant. Thus, it is worth remembering that by using the electrostatic actuator, I am 

reducing the spring constant of the resonator system.   

The aforementioned AC force component equals to: 

𝐹𝑎𝑐 = −𝑉𝑑𝑐
𝜀0𝐴

𝑑2 𝑉𝑎𝑐𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜔𝑡 = 휂𝐴,𝑃𝑉𝑎𝑐𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜔𝑡   ( 3.34) 

Where 휂𝐴,𝑃 is defined as the actuation transduction factor [92], which fundamentally 

is the coefficient representing the transformation from electrical to mechanical energy. 

3.5.2 Capacitive detection 

For a parallel plate detection mechanism as shown in fig. 3.9, when there is a constant 

DC potential difference of V on the opposite plates, the displacement x of movable 

plate will incite an alteration in capacitance. Therefore, the charge of Q across the 

plate changes, which in turn lead to current production. Thus, motional current i of 

micro-resonator is defined as a resulted current from motion of the movable plate. The 

current can be expressed as: 

𝑖 = −
𝜕𝑄

𝜕𝑡
= −

𝜕(𝐶𝑉)

𝜕𝑡
= −𝑉

𝜕𝐶

𝜕𝑡
     ( 3.35) 

The equation can be rearranged as: 

𝑖 = −𝑉
𝜕𝐶

𝜕𝑥

𝜕𝑥

𝜕𝑡
= 휂𝑆,𝑃�̇�      ( 3.36) 

Where 휂𝑆,𝑃 is defined as the sensing transduction factor, which is essentially the 

coefficient of transformation from mechanical energy to electrical energy.  

휂𝑆,𝑃 = 𝑉
𝜀0𝐴

𝑑2      ( 3.37) 

In lateral comb-arm base as shown in fig.3.9, I employed the change in area of A to 

trigger the change in motional current. 𝐴 = 𝑤(𝑙 ± 𝑥) where w,l and x is the thickness, 

length and displacement of the lateral comb finger. The addition of x essentially alters 

the magnitude in linearity, resulting the change in motional current.    
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Figure 3.9: Demonstration of lateral comb-arm detection mechanism 

On the other hand, the vertical comb-arm as shown in fig.3.10 use the change of the 

distance d between the opposite plates to incite the motional current. As 𝑑 = 𝑑0 ± 𝑥 

and 휂𝑆,𝑃~1/𝑑2. The change in distance trigger an exponential change in motional 

current, which is one order of magnitude larger than lateral counterpart. 

 

Figure 3.10: Demonstration of vertical comb-arm detection mechanism 

 Conclusion 

In this chapter, fundamental theories of coupled double-mass resonator, including 

resonator dynamics, pressure-induced technique as well as further discuss on 

excitation and detection mechanism are covered. I have laid the foundation for 

coupled resonator sensor for future analysis and simulation. I have also analysed the 

differences between three types of beams, comparing their properties such as stiffness 

and nonlinearity, for which is suitable for our cause.  

The suspension beam for double-mass structure’s stiffness without tension is one 

order in magnitude higher than cantilever beam, hence increase the Q factor in 

vibration. In addition, the suspension beam’s nonlinear stiffness obtains one order in 
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magnitude lower than double-ended beam, thus, reducing the noise in output signal 

during vibration. Both mentioned advantages make suspension beam ideal for 

resonant strain gauge sensor development.  

The double-mass structure’s in-plane and out-of-plane resonant mode operate at the 

same frequency. Out-of-phase mode is a symmetrical one, which minimise the energy 

loss during vibration, hence obtaining high Q factor. In order to excite only the out-of-

phase mode, the coupling mechanism is added to the structure. Eqn (3.17) indicated 

that the larger the stiffness of the coupling structure, the larger the gap between two 

resonant modes. Therefore, the coupling structure is necessary for the development of 

double-mass resonator. 

Square diaphragm stress distribution is also analysed. The stress distribution pattern 

can be described as low in the edge and increasing when move inward. The maximum 

stress point is at the centre of the diaphragm, where the displacement is also highest. 

This analysis is critical for the locations of contact points between diaphragm and 

resonator. The optimal location will increase the pressure-induced strain in the 

resonator structure. 

In addition, capacitive detection and electrostatic excitation are discussed in detail. I 

also have proved the advantages of vertical comb-arm base such as enhancing the 

motional current of the resonator system. 
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  Coupled double-mass with 

diaphragm 

 

 Introduction 

In this chapter, the previously discussed double-mass structure is first investigated via 

simulation then fabricated. The theory states that the double-mass resonator need a 

coupling structure to separate the in-phase mode from the out-of-phase mode. Hence, 

the uncoupled structure is simulated first to verify this. Then, several coupled 

structures are proposed, and the resonant frequency tested.  The first structure is solely 

based on Greenwood’s design [69], whose piezoresistor coupling structures on the 

design are removed to achieve a 2DOF mechanical system. Then, second spring 

coupling structure is introduced. The newly introduced coupling structure differs from 

Greenwood’s design in size and location. The spring coupling is located in-between 

the two masses and its size is significantly smaller than Greenwood’s design. This 

alternation is proposed to reduce in mechanical imbalance caused by Greenwood’s 

coupling structure. The final coupling structure introduces a balance coupling design 

in order to obtain a high Q factor. This final design also changes the location of the 

contact anchor between the diaphragm and the resonator to maximise the induced 

stress, which lead to enhanced frequency shift due to applied pressure. In addition, the 

in-plane stress on the plate-shaped diaphragm is revisited and verify by simulation. 

Combining both analytical and numerical modelling, the location of contact points 

between diaphragm and resonator are optimised.  

In the later part of this chapter, the fabrication process is discussed in detail. Since the 

resonator device need to be suspended, the process requires at least 3 layers; device 

structure, insulator and block handle layer. Hence, a silicon on insulator (SOI) wafer is 

required. When using an SOI wafer, one of the recurring challenges is double-sided 

alignment, which is required to accurately position features in the device and handle 

layers. The double-sided alignment masks, therefore, is introduced to the project in 

anticipation of the problem. The process flow then is presented in separate steps with 

the support of process tables to summarise all key points. 

Finally, the double-mass resonators are tested for resonant frequency and Quality 

factor (Q factor). The measured resonant frequency is compared with the theoretical 

and simulated results. The observed Q-factors are discussed at the end of the chapter. 
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Novelties of the coupling double-mass resonator in this chapter are 

• Introduce a double-linkage coupling structure that is mechanically balance, 

which aim to obtain a high intrinsic Q factor for the resonator. 

• Relocate the contacted anchor between diaphragm and resonator to the area 

where the induced stress is concentrated. 

 Finite-element simulation of double-mass resonator with 

diaphragm 

In this section, finite-element method (FEM) simulations on uncoupled and coupled 

double-mass resonator design have been performed with ANSYS and COMSOL, two 

multi-physic simulation software packages. The effect of pressure on the resonant 

frequency of the coupled double-mass resonators has been simulated. 

4.2.1 Mode shape simulations of uncoupled double mass resonator 

Initial FEM simulations in ANSYS have been performed using a simple the model of 

double-mass resonator. The structure is comprised of two inertial masses and four 

supporting beams for each mass. The eight beams then connected to two fixed 

anchors. The masses are not linked directly other than through the anchors and 

therefore this structure is defined as uncoupled. The interested mode of operation is 

inplane out-of-phase. The full model for simulation can be seen in fig. 4.1.  

 

 

Figure 4.1 (a) Top view and (b) 3D view of double-mass resonator geometry 
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For fabrication purpose, the choice of design is limited by the photo-lithography 

process in the Southampton nano fabrication centre and the specification of the SOI 

wafer. The photo-lithography only provides high resolution for feather of size 4µm 

and above. The SOI wafer top silicon layer’s thickness are 20µm. The parameter of 

the resonator is listed in table 4.1. 

Table 4.1 Dimensions of the device 

Parameter Design value Unit  

Device layer thickness 20 µm  

Suspension beam length 110 µm  

Suspension beam width 4 µm  

Proof mass 220x220 (µm)2  

Gap between masses 12 µm  

    

Using Eqn.(3.7), I can easily calculate the spring constant of the suspension beam: 

𝐾𝑒 = 𝐸𝑤3𝑡
𝐿3⁄ ≈ 174.3(𝑁 𝑚)⁄     ( 4.1) 

As the masses of the beam is negligible compared to the proof mass, the mass of the 

system can be calculated as 

𝑀𝑒 = 𝑡𝐴𝑑 ≈ 1.86 × 10−9(𝑘𝑔)    ( 4.2) 

Thus, I can calculate the estimated resonant frequency from spring constant and 

effective mass of the system 

𝑓 =
1

2𝜋
√

𝐾𝑒

𝑀𝑒
≈ 48.2 (𝑘𝐻𝑧)     ( 4.3) 

The FEM model is generated to test the performance of double-mass resonator 

without the coupling element. Two overhead beams are assigned to be the fixed 

support. Using a standard ANYS mesh, the model is broken into 10 500 elements with 

over 57 000 physical nodes. A modal analysis is used to study the different mode 

shapes and mode frequencies of the resonator. Fig. 4.2 shows the analysis result with 

the first 4 mode shapes and mode frequencies. The first two resonant frequencies are 

the in-phase and out-of-phase mode. The two modes share the same frequency of 48.7 

kHz. This result concurs with the theory that without coupling structure, the in-phase 

and out-of-phase modes cannot be separated. It is worth mentioning that the 

simulation result is 1% different from the theoretical calculation of resonant 

frequency. Thus, using Eqn. (4.3), I am able to estimate the fundamental frequency of 

the system quite precisely. Two masses without coupling will vibrate independently 

from each other. The first fundamental in-plane frequency mode of single mass 

structure transforms into the first two in-plane modes of the double-mass structure. By 

introducing the coupling element, a coupling stiffness, kc, is added to the equation of 
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the anti-phase frequency, hence, separating it from the in-phase frequency. Several 

coupling techniques are proposed.  

 

Figure 4.2  Top view for the first 3 mode shape of resonator design: (a) flexural in-phase mode, (b) 

flexural anti-phase mode, (c) torsional in-phase mode and (d) torsional anti-phase mode 

 

4.2.2 Mode shape simulations of coupled double mass resonator 

First, coupling structures similar to the one proposed by Greenwood [69] can be used 

to directly couple the two masses. The design, as seen in fig.4.3, is similar in structure 

but with modified dimension to fit the SOI wafer. The chip size is reduced from 

millimetre to hundred micro scale. The freestanding overhead linkage consists of two 

vertical beams and one horizontal beam. The two vertical beams are connected to the 

masses and the horizontal beam via four flexible joins. The vertical beams have a 

length of 200 µm, width of 30 µm and a thickness of 20 µm. The horizontal beam is 

450 µm long; other dimension is the same with vertical beams. The joins only have 4 

µm width, which reduces its stiffness significantly. Therefore, the stiffness of the 

overhead structure depends much on the stiffness of the joins. In addition, the 

structure is integrated with a pair of piezoresistors for frequency detection. 

Introduction of these piezoresistor allows us to evaluate their effect on the stiffness of 
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the resonator, which in turn changes the resonant frequency. A pair of piezoresistor is 

coupled into the supporting beam.  

 

Figure 4.3 Overview of double-mass structure with overhead linkage: (a) top view and (b) 3D view 

 

It is worth mentioning that the overhead linkage also introduces additional mass of 

𝑀𝑐 into the spring system. The formula for in-phase frequency becomes 

𝑓𝑖𝑝 =
1

2𝜋
√

𝐾𝑒

𝑀𝑒+𝑀𝑐
      ( 4.4) 

While the formula for out-of-phase frequency is 

𝑓𝑜𝑝 =
1

2𝜋
√

𝐾𝑒+𝐾𝑐

𝑀𝑒+𝑀𝑐
      ( 4.5) 

Where 
𝐾𝑐 = 𝐸𝑤3𝑡

𝐿3⁄  for the join part of the linkage and additional mass is the sum of 

all its component’s mass 𝑀𝑐 = ∑ 𝑡𝑖𝐴𝑖𝑑 . From eqn. (4.4) and (4.5), I found that the 

theoretical out-of-phase and in-phase frequency are equal to 53.3 kHz and 39.7 kHz, 

respectively. The in-phase frequency has reduced due to the introduction of the mass 

of the coupling structure. 

The FEM simulation result shows an increase in the out-of-phase frequency from 48.7 

kHz to 53.8 kHz. In the case of without the piezoresistor, out-of-phase frequency is 

equal to 53.6 kHz. Thus, the piezoresistor mechanical effect is negligible compared to 

the coupling structure one. The in-phase vibration mode is separated from out-of-

phase mode with resonant frequency at 39 kHz. Other adjacent modes are all over 300 

kHz. This result once again agrees well with the theoretical calculation with a 
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difference of less than 2% for the mode frequency, indicating that the theoretical 

estimations are accurate. 

A second approach involved investigating a flexural spring structure to couple the 

masses. The structure is shown in fig.4.4. The spring structure is located in the gap 

between the two masses. The two vertical beams are coupled via a join on top and 

coupled to the masses via two joins on the side. The spring stiffness was optimised by 

increasing its beams’ width to produce a significant gap between out-of-phase mode 

and adjacent mode while maintaining the frequency value under 100 kHz. The 

optimised beams are 70 µm long, 7 µm wide and 20 µm thick. When vibrating in the 

out-of-phase frequency, the spring is compressed for half the period. The two masses 

move inwards and squeeze the two beams together. Thus, the gap of 3 µm between 

two beams is used at a buffer zone, which prevents them from colliding into each 

other. 

 

Figure 4.4 Overview of double-mass structure with flexural-coupled spring: (a) top 

view and (b) 3D view 

The simulation shows a gap of 37 kHz between out-of-phase and in-phase mode. 

While the out-of-phase frequency experienced an increase of 40 kHz to a value of 88 

kHz, in-phase mode slightly reduces to 46.8 kHz. The coupling structure stiffness and 

mass are equal to 385 N/m and 68×10-12 kg, respectively. Using eqn. (4.4) and (4.5), 

the theoretical inphase and out-of-phase frequency are equal to 46.4 kHz and 87.3 kHz 

respectively. The relative difference of mode frequency is less than 1%. 

The third proposed design is shown in fig. 4.5. Instead of directly coupling two 

masses, the supporting beam is connected together via two horizontal linkages. The 

anchors are moved further away and linked to the coupling linkages via two thin 

beams. These linkages are 450 µm long, 30 µm wide and 20 µm thick. The anchor 

acts at the fixed support as well as the electrical contact. Thus, the piezoresistor now 

can be located onto the supporting beams. When the resonator vibrates, these beams 
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are under strain, hence, produce change in resistance. This design seems to reduce the 

stiffness for in-phase oscillation, as its in-phase frequency is 41.1 kHz in compared to 

48.7 kHz of the original design. The result for out-of-phase frequency is 49.1 kHz. 

Thus, I create a gap of 8 kHz between the two adjacent modes. Using eqn. (4.1) and 

(4.2), the calculated effective stiffness and mass of the coupling linkage are equal to 

72.9 N/m and 0.78×10-9 kg respectively. Thus, the theoretical in-phase and out-of-

phase frequency are 40.9 kHz and 48.7 kHz respectively. The relative difference is 

less than 2% in this computation.  

 

Figure 4.5 Overview of double-mass structure with modified anchor: (a) top view and (b) 3D view 

 

The three coupling structures all produce a significant gap between two flexural in-

plane modes as shown in table 4.2. Quartz sensor’s resonant frequency is under ten 

kHz, while typical silicon resonant frequency is in order of 102 kHz [24]. Low 

resonant frequency allows the resonant peak to be detected with simple detection 

circuit. Next step is to investigate the frequency shift of each structure due to applied 

strains and optimise the design for maximum sensitivity. In addition, frequency cross-

over is another factor to consider. The two adjacent frequencies show different shifts 

under applied pressure. Thus, it is possible that the two modes meet and cross-over, 

which results in difficulty for detecting the correct mode afterwards.  
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Table 4.2 Out-of-phase mode and adjacent frequency for three different coupling structure 

Coupling design In-phase 

theoretical 

In-phase 

simulation 

Out-of-phase 

theoretical 

Out-of-phase 

simulation 

 

Over-head linkage 39.7 kHz 39 kHz 53.3 kHz 53.8 kHz  

Flexural spring 46.4 kHz 46.8 kHz 87.3 kHz 88 kHz  

Beam coupled 

linkages 

40.9 kHz 41.1 kHz 48.7 kHz 49.1 kHz  

 

4.2.3 Pressure induced deflection simulation of diaphragms 

The diaphragm is the part of the sensor in direct contact with applied pressure. Then, 

the pressure induces the deflection in the diaphragm, which in turn causes stress and 

mode frequency shift in the resonator structure. Thus, the diaphragm has to have 

sufficient strength and elasticity to survive the high pressure in down-hole application. 

A solution is to use single crystal silicon as material for the diaphragm. Single crystal 

silicon is not only strong and elastic [98] but also is compatible with many fabrication 

processes as well as electronic circuit integration. In the previous chapter, I have 

investigated the theoretical deflection and in-plane stress of thin plane diaphragm 

structure. Hence, I am able to verify the theoretical calculation with simulation result. 

The square diaphragm model was built in ANSYS as shown in fig.4.6. 

 

Figure 4.6: Square diaphragm structure used in FEM simulation. Colour contour represent the 

relative displacement caused by arbitrary pressure applied from the backside 

For verification purpose, the choice of design parameters of the device was arbitrary. 

It is worth noting that the smaller the size of the sensor will lead to lower cost in 

installing and oil well monitoring. Three different thicknesses are select to for 

analysis. The device’s parameter is listed in table 4.3: 

Table 4.3: Dimension of the diaphragm 

Dimension Design 

value 

Unit  

Width 800 µm 

Length 800 µm 

Thickness 60/90/120 µm 
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Three different thicknesses for each type of diaphragm are simulated for maximum 

deflection and in-plane tensile stress as the result of pressure from 100 to 1000 bar.  

The theoretical maximum deflection and in-plane tensile stress were calculated using 

Eqn. (3.21) and Eqn. (3.25), respectively. The result for both simulation and 

theoretical calculation deflection are shown in fig. 4.7. 

 

Figure 4.7 Theoretical and simulated diaphragm maximum deflection ( measured at the centre) 

plotted vs applied pressure for different types and thicknesses 

Silicon on insulator (SOI) wafer is preferable to fabricate the sensor as it provides an 

alternative for complicated silicon-to-silicon bonding process. The top layer is 

patterned into resonator while bottom silicon layer is used as the diaphragm. The 

insulator layer between two silicon layers can have maximum thickness of 4 µm due 

to fabrication constraints. Thus, the 120 µm thick square diaphragm, whose maximum 

deflection under 1000 bar pressure is less than 3 µm, is preferable. 
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Figure 4.8 Maximum theoretical and simulated inplane stress (measured at the centre) in y direction 

vs applied pressure for square diaphragm 

It is important to consider the inplane stress to understand the mechanism of the 

diaphragm. Inplane stress directly induces tensile stress onto the resonator, hence is 

the key factor for pressure induced technique. The goal is to maintain the induced 

stress while reduce the deflection caused by applied pressure. Fig.4.8 shows the 

calculated and simulated in-plane stress. The relative difference is less than 2% for 

three different thicknesses. It is worth mentioning that the loss in deflection is directly 

proportional to the reduction in in-plane stress when increasing thickness of the 

diaphragm. Table 4.4 shows the ratio of simulated inplane stress over deflection at 

1000 Bar for all three diaphragms’ thickness. The higher the ratio, the more efficient a 

diaphragm operates. The result shows an increase in the ratio with the two thicker 

diaphragms, almost double the value of 60µm diaphragm. However, as the mentioned 

ratio of 120 µm diaphragm is lower than one of 90µm counterpart, 120 µm is 

considered fairly optimal but not the most optimized thickness for the application.  

Table 4.4 Ratio of simulated deflection over inplane stress at 1000 Bar 

Diaphragm 

thickness (µm) 

Deflection at 

1000 Bar (µm) 

Inplane stress at 

1000 Bar (Mpa) 

Inplane stress - 

deflection ratio 

(Mpa/ µm) 

60 19.8 2150 108.5 

90 4.9 960 196 

120 2.6 485 186 

 

4.2.4 Simulation on the combined diaphragm double-mass resonator 

design for selectivity 

Greenwood’s design [69], which is used to measure lower range of pressure, has been 

redesigned to increase the pressure range from 0-5 bar to 0-1000 bar. The resonator 

design can fit on top of an 800 µm side-length square diaphragm as shown in fig. 4.9. 

To investigate the shift in resonant frequency in ANSYS, a Static Structural module 

can be used to analyse the pressure effect on the device’s stiffness before applying a 

second modal module to track the change in mode frequency.  The desired mode of 

operation (Out-of-phase mode) and two adjacent modes are simulated to assess their 

response to a range of applied pressure up 1000 Bar.  
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Figure 4.9 (a) 3D and (b) top view of overhead coupling double mass resonator integrated into 

diaphragm. 

Using Eqn. (3.25), I am able to calculate the pressure-induce tensile stress on y axis. 

Then by applying Eqn. (3.7), I can calculate the additional spring constant imposed 

upon the resonator by the applied stress. Hence, the resulted resonant frequency can 

be theoretical calculated. 

The frequency for both theoretical analysis and simulation is illustrated in fig. 4.10. 

The simulation shows no cross-over between adjacent modes up 1000 Bar. The closest 

observed gap is approximately 2.5 kHz between inphase and out-of-phase mode at 

1000 bar pressure. The overall sensitivity is 38 Hz/Bar with unstressed out-of-phase 

frequency of 53.3 kHz. The simulated results agreed well with the theoretical 

frequency shift, with relative difference less than 3%. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.10 Fundamental mode frequencies of overhead coupling structure against applied pressure 
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The flexural coupling spring structure as shown in fig.4.11 has also been optimised to 

produce the highest sensitivity. The two masses are 24 µm away, leaving the gap for 

spring design. As 1000 bar is applied to the diaphragm, the in-phase mode (mode 1) 

and out-of-phase mode (mode 2) start to shift with similar rate and maintain the gap of 

approximately 18 kHz as shown in fig. 4.12. The simulated sensitivity is 18 kHz/Bar 

with fundamental out-of-phase frequency of 88 kHz. The gap between two modes can 

be increased by increasing the stiffness of the coupled structure. This change also 

increases the resonant frequency of the resonator. 

 

Figure 4.11 (a) 3D and (b) top view of flexural spring coupling double mass resonator integrated into 

diaphragm. 

 

Figure 4.12 Fundamental mode frequencies of flexural spring coupling structure against applied 

pressure 

The supporting beam coupling structure optimisation was carried on several 

parameters including the linkage-to-anchor dimensions, anchor dimensions and 

position as well as the supporting beam length and width. It is found that by relocating 
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increases significantly. The electrical contacts remain but use a smaller and longer 

connecting track to minimise its effect on the resonant frequency. The final design 

shape is shown in fig 4.13. The gap between the underneath diaphragm and resonator 

is 3 µm in vertical direction. Under increasing applied pressure, mode 1 and mode 2 

start to separate as their induced stiffnesses change differently. No cross-over during 

the course of 1000 bar pressure is observed. The overall sensitivity is approximately 

48 Hz/Bar with the unstressed out-of-phase resonant frequency of 49.6 kHz 

 

Figure 4.13 (a) 3D and (b) top view of supporting beam coupling double mass resonator integrated 

into diaphragm 

 

Figure 4.14  Fundamental mode frequencies of supporting beam coupling structure against applied 

pressure 

 

The supporting beam coupling structure has performed well with a sensitivity of 48 

Hz/bar over 1000 bar range. The location of the anchor is identified as the main 
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contribution to the rise in sensitivity. Moving the anchor toward the centre of the 

diaphragm increase the axial strain, which in turn increase the sensitivity of the 

resonator.  

4.2.5 Discussion 

The unstrained frequency target is lower than 100 kHz in order to obtain a high 

resolution for the final design. During the simulation, the flexure beam dimensions 

have been identified as the main factor that effects the resonant frequency. As the 

double mass provides a fixed mass constraint, the dimensions of the flexure beam 

decide the stiffness of the resonator. A wider beam is associated with higher stiffness 

level, which results in higher resonant frequency. Thus, the beam width is optimised 

to 4µm, which is the minimum feature dimension in fabrication process to minimise 

the unstrained resonant frequency. 

The optimised coupled double-mass has shown a sensitivity level of 48 Hz/bar over 

1000 bar range with the unstrained frequency of 49.6 kHz. This simulated result 

concurs with the theoretical result, giving the relative difference of less than 3%. 

However, the design need to be modified in order to overcome fabrication challenges 

such as separating resonator layer from the diaphragm using Hydrofluoric acid (HF) 

vapour and the potential stiction between the two layers. The fabrication process is 

presented in the next section. 

 Fabrication Process flow 

In this section, the fabrication process is discussed in detail. A brief section on 

previously successful fabrication flow for MEMS suspended structure at University of 

Southampton is included. The process then is modified to accommodate the coupled 

double-mass resonator and its piezoresistive detection mechanism.  

4.3.1 State-of-the art fabrication process for MEMS suspended structure 

Southampton nano fabrication centre have the facility to support a wide range of 

MEMS device fabrication. Previously, there has been process that is developed for 

suspended structure for SOI wafer [99]. This process allows the release of large 

feature size without the problem of stiction caused during wet processing. The wafer 

used in this research has a diameter of 150 mm with backside layer thickness of 560 

µm. The top silicon layer with thickness of 50 µm is separated from backside layer by 

a 3 µm thick buried oxide layer (BOX). The technologies used in the process include 

deep reactive ion etching (DRIE), plasma-enhanced chemical vapour deposition 

(PECVD), inductive coupled plasma (ICP), Hydrofluoric acid (HF) vapour and 

photolithography.  

The first step of the process is to deposit thin layers of silicon dioxide (SiO2) on top of 

device layer as well as handle wafer using PECVD. Next, two layer of positive resist 
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is deposited on top of silicon dioxide layer by spin-coating. These resist layers are 

patterned and developed using standard photolithography. Next, ICP is used to 

remove the oxide that is not protected by the remaining resist. Then, all resists are 

removed and the oxide layers act as the mask for a subsequent etching step. DRIE is 

used to the trench in backside wafer and device layer as seen in fig.4.17 (a) and (b). 

Next, the wafer is processed inside an HF vapour etcher (VPE) to remove the BOX 

layer as shown in fig. 4.17 (c). The oxide removal releases the device from the handle 

block as well as the wafer grid in fig. 4.17 (d). Thus, the device is removed without 

using dicing step. The flow is shown in table.4.6. 

Table 4.5 Southampton fabrication process flow for device suspension on SOI wafer 

No Step Material Method Thickness 

1 Deposit SiO2 PECVD 1 um 

2 Deposit Positive resist 

S1813 

Spin-coating 1um 

3 Removal Positive resist 

S1813 

- Expose to UV light under the 

photo-mask in a mask aligner  

- Develop in developer MF319  

1um 

4 Etching SiO2 ICP 1um 

5 Etching Front side Dry etch with DRIE 50um 

6 Etching Back side Dry etch with DRIE 600 um 

7 Removal BOX HF vapour 2 um 

 

 

Figure 4.15 Fabrication flow of Southampton process for SOI wafer 

Since suspended structures are susceptible to stiction with the handle wafer layer 

when using the HF released step. To avoid the risk of stiction, any part of the 
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resonator, that has a large area, is fabricated with released holes. These release holes 

allow HF vapour to access the BOX layer underneath and remove it completely. The 

size and spacing of the holes is optimised so that the resonator is the first feature to be 

released. Then, the device is released from the wafer grid. However, this process 

removes the handle block underneath the resonator, which would form part of the 

diaphragm for a pressure sensor application. Hence, the process is suitable to in other 

types of MEMS device such as accelerometer and gyroscope and prototype resonator. 

Different approach to retain the diaphragm structure is needed. 

This process is used for wafer with very low resistivity i.e. 0.1-0.001 Ω/m2. Since 

proposed coupled double-mass resonator employs piezoresistive detection mechanism, 

the wafer’s resistivity is of 20 Ω/m2. Thus, the process need to be modified to include 

the dopant diffusion step to reduce the resistance on conductive pad, which is used to 

wire-bonded to chip-carrier. The conductive pad resistance requirement is 0.5 Ω/m2. 

An additional alignment marking etching step is also introduced to produce a 

reference mark for future steps. 

4.3.2 Photomask design with variation of the functional area 

In this section, the design of the photomask is briefly discussed. Then, the device 

design variation is described in detail. The device designs are adjusted based on their 

flexure beam thickness, mass side-length, length of comb drive base and the overhead 

linkage width.  

The first step of MEMS resonator fabrication is to design a series of photo-masks.  

Each mask contains a pattern for depositing or removing material for a specific step. 

Optical lithography is the standard method used to transfer the design on the photo-

mask onto the wafer. The mask is aligned to the photoresist-coated wafer and exposed 

by UV radiation inside a mask-aligner/exposer tool. The masks for double-mass 

resonator structure are 7 x7 inches to accommodate 6 inches SOI wafer size. The 

design contains 4 layers that are alignment, contact, device layer and backside mask.  

 In fabrication process flow, the alignment is used first to etch a visible mark onto 

front side of the wafer. This mark is subsequently used in aligning other layers. Then, 

a contact mark is used for implantation process, which reduces the resistivity of the 

electrical contact pad in resonator structure. The device layer and backside mask can 

then be used to pattern the resonator structure and backside trench for release process. 

While the first three marks are used to expose the SOI layer, backside mark apply to 

the backside wafer. Therefore, double-sided alignment mask is used and is aligned to 

the front side using the double-sided features etched on to the front of the wafer. 

Device, contact and alignment layer share the same mask, while the backside has a 

slightly larger feature as shown in figure 4.15. The four alignment marks are located 

on the centre diameter of the masks.  
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Figure 4.16 Double sided alignment mark (a) back side; (b) front side 

4.3.2.1 Device variations 

Chip design variation are implemented in the device layer mask. In this mask, 

resonator designs are distinguished based on four parameters: flexure beam width, 

mass side-length, length of comb drive base and the overhead linkage width. Different 

beam widths theoretically lead to different spring constant while mass side-length 

adjustment alter the mass of the resonator. These two parameters are the deciding 

factor for the resonant frequency of the device. Four different versions of the resonator 

are shown in table 4.5. The comb-base length is also considered due to its effect on the 

excitation force. A large comb-base increases the excitation force. To find the optimal 

force, three different comb-base lengths is used. In addition, the gap between in-phase 

and out-of-phase mode is dependent on the coupling spring constant, hence, the 

linkage width. Thus, 4 different widths have been included in the mask design: 30 µm, 

50 µm, 70 µm and 90 µm. These designs will be tested for the in-phase and out-of-

phase resonant frequency. In addition, the device is filled with released holes in order 

to increase the released speed of resonator structure during HF vapour process.  
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Figure 4.17 Photolithography mask layout for coupled double-masses resonator design. Red: device 

layer 

Table 4.6 Example of coupled double-masses resonator design with different supporting beam 

thickness, mass side-length and comb-base length 

Device Beam thickness (µm) Mass side-length (µm) Comb-base length (µm) 

1 4 220 200 

2 4 220 350 

3 4 240 200 

4 4 240 350 

5 6 220 350 

6 6 220 200 

7 6 240 200 

8 6 240 350 

 

4.3.3 Alignment marking 

Alignment marking is the first step in fabrication process after which a permanent 

alignment marks will be etched into the device layer. First, the SOI wafer is cleaned 

using the RCA process to remove organic, ionic contaminants as well as any native 

oxide, leaving a pure silicon surface. Then, a 1µm layer of positive resist (S1813) is 

deposited onto the device layer by spin-coating at 5000 rpm. The wafer, then, is baked 

in hot-plate for 60s at 115 oC to harden the resist. This photo resist layer is the light 

sensitive material used for photolithography process. Next, the wafer is exposed to 

UV light in the mask aligner for 2.5s. The exposed resist is developed in the developer 

solution (MF319) for 45s. Then the wafer is rinsed in wafer for 180s and dried for 60s 

using the spinner. Next, the device layer is etched for 2 minutes using RIE. Finally, 
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oxygen plasma is used to remove the resist completely from wafer surface. The detail 

steps are shown in table 4.7. 

 

Table 4.7 Processing steps to etch the alignment mark into wafer 

No Step Material Method Thick

-ness 

Time Mask 

1 Clean Wafer RCA clean  20 min  

2 Deposit Positive resist 

S1813 

Spin-coating at 5000 rpm 1um 60s  

3 Removal Positive resist 

S1813 

- Expose to UV light under the 

photo-mask in a mask aligner 

- Develop in developer MF319 

1um 2s 

 

45s 

Alignment 

4 Rinsing & 

Drying 

Wafer -Rinsing using water 

-Drying using spinner 

 180s 

60s 

 

5 Etching SOI layer Dry etch with RIE 1um 120s  

6 Removal Positive resist 

S1813 

Use oxygen plasma to remove 

the resist completely 

1um 15 min  

 

The etch depth was measured to be 945 to 1020 nm and the features are shown under 

the microscope as seen in fig. 4.18. Since the flexural beam’s width are 4 µm, 

obtaining high resolution for dimension of 2 µm is critical. 

 

Figure 4.18 Alignment mask on SOI wafer before removing the resist. 

 

4.3.4 Dopant diffusion 

The purpose of implantation step is to increase the doping concentration in the contact 

area. As the result, the resistivity at these areas is lowered for electrical signal to be 
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delivered and read without noise. Other parts of device layer still have high resistivity 

as I employed piezoresistive detection. First, a 1µm oxide layer is deposited on top of 

the front side wafer by using PECVD. Next, a 6µm layer of positive resist (AZ9260) 

is deposited on top of the oxide layer using spin-coating. This resist is baked in hot-

plate for 120s at 120 oC to be hardened. Then, the wafer is positioned in the mask 

aligner along with the ‘Contact’ mask to expose the photoresist under UV light. The 

exposed resist, then, is developed in AZ400K solution for 6 to 7 minutes. Next, 

exposed oxide layer is etched using ICP for 4:30 minutes. The remaining resist is then 

removed completely by using oxygen plasma. The top layer silicon is revealed after 

oxide-etching and resists-stripping process. Boron dopant B153, then, is spin-coated at 

5000rpm on top of the wafer before being annealed at 1000oC for 12 hours. After 

being removed from the furnace, the wafer is left to cool down. Next, the wafer is dip 

etched in HF for 10 minutes to remove surface oxide layer. 

Fig.4.19 shows the function of ‘contact’ photo-mask layer on fabrication process. The 

mask pattern covers most of the wafer, leaving only the where electrical signal is 

contacted. Implantation process reduces the resistance of these areas, hence, increase 

power efficiency of overall circuit.  The complete process is summarised in table 4.8. 

 

 

Figure 4.19 Photo-mask used for doping process and cross-sectional view of animated wafer 

Table 4.8 Processing steps to dope the contact area 

No Step Material Method Thickness Time Mask 

1 Deposit Oxide 

(SiO2) 

Use PECVD (SiH4, N2, N20) 

 

1um 15 min  

2 Deposit Positive resist 

AZ9260 

Spin-coating at 3500 rpm 6um 2 min  

3 Removal Positive resist - Expose to UV light under the 6um 10s Contact 
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AZ9260 photo-mask in a mask aligner  

- Develop in developer AZ400K  

 

6 min 

4 Removal Oxide 

(SiO2) 

Etch using ICP (C4F8/O2) 1um 5 min  

5 Removal Positive resist 

AZ9260 

Use oxygen plasma to remove the 

resist completely 

6um 15 min  

6 Doping 

(deposit) 

Boron (B) Spin coat boron dopant and anneal 

at 1200oC 

Remove dopant in HF 7:1 

 10 min 

 

10 min 

 

7 Removal Oxide Dip etch by HF bench 1um 10 min  

 

The standard 15 minutes PECVD recipe results in 1100 µm of silicon dioxide due to 

slight variation of processed gas during the deposition process. Thus, the ICP time is 

adjusted to 5 minutes. The etch rate in the centre area is faster than at the edge of the 

wafer. Thus, to remove completely the oxide in the edge area, centre area is over-

etched a few hundred nanometres.  

4.3.5 Patterning the resonator and backside layer 

Patterning the resonator and backside layer is the photolithography process that 

prepares the wafer for dry etching. Front side mark is patterned with ‘device’ mask, 

which contains the detail of every part of the resonator. The process is as follows. 

First, a 1µm oxide layer is deposited on top of the front side wafer by using PECVD. 

Next, a 1.5 µm layer of positive resist (S1813) is deposited on top of the oxide layer 

using spin-coating. This resist is baked in hot-plate for 60s at 110 oC to be hardened. 

Then, the wafer is positioned in the mask aligner along with the ‘Device Layer’ mask 

to expose the photoresist under UV light. Only the contact area not protected by the 

mask is exposed. The exposed resist, then, is developed in MF319 solution for 45 

seconds. Next, exposed oxide layer is etched using ICP for 4 minutes. The remaining 

resist, then, is removed completely using oxygen plasma. After careful examination, 

the front side is coated with 1 µm of S1813 to protect the delicate feature of the 

device. The summary of the process is shown in table 4.9. 

 

Table 4.9 Processing steps for patterning top layer 

No Step Material Method Thickness Time Mask 

1 Deposit Oxide Use PECVD (SiH4, N2, N20) 1um 15 min  

2 Deposit  Positive resist 

S1813 

Spin-coating at 5000 rpm 1.5 um 1 min  

3 Removal Positive resist 

S1813 

- Expose to UV light under the 

photo-mask in a mask aligner  

- Develop in developer MF-319  

1.5um 2s 

 

45s 

Device 

layer 

4 Removal Oxide Etch using ICP (C4F8/O2) 1um 5 min  

5 Removal Positive resist  Use oxygen plasma  1.5um 10 min  
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S1813 

6 Deposit Positive resist 

S1813 

Spin-coating at 5000 rpm 1um 60 s  

 

The comb-drive areas have the densest concentration of feature with critical 

dimension. Visual examination was performed on 100 devices per wafer. I obtained an 

average successful patterning rate of 97%. The failed devices were mostly located on 

the edge of the wafer. This could be the result of combining factors including thick 

resist on the edge, exposure time and developing time. 

  

Figure 4.20 Photomask used for patterning the SOI layer and 3D view of animated wafer 

Backside layer is patterned with ‘backside’ mask. The backside mask target is to etch 

a deep trench across the border of the device frame to release it from wafer grip. The 

process is similar to resonator patterning, only differing by the thickness of surface 

oxide layer. This oxide layer acts as a protective layer during dry etching. As the 

thickness of the handle wafer is 600 µm in compared to 25 µm of the resonator layer, 

the etch time is longer. By increasing oxide thickness, I ensure that the wafer is not 

damaged during etching. The selectivity of DRIE process is around 160. Thus, I need 

a 4.2 µm of oxide to cover the backside silicon layer. The detail of the processed is 

shown in table 4.10. 

 

Table 4.10 Processing steps for patterning the back-side layer 

No Step Material Method Thickness Time Mask 

1 Deposit Oxide 

 

Use PECVD (SiH4, N2, N20) 

 

4.5um 60 min  

2 Deposit  Positive resist 

AZ9260 

Spin-coating at 3500 rpm 6um 2 min  
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3 Removal Positive resist 

AZ9260 

- Expose to UV light under the 

photo-mask in a mask aligner  

- Develop in developer AZ400K 

6um 10s 

 

6 min 

Backside 

4 Removal Oxide Etched using ICP (C4F8/O2) 4.5um 23 min  

5 Removal Positive resist  

AZ9260 

Use oxygen plasma 

 

6um 15 min  

 

This step requires double side alignment. Crosshair mode in aligner is used to ensure 

two side of the wafer align correctly. Small part of the resist is removed during 

aligning process as the result of contact between mask and the wafer. Several different 

gap lengths between mask and wafer is tried to minimise the damage to the resist. The 

thickness of backside oxide deposition varies from 4300 nm to 4500 nm. Thus, the 

ICP time is slightly adjusted to adapt to different thickness.  

 

4.3.6 DRIE and HF release 

The final step is to etch the wafer to create the resonator and then remove it from the 

wafer grip. First, the front side wafer is etched by using DRIE. Next, a layer of oxide 

is deposited on top of the recently etched resonator layer to protect its details. This is 

done by using PECVD. Then, the backside wafer is etched by using DRIE. Finally, 

the wafer is located inside HF vapour etcher to strip the BOX layer, hence release the 

device from the wafer.  

 

Table 4.11 Processing steps for etching and releasing device structure 

No Step Material Method Thickness Mask 

1 Etching 

(removal) 

SOI layer DRIE with DSE  

 

25um  

2 Deposit Oxide PECVD 1um  

3 Etching 

(removal) 

Backside layer DRIE with DSE  625um  

4 Removal Surface Oxide 

and BOX 

Wet etch by using HF vapour 1um 

3um 

 

 

In order to check the aspect ratio and estimated etch rate for the standard recipe, the 

process was first performed on dummy wafers for both front side and backside mask. 

The front-side was etched for 5 minutes while backside-etching process was 

performed in 50 minutes. Both vertical walls are observed to be slightly curved at the 

bottom of the trench as shown in figure.4.21. However, high aspect ratio trenches 

have been realised for defining and releasing the device. The etch rate is lower for 

deeper trenches with 5 µm/min and 4.5 µm/min for 25 µm and 230 µm trenches 
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respectively as shown in fig.4.21. The same recipe, then, is implemented onto the SOI 

wafer. The device layer is finished after 7 minutes front-side etching. The comb-drive 

base with critical dimension of 4 µm was the last feature to be completely etched as 

smaller feature take longer to etch. However, the backside trenches are only able to 

reach 340 µm and then silicon grass were formed at the bottom of the trenches as 

shown in fig. 4.22. The bias voltage of the polymer etch was identified to be the 

source of the issue. The bias voltage used was not high enough to penetrate deep 

silicon trenches. The etch rate slows down while the polymer deposition rate is 

constant. As a result, a thick polymer layer is deposited on the bottom of the trenches. 

This polymer layer prevents the ICP power from etching the silicon. By increasing the 

bias voltage, the etch can overcome the accumulation of charge at the bottom of the 

trench to reach the BOX layer. 

 

(a)                                                                                            (b) 

Figure 4.21 (a) front side 5 minutes etch test and (b) back side 50 minutes etch test on dummy wafer 
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Figure 4.22 Grassing occurred at the bottom of the trenches for 400V bias voltage 

A customised recipe that increases the bias voltage from 400 to 600V for 120 minutes 

etch was tested. After 114 minutes, the trenches reached the backside of the test wafer 

and the processes automatically stopped due to the rise in the backside helium cooling 

pressure. The result of the test etch is shown in table 4.12. The etch was stopped every 

30 minutes in order to inspect the wafer and obtain the etch rate. 

Table 4.12 Backside test etch with bias voltage increasing from 400 to 600 V 

Time Bias Voltage Centre trenches Edge trenches 

30 min 400 - 426V 230 µm 222 µm 

60 min 426 - 457 V 410 µm 407 µm 

90 min 457 - 499 V 567 µm 567 µm 

114 min 500 – 562 V 652 µm 652 µm 

 

The SOI wafers have a slightly lower etch rate in comparison with the plain wafer. 

After 120 minutes, the trenches in the centre part reach the BOX layer while in the 

edge part is still approximate 20µm short. Due to the faster etch in the centre of the 

wafer, the helium cooling pressure raise the warning level, thus the trenches around 

the edge part cannot be completely etched. The resulted etch rate is presented in table 

4.13. 

Table 4.13 Backside etch for SOI wafer using the customised recipe with bias voltage ramping from 

400 to 600 V 

Time Voltage Centre trenches Edge trenches 

30 min 400 - 426V 221 µm 215 µm 

60 min 426 - 457 V 390 µm 365 µm 

90 min 457 - 499 V 530 µm 500 µm 

114 min 500 – 562 V 600 µm 580 µm 

 

The final stage of HF vapour is designed to release the resonator and the chips from 

the wafer frame. The wafer is placed upside down inside the HF chamber. HF vapour 

reaches the BOX layer via the released hole from front-side silicon layer and remove 

the oxide from below. The oxide mask on top of the front side silicon also reduce the 

etch rate of the BOX layer. Both oxide layers are removed at the end of the process. 

When the BOX layer was removed, the devices were suspended via 2 anchor located 

both side of the resonator. Due to different etch rate across the wafer, the observed 

release times are varied. Few devices are released after 80 minutes. Most of them were 

released after 100 and 110 minutes. Overall, more than 200 chips have been released 

from the wafer grid. A typical resonator structure can be seen in fig.4.23. 
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Figure 4.23: SEM image of a double-mass resonator 

4.3.7 Discussion 

In this section, the dicing free fabrication process on SOI wafer for MEMS resonant 

pressure sensor has been presented. Consecutive deep reactive etching (DRIE) for 

both front and backside of the wafer step increase the device resolution as well as 

provide an alternative solution for dicing. In the release step, HF vapour is crucial as it 

prevent any surface stiction from binding resonator and diaphragm layer together. As 

a result, this process provides a complete solution for fabricating resonator device on 

SOI wafer.  

Photo-mask and its integration into cleanroom fabrication are also illustrated. Several 

variations of optimal coupled double-mass structure are included into mask design in 

order to be examined in testing phase. The alignment mark is located in along the 

centre diameter of mask design. 

The fabrication flow is discussed in detail. Two more steps, which are alignment mark 

etching and dopant diffusion, are added to the Southampton fabrication process. These 

steps are used ensure the resonator to have high resistivity, which is used in detection 

mechanism. While some steps such as photolithography and PECVD have standard 

recipe that is available to use, others such as DRIE and HF vapour require experiences 

and intuitions for optimal solution. Test on dummy wafer is implemented before 

applying the recipe onto the wafer to reduce failure and cost. The fabrication process 

has successfully released more than 200 chips, which will be tested for resonant 

frequency as well as Q factor. 

 Verification of simulation by testing 

This section presents the electrical test setup, test circuit as well as the resonant 

frequency result. The first section explains the use of different test equipment and the 
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overall set up of the test. Second section illustrates the process of designing the test 

circuit. The circuit diagram is illustrated and then simulated to obtain the required 

output amplitude before the PCB is designed.  

4.4.1 Electrical test configuration 

For testing, the resonator was mounted onto a device carrier using double sided 

adhesive tape, then wire-bonded to the conductive pads. The device carrier was 

connected to a printed circuit board (PCB), which was located inside a custom-made 

vacuum chamber. The PCB was connected to electrical drive signal and oscilloscope 

via electrical feedthroughs. The chamber was evacuated to a pressure of 10-5 mTorr to 

minimise the air damping losses and enhance the quality factor. The test set-up can be 

seen in fig. 4.24. 

 

Figure 4.24 Experimental configuration for resonator resonance testing 

The resonator was excited using a sinusoidal AC voltage with a frequency generated 

from the signal generator. The DC source is used to power the PCB as well as provide 

a DC offset voltage for the resonator. The offset voltage ensures the resonator 

resonating at the same frequency with excitation voltage as described in section 3.5. 

4.4.2  Test circuit board design 

The circuit board was developed to perform two tasks: resonator excitation and 

detection. A high level of sensitivity and high output gain was required to detect the 

low amplitude voltage and amplify the signal to an observable level. 

The resistance of resonator is from 2.2 Mohm to 2.7 Mohm. This resistance oscillates 

when the resonator is resonating, a constant voltage can be applied across the 

resonator, which produces oscillating current corresponding to the resistance. Then the 
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motional current can be magnified via the use of an amplifying circuit. To put this into 

context, the resonator is connected in parallel with a diode to keep its voltage constant 

at 5V. The outgoing current is fed into an inverting amplifier with gain Av = 2. It is 

worth mentioning that the circuit operates at 5V and the output DC offset is 2.5V. 

Thus, I employ a differentiator as 2nd stage amplifier in order to eliminate any DC bias 

on the 1st stage output and further amplify the signal before releasing the output 

voltage with 2.5 swing DC offset. The differentiator uses an input capacitor of 1 nF 

and feedback resistor of 910 Ω, hence produce a gain of 60 for 100 kHz. Lower 

frequencies expect slightly smaller gain. The circuit diaphragm is shown in fig.4.25. 

 

Figure 4.25: Schematic overview of current amplifying circuit for one signal 

The PCB I/O electrical interface was a 9 ports D sub connector.  

4.4.3 Experimental methodology 

In this experiment, I employed real-time measurement approach. Dual-channel of 

amplifiers were connected to two detecting contact pad to pick up the motional 

current. With both parts of the resonator vibrating at the same frequency and were set 

up to detect in the same phase, the detecting signal is the constructive interference of 

the two output signals.  

The amplified signal then was detected by a dual-channel oscilloscope (Agilent 

technologies DSO6032A). The second channel is to observe the excitation signal 

simultaneously with the output signal. The purpose is to compute the mechanical 

phase-shift during resonance. The phase-shift happens as the direct result of rapidly 

changing amplitude. The signal generator then can sweep through the frequency in the 

range of interest to find the resonance peak. The Quality factor can be found using the 

half-power point method, whose formula is given as. 
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𝑄 =
𝑓𝑝

∆𝑓
      ( 4.6) 

where 𝑓𝑝 is the peak frequency and ∆𝑓 is the half-power bandwidth. The excitation 

voltage then can be change in order to test the effect of excitation force on the 

vibration amplitude. Typical results for different level of damping can be seen in 

fig.4.26. 

𝑄 =
𝑓𝑝

∆𝑓
      ( 4.7) 

where 𝑓𝑝 is the peak frequency and ∆𝑓 is the half-power bandwidth. The excitation 

voltage then can be change in order to test the effect of excitation force on the 

vibration amplitude. Typical results for different level of damping can be seen in 

fig.4.26. 

  

Figure 4.26: (a) amplitude and (b) phase response for typical mechanical resonance with different 

damping coefficient 

 Experimental results 

In this section, the experimental results of 4 testing samples are presented. The 

samples are named from 1 to 4 due to their testing time. 

4.5.1 Device 1 frequency and phase response 

Device 1’s test on resonant frequency is to investigate the amplitude and phase 

response of the resonator in the spectrum of interested frequency. Frequency sweeps 

were implemented to identify the dynamic range and Q factor of the device. The phase 

difference between the device’s signal and the drive signal is measured to provide the 

detail of phase changes inside the dynamic range. An example for frequency response 

can be found in fig.4.27. 
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Figure 4.27: Frequency response of device 1 with 5V bias on resonator, drive voltage of 800 mVpp, 

measured Q factor of 5.9 using half-power point technique. The result suggests a strong out-of-phase 

mode with no in-phase mode to be seen 

It can be seen that the result is a typical mechanical resonant peak with clear phase 

change in coherent with the highest observed amplitude. The frequency of out-of-

phase mode were found to be 58.92 kHz while in-phase mode cannot be detected. The 

observed resonant frequency is 16 kHz larger than theoretical and simulation result. In 

fabrication, the mass of the resonator is reduced because the release holes were added 

for structural released step which meant the resonator structure lost 19.6% of the total 

mass. The readjusted theoretical unstressed resonant frequency is 53.54 kHz, which is 

6.42 kHz away from the measured frequency. However, the observed bandwidth is 

11.2 kHz, resulting in very low Q of 5.3. This result will be explained in discussion 

section in more detail.  

To observe the resonance performance in detail, different drive voltages were applied. 

Examples of frequency and phase response is shown in fig.4.28. The increase in drive 

voltage lead to a nonlinear response in peak frequency. The resonant frequency drops 

twice when drive voltage is raised from 400mV to 600mv and 800mV respectively. 

this behaviour is identified as softening effect, which is typically associated with 

increasing in electrostatic force. Detail of the change of resonant frequency, 

bandwidth and Q factor is shown in table 4.14. 
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(a) Amplitude vs frequency                                   (b) Phase vs frequency      

Figure 4.28: Measured responses of device 1 at resonance for multiple excitation voltage. (a) 

amplitude response to frequency and (b) phase response to frequency 

Table 4.14 excitation voltage vs unstressed resonant frequency of double-mass structure 

Vdrive (mV) 400 600 800 

f0 (kHz) 63.14 60.45 58.92 

Bandwidth (kHz) 18.5 17 11.2 

Q factor 3.2 3.7 5.3 

 

Further tests on a different device 1, device 3 and device 4 demonstrated resonant 

frequencies in the range of interest. The dynamic ranges are shown in fig.4.29 while 

the resonant peak and Q factor is represented in table 4.15. The Q factor is 

consistently low for all working samples. The highest recorded Q factor is only 8 

while expected value is larger than 1000.  

 

Figure 4.29: Dynamic ranges of three working samples. The excitation voltage (Vdrive) is 800 mV and 

DC bias (Vbias) is 5V. 
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Table 4.15 Resonant frequencies and Q factors for multiple tested devices, Vdrive= 800mV, Vbias=5V 

Device 1 2 3 4 5 

f0 (kHz) 58.92 n/a 60.31 81.82 n/a 

Q factor 5.3 n/a 8 4.1 n/a 

 

 Analysis on low Q factor and observed mode 

In the experiment, it was observed that three out of five devices have low Q factor 

value. The test has proved that the fabrication has successfully release the resonator 

from the backside wafer. The low Q factor can be explained by the high bias DC 

voltage. As explained in Eqn.(3.55), the motional current is proportional with the 

voltage difference between the static comb and the movable resonator. When the DC 

bias (Vbias) is much larger than detected voltage (v) i.e. Vbias>> v, the motional current 

(i) is largely depended on the DC bias amplitude and the Q factor of the samples are 

subdued. Unfortunately, the samples are spent after experiments, thus more 

experiments with lower DC bias have been postponed for the experiment in the next 

chapter. 

In addition, I only observe out-of-phase mode in the experiment. The driving signal in 

the stationary comb drive is in-phase in order to attract or repel the resonator 

simultaneously. Thus, the resonator has strong tendency to move into out-of-phase 

mode during the experiment. 

 Conclusion 

In this chapter, the doublemass resonator structure fabricated on SOI was investigated 

as a prototype resonator for downhole pressure sensor. SOI wafer provided a single 

platform, in which the fabrication for single crystal silicon structure with 2 layers can 

be implemented efficiently. Three designs of doublemass structure were simulated to 

test their response in high pressure environment and the sensitivity of each individual 

structure against the increasing pressure. The supporting beam coupling doublemass 

resonator (SBCDR) response to high pressure was identified as the most promising 

design in term of sensitivity. The SBCDR also shows no sign of cross-over between 

out-of-phase and in-phase mode.  

Four stages fabrication flow has been developed to obtain the desired resonator 

structure. The DRIE step is crucial for the devices release from the handle wafer. 

Insufficient forward ICP power led to lower etching speeds and etching stopping 

midway through the etch. An exponential increase in ICP power keeps the etching 

speed at a constant rate and successfully removed the trenches completely to prepare 

the wafer for release step. The released devices were tested for resonant frequency and 

Q factor. The resonant frequency is slightly different from the theoretical computation 
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due to the different resonator mass while the Q factor is significantly affected from the 

internal friction generated by the resistance heat.  

The experiment has been partially successful in showing the resonant frequency of the 

double-mass resonator structure. The coupled double mass resonator has been proved 

theoretically to be cable of producing high sensitivity with the change in pressure and 

measuring high pressure data. The setback of overbiasing has led to a very low Q 

measurement. Another alternative is to replace the piezoresistive detection with 

capacitive detection. This approach only changes the initial resistance of the material 

without overcomplicating the fabrication process. Further discussion on capacitive 

detection and change in double-mass resonator is introduced and discussed in the next 

chapter. 

. 
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 Lateral stress-induced resonator  

 

 Introduction 

In this chapter, the disadvantages of diaphragm structure for pressure measurement are 

first analysed. These disadvantages are large displacement required for high 

sensitivity as well as the non-employment of compressive stress in frequency shifting 

mechanism. Compressive stress is the primary component induced by applied 

pressure. However, conventional diaphragm structure is designed to transduce shear 

stress without employing the compressive stress. From an understanding these factors, 

alternative designs to replace the traditional diaphragm structure for novel approaches 

to best utilize the compressive stress are produced.  

The goal of an inductive mechanism in resonant pressure sensor is to transduce 

applied pressure into tensile stress in the resonator. Traditional diaphragm employs 

two fixed anchors on its structure to transduce the shear stress into tensile stress. Thus, 

I need to find a method to transduce compressive stress into tensile stress. 

Compressive stress, by definition, is in inward direction, i.e. heading toward the centre 

of the object while tensile stress is in outward direction. A spring is the structure that 

has been proven to experience both compressive stress and tensile stress 

simultaneously as seen in fig. 5.1. When 2 ends of the spring are compressed, the 2 

remaining ends will stretch. The stretching leads to the generation of tensile stress. I 

can employ this mechanism to develop a new type of pressure transduction as an 

alternative for traditional diaphragm structure. 

 

Figure 5.1 Spring system (a) unstressed and (b) under stress 
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Therefore, two lateral stress-induced structures are introduced, these being the 

transmission spring and the transmission bar design. By employing the spring system, 

the compressive stress on the surface layer can directly induce the tensile stress on the 

resonator, which eliminates the need for diaphragm structure. The coupled double-

mass resonator is intact. Instead of using the diaphragm for pressure induction as 

shown in figure 4.13, side-wall with strong compressive stress has been used. A 

spring system is used to transduce the compressive stress from the side-wall into 

tensile stress in the resonator. Due to the diaphragm removal, the contact anchor 

positions are changing from central of diaphragm to 2 stretched ends of the spring 

structure. By relocating to this new location, the resonator will experience large tensile 

stress when the sensor is under pressure.  

The resonator with spring transduction system is first simulated for feasibility study. It 

is worth noting that the packaging solution for vacuum encapsulation introduce 

additional pressure on the structure. Further analysis onto the packaging solution is 

therefore then presented.  

The second fabrication process for the spring transduction system is a slight variation 

from the first one. The section, therefore, focuses on the alternations and provides a 

summary of the process flows. A significant change is the switch from high resistance 

silicon to very low resistance one due to the overheating issue discussed in section 4.6. 

A further notable detail is that the trenches in backside layer have been widened from 

50 to 60 µm. Therefore, the required penetrated power for DRIE is reduced slightly. 

Overall, the deep etching on the backside layer process is 10 minutes faster. 

Then, testing on the resonator sample’s resonant peak and Q factor are discussed. The 

measured resonant frequencies range from 23.034 to 25.966 kHz on 5 working 

devices while the simulated peak frequency is 22.568 kHz. In addition, the measured 

Q factor is in range from 100k to 170k. The agreement in peak resonant frequency and 

high-quality factor prove that the capacitive detection can be used to eliminate the risk 

of overheating in resonator structure.  

A potential issue with downhole application is the high temperature drift. The high 

temperature condition causes the resonator structure to expand, hence changing its 

resonant frequency. Simulation of the bar-transmission structure to measure the 

frequency drift is undertaken. A state-of-the-art dual double-mass resonator for 

temperature compensation is proposed and simulated. The structure includes two 

resonators, one exposed to both temperature and pressure while the other is isolated 

from the applied pressure. The response of the dual double-mass structure to applied 

pressure and temperature are discussed in detail. 

In summary, the difference from the design in chapter 5 in compared with chapter 4 

are: 
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• Using spring system instead of diaphragm structure as the mean to transduce 

pressure onto resonator 

• Employ compressive force instead of shear force as the primary source for 

induce the tensile stress in resonator structure 

• Change the contact anchor position from centre of the diaphragm onto the 2 

stretched ends of the spring system 

 

 Lateral stress induction dynamic in diaphragm structure 

A diaphragm is the standard stress-generating structure for a resonant pressure sensor. 

The advantage of a diaphragm is that it is relatively easy to fabricate. The structure 

bends under pressure, thus, inducing stress onto the resonator. The more the 

contraction is, the larger induced-stress is generated. Thus, the gap between the 

diaphragm and resonator structure is crucial for the range of operation for sensor 

design. For a SOI wafer, the thickness of buried silicon oxide (BOX) between two 

crystal silicon layers is limited to 5µm. Thus, the need to find a new stress-generating 

structure that circumvents the limit of the gap between the silicon layers is crucial for 

the employment of SOI wafer in fabricating a resonant pressure sensor. 

In addition, in contradiction to the concept that a standard diaphragm employs most of 

the induced-stress, only in-plane shear stress is used to create the tensile stress in the 

resonator structure [100][101]. A large portion of the compressed stress generated 

from applied pressure is wasted. Hence, it is needed to compare the magnitude of this 

unused stress with the magnitude of the in-plane shear stress. The diaphragm can be 

treated as an edge simply supported rectangular flat plate as seen in fig.5.2[100].  

 

 

Figure 5.2 Rectangular flat plate, simply supported edge, under uniform load – a, b: plate’s length 

and width, t: plate’s thickness, p: uniform load 

Given the uniform applied pressure p, the maximum induced compressive stress at the 

centre of the [102] diaphragm can be calculated by; 
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𝜎𝑚 =
0.75𝑝𝑏2

𝑡2[1.61𝑏
𝑎⁄

3
+1]

      ( 5.1) 

Where 𝜎𝑚 is the maximum compressive stress, p,a,b and t are given in fig. 5.1. Eqn. 

(3.24) and (3.25), previously mentioned in section 3.4, formulated the in-plane shear 

stress in the x and y directions. By recycling the parameter used in Fig.3.7, the 

maximum compressive stress for the same diaphragm design can be calculated. By 

substituting p = 20 MPa, a = b = 800 µm and t = 100 µm, the maximum compressive 

stress of 367 MPa is obtained. This result is in the same order of magnitude with the 

in-plane stress. As a result, the induced compressive stress theoretically could have the 

same effect on the resonator structure as the predominantly used shear stress. This 

discovery inspires the design of several stress induced structures, which entirely 

remove the diaphragm structure from the sensor. Due to the fact that the compressive 

stress is employed, the pressure-induced structure can be in-plane with the resonator 

device. Therefore, the out-of-plane silicon blocks can be thickened to withstand higher 

pressure environment.  

 In-plane stress induced structure as an alternative to a 

diaphragm 

To find an alternative to the diaphragm structure, two different designs of pressure-

induced compressive stress structure are proposed and simulated. The first part of this 

section presents the design and summarise the result of the transmission spring 

structure. The packaging concept for proposed structure is investigated. The second 

section shows the proposed  transmission bar design and its simulation results. 

5.3.1 Transmission spring structure 

The overall system structure consists of a double-mass coupled to an in-plane hollow 

rectangular structure via four stress-transmission spring arms as shown in fig.5.2. The 

hollow rectangular structure mechanically acts as four doubly ended beams, each of 

which deflects independently under applied pressure. As discussed in section 3.4, the 

central part of a beam or plate is the most concentrated stress and largest displacement 

area. Thus, the spring system deployed in this area will take advantage of the 

displacement and impose the tensile stress onto the double-mass structure. The spring 

has its thickness much larger than then flexural beam in the double-mass. Thus, 

stiffness of the spring is much higher than the stiffness of the flexure beam. As a 

result, most of the mechanical energy is transmitted onto the double-mass structure, 

increasing the efficiency of the mechanism. The two ends of the spring which connect 

to the hollow rectangular structure and the double-mass structure respectively, have 

lower stiffness than the mid part of the spring. Thus, they are flexible and are able to 

move in the y direction. The springs, hence, are able to transduce the mechanical 

movement of the side beam into tensile stress of the double-mass structure. Since the 

models were for proof-of concept purposes, they were not intended to match the 
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unstressed frequency of the previously discussed resonator. Therefore, the selection of 

design parameters for the devices was arbitrary and only optimized for the fabrication 

process. However, some design considerations in the device design may be helpful for 

future optimization. 

5.3.1.1 Resonator structure frequency response 

In this simulation, 4 structural variations are made in the original design shown in 

fig.5.3. The 4 indicated changes are the top beam thickness (d1),the side beam 

thickness (d2),the spring contact length (d3) and the mass to beam distance (d4). 

These changes are not expected to alter the unstressed frequency of the structure but 

provide better understanding on pressure response of the resonator.  

 

Figure 5.3: Top view of transmission spring model including the double-mass structure  

 

Table 5.1 Altered dimension of simulated transmission spring designs 

Design Top beam -d1 

(µm) 
Side beam -d2 

(µm) 
Spring contact 

length-d3 (µm) 
 

1 200 200 570  

2 200 200 670  

3 200 150 570  

4 150 200 570  
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Each design is simulated under a range of applied pressure to check for the frequency 

change. The results are shown in below fig. 5.4. 

 

Figure 5.4 Frequency vs pressure for various parameter alteration 

From the result, it can be seen that the length of the transmission spring contact (d3) 

has tiny effect on the frequency. The modified version has a slight shift of 250 Hz 

from the resonant frequency of the original at 1000 bar. By increasing the contact 

area, the transmission spring incorporate more displacement and transduces it into 

more tensile tress. However, as the displacement magnitude in the central part of the 

beam is much larger than elsewhere, the additional induced tensile stress is 

insignificant when compared to the original value.  

On the other hand, the reduction in side beam thickness (d2) implies a larger tensile 

stress in the double-mass structure. A thinner beam leads to larger deflection under 

applied pressure. Therefore, the tensile stress and its derivative the sensitivity 

increases by 25% from the original design. In contrast, the top beam thickness (d1) 

reduction leads to a lower sensitivity. Due to the thinner thickness of the top beam, the 

join where side and top beam meet, is under a larger compression force. This force 

increases the stiffness of the side beam, hence reducing its displacement under applied 

pressure. The sensitivity reduces as a direct result. 

5.3.1.2 Packaging solution and high-pressure environment constraint 

The typical packaging solution for resonant pressure sensor includes the bottom 

silicon part of SOI wafer and a silicon cap. These two layers encapsulate the resonator 

inside a vacuum environment. Therefore, the sensor will maintain a high Q and aging 

effect caused by air contact is removed. The fabrication of the packaging is intended 

to be developed after the project. However, the full model of the device with 
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packaging solution should be analysed at this stage to discover potential problems in 

the design. Four variations are implemented in the structure to test its stress response a 

high-pressure environment.  Cap thickness (t1) and backside thickness (t2) are two 

newly introduced parameters. Along with the previously mention parameter of 

side/top beam thickness (d1 and d2), three parameters are used to alter the structural 

design of the packaging solution. The parameters of the packages and design changes 

are shown in table 5.2. 

 

Figure 5.5: Side view of the packaging solution model 

Table 5.2: Variation of parameters for packaging design optimization 

Design  top thickness (t1) bottom thickness (t2) side-top beam (d1=d2) 

1 400 400 200 

2 600 400 200 

3 600 600 200 

4 600 600 400 

 

In this simulation, the focus is on the maximum deformation of the backside layer 

deformation and the induced-stress on the double-mass structure. The result is showed 

in fig.5.6 and 5.7. 
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 Figure 5.6: Simulated cap/backside maximum displacement against applied pressure 

 

Figure 5.7: Double-mass structural stress against applied pressure 

Since the SOI wafer oxide layer is typically from 1 to 4 µm, the backside 

displacement is required to be less than 4 µm at 1000 Bar pressure. The increase in 

cap layer thickness has small effect on the displacement of backside layer as seen in 

fig.5.6. On the other hand, by increasing the backside layer thickness, undesirable 

backside displacement is significantly reduced. As thickness is increased, the stiffness 

of the layer increases proportionally. Therefore, displacement reduction is the 

outcome.  
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It is worth mentioning that the backside layer is placed under compressive as seen in 

fig.5.7. The larger inward deformation of the bottom layer has not only cancelled the 

inward motion of the side ring but also generate an outward stress on this part of the 

structure. The consequence is that compressive stress is generated onto the double-

mass structure. Theoretically speaking, compressive stress also alters the stiffness of 

the double-mass, hence, shifting the resonant frequency. However, fatigue crack in 

silicon grows under compressive loading [103], which lead to structural failure.  

In order to understand the effect that high-pressure environment has on the packaging 

solution, the top cap silicon layer is analysed separately. The cap layer has a total of 6 

surfaces, of which only 5 are under applied pressure. The 4 vertical walls consist of 

two pairs of identical area surfaces but under load from opposite directions as seen in 

fig.5.8. Hence, the loads on these surfaces neutralise each other out. As a result, the 

only external load 𝑝𝑡 applied to the cap layer is on the top horizontal surface. The 

bottom layer also is under a similar load. The complete design, therefore, comprises 2 

packaging surface under vertical compression and a resonator structure under lateral 

compression. Due to the fact that the surface is of the 2 packaging layers is 

significantly larger than the one of the resonator structure, the lateral compression is, 

therefore, negligible in inducing stress onto the resonator. Both packaging layers 

deform inward under pressure, which in turn induce compress stress onto resonator 

structure. Thus, an alternative solution, which replace the compressive stress on the 

double-mass structure with tensile stress is required. 

 

Figure 5.8 Resultant pressure onto cap layer under high pressure environment 

 

5.3.2 Transmission bar structure 

Motivated by the outward deformation of the beam structure, the model is redesigned 

to translate this deformation into tensile stress. In this design, the double-mass 

structure is linked with the side ring via two transmission bars as shown in fig.5.9.  

 

𝑝𝑡 

p p p p 
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Figure 5.9: Top view of transmission bar model including the double-mass structure 

As the top beam moves in an outward direction, the bar induces a tensile stress onto 

the double-mass resonator. Five different designs were simulated to verify this. The 

designs differ in the encapsulation length (t1), cap/backside thickness (t2) (they have 

the same thickness) and side ring thickness (t3). All design variations are presented in 

table below. 

Table 5.3: Variation of parameter for transmission bar design optimization 

Design 

Encapsulation length 

(t1) (µm) 

Cap/backside thickness (t2) 

(µm) 

Side ring thickness (t3) 

(µm) 

1 2400 400 200 

2 2200 400 200 

3 2400 600 200 

4 2400 600 100 

 

In the simulation result, the deformation of the cap and backside layer and the tensile 

stress of the double-mass structure vs applied pressure is investigated. The result is 

presented in fig.5.9 and 5.10. 
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Figure 5.10: backside deformation against applied pressure for transmission bar structure 

  

Figure 5.11: double-mass tensile stress against applied pressure for transmission bar structure 

One advantage of the remodified bar transmission design is removal of the bulky 

spring structure. Therefore, the overall volume of the packaging solution is reduced by 

14% from 3.84 m3 to 3.36 m3. The backside displacement of the robust bar design is 

significantly lower than its spring counterpart as I compare fig. 5.6 and fig.5.10. 

Therefore, the bar design is favourable for downhole application. Considering the 

variations of the two structures, there are similarities in performance. The most 

influential factor to the backside displacement is the backside thickness in both 

designs. However, the outcomes of these deformations are distinctive. Due to the 

transmission bar structure that directly applied the pressure to the double-mass, tensile 

stress is transduced on the resonator structure, which is preferable to compressive 

stress.  
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 Fabrication 

This section illustrates the fabrication process of a lateral stress-induced structure. The 

process is based on the process for the double-mass structure in chapter 4 with 

modifications. These modifications are in term of changing the structure design in the 

photolithographic mask and removing the dopant diffusion process. Since a high 

proportion of the process is repeated, a reduced fabrication flow is presented. 

5.4.1 Photomask design with vertical comb-arm integration 

In chapter 3, I have discussed the advantages of vertical comb-arm in MEMS 

application. Due to the identified disadvantages of the piezoresistive detection 

mechanism, the vertical comb-arm used for both detection and excitation is employed 

in this design. For flexibility, the comb-arm is separated into an array consisted of 4 

bases. Each base comprises one or two comb arms depending on the available space.  

The critical step in fabrication is the integration of the electrical connection, drive and 

detection mechanisms into the photomask design. In the transmission spring, 4 sets of 

stationary comb and 3 sets of movable combs for each mass are implemented as seen 

in fig.5.12. This comb designs are connected to 4 conductive pads, which can be 

flexibly used for drive or detection. 

 

Figure 5.12: Integration of comb-arm arrays into transmission spring design  

In the transmission bar structure, the spring design is replaced with the bar design. 

Thus, I have additional space to integrate for comb fingers. 6 sets of stationary combs 
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and 5 sets of movable combs for each mass are connected to 4 conductive pads as seen 

in fig.5.13. 

 

Figure 5.13:Intergration of comb-arm array into transmission bar design 

5.4.2 Fabrication flow 

The lateral stress-induced structure was fabricated using a double mask silicon on 

insulator (SOI) process with a structural layer of 25 µm thickness. The process flow 

comprises four main steps: 

1. Pattern transfer for the device layer 

2. Alignment and pattern transfer for the backside layer 

3. Deep reactive ion etch (DRIE) to define the device layer and the backside layer 

4. Release suspended resonator structure using HF vapour 

5.4.2.1 Patterning the resonator 

The pattern transfer process allows the device features in the mask to be precisely 

relocated onto the SOI wafer. The patterning material in this process is Silicon 

dioxide, which firstly is deposited on top of the SOI layer via PECVD. Next, a regular 

photolithography process is implemented. In this process, S1813 is chosen as the 

positive resist due to its high resolution for small features such as the comb-finger and 

suspension beam. Once the exposed resist is removed, the pattern is etched into the 

oxide layer via ICP. The summary of the process is shown in table 5.4. 
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Table 5.4 Processing steps for patterning device layer 

No Step Material Method Thickness Time Mask 

1 Deposit Oxide Use PECVD (SiH4, N2, N20) 1um 15 min  

2 Deposit  Positive resist 

S1813 

Spin-coating at 5000 rpm 1.5 um 1 min  

3 Removal Positive resist 

S1813 

- Expose to UV light under the 

photo-mask in a mask aligner  

- Develop in developer MF-319  

1.5um 2s 

 

45s 

Device 

layer 

4 Removal Oxide Etch using ICP (C4F8/O2) 1um 5 min  

5 Removal Positive resist  

S1813 

Use oxygen plasma  1.5um 10 min  

6 Deposit Positive resist 

S1813 

Spin-coating at 5000 rpm 1um 60 s  

 

5.4.2.2  Alignment and backside pattern transfer 

Double-sided alignment is a critical step that allows patterning features in both layers 

transfer with precision. The aligner’s double-cross mode was used to mark the 

location of device layer features. Then, using this location, the backside feature are 

transferred to the wafer. Similar to the device layer patterning process, Silicon dioxide 

is using at the patterning material. However, the positive resist is switched from 

S1813 to AZ9260 in anticipation of backside layer’s deep etching process. AZ9260 

provides a thickness of 6 µm compared to 1 µm of S1813. Therefore, the pattern can 

be transferred onto the 5 µm oxide layer, which is required for the etching of 600 µm 

thick backside silicon. The summary of the process can be founded in table 5.5 

Table 5.5 Processing steps for patterning the back-side layer 

No Step Material Method Thickness Time Mask 

1 Deposit Oxide 

 

Use PECVD (SiH4, N2, N20) 

 

4.5um 60 min  

2 Deposit  Positive resist 

AZ9260 

Spin-coating at 3500 rpm 6um 2 min  

3 Removal Positive resist 

AZ9260 

- Expose to UV light under the 

photo-mask in a mask aligner  

- Develop in developer AZ400K 

6um 10s 

 

6 min 

Backside 

4 Removal Oxide Etched using ICP (C4F8/O2) 4.5um 23 min  

5 Removal Positive resist  

AZ9260 

Use oxygen plasma 

 

6um 15 min  

 

5.4.2.3 Deep reactive ion etch (DRIE) for both layers 

The final step is to transfer the pattern from the oxide layer to the SOI wafer. Silicon 

dioxide has high etch resistance (~20-30:1) during deep reactive silicon etching 
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(DRIE). In addition, DRIE also provide a high resolution feature, deep penetration as 

well as vertical trenches. So, it is the preferred method. 

Table 5.6 Processing steps for etching and releasing device structure 

No Step Material Method Thickness Time Mask 

1 Etching 

(removal) 

SOI layer DRIE with DSE  

 

25um 5 min  

3 Etching 

(removal) 

Backside layer DRIE with DSE  625um 120 min  

 

The device layer thickness is 25 µm. The etch finishes once the device layer feature is 

defined and the BOX layers can be observed under a microscope. 

The backside etch is more challenging due to the significant increase in thickness of 

this layer compared to the device layer. Since the deep etch requires a constant 

increase in penetration power to break the silicon bond, adjustable bias voltage is 

introduced. The bias voltage increases exponentially in order to release an increasing 

ion bombardment of the deep silicon trenches. The trench width in this design is 

raised from 50 to 60 µm, which accelerate the etch process slightly. A customised 

recipe that increases the bias voltage from 400 to 600V over 120 minutes is used. The 

process stopped prematurely during the last cycle because the centre trenches finished, 

and ion particles start bombarding the wafer holder underneath. The helium cooling 

system raised its temperature, which lead to a systematic pause. The details of 

backside etching can be found in table 5.7. 

Table 5.7 Backside etch for SOI wafer using the customised recipe with bias voltage ramping from 

400 to 600 V 

Time Voltage Centre trenches Edge trenches 

30 min 400 - 426V 241 µm 215 µm 

60 min 426 - 457 V 410 µm 365 µm 

90 min 457 - 499 V 560 µm 500 µm 

100 min 500 – 530 V 600 µm 580 µm 

 

5.4.2.4 Structural release using HF vapour 

The incorporation of HF vapour step allows the structural device to be released and  

suspended as well as avoiding any stiction as occurs with a standard HF solution. The 

HF only reacts with the Oxide material, leaving the silicon untouched. The etch starts 

with the deposited oxide layer then moves to the deeper BOX layer. Both oxide layers 

are removed by the end of the process. When the BOX layer is removed, the devices 

are suspended via 2 anchors located on each side of the resonator. Due to different 

etch rates across the wafer, the observed release times vary. A few devices are 

released after 90 minutes but most of them are released after 100 and 120 minutes. An 

SEM image of the released device is shown in fig. 5.14. 
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Figure 5.14: SEM image of bar transmission device  

 

 Experimental testing of the devices 

5.5.1 Methodology 

The Q factor of a resonator can be measured using two approaches being frequency 

spectrum sweep and ringdown-time. A frequency sweep was used in the double-mass 

experiment for the lower Q resonator. As the Q increases, the sweep range become 

narrower, so the resolution of the spectrum analyser is unable to provide sufficient 

detail on the half power points for Q factor of 100000 and higher. Instead of acquiring 

an expensive state-of-the-art spectrum analyser, the ringdown-time method can be 

implemented to minimize the cost.  

The ringdown-time method measures Q factor using the undriven time of the 

resonator. Upon turning off the excitation force, the resonator behaviour can be 

modelled as an underdamped oscillator. Its vibration amplitude is given by: 

𝑥 = 𝐴0𝑒−𝜁𝜔𝑛𝑡𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜔𝑡 + 휀) 

Where 𝐴0 is the initial amplitude, 휁 is the damping coefficient, 𝜔𝑛 is the natural 

frequency, 𝜔 =  𝜔𝑛√1 − 휁2 is the damped frequency,  휀 is the initial phase and t is 

the decay time. The waveform can be seen in fig.5.15. 
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Figure 5.15: Ringdown behaviour of an underdamped resonator after turning off the excitation force 

The damping coefficient is inversely proportional to the Q factor as 휁 = 1/2𝑄. Since 

the term 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜔𝑡 + 휀) fluctuate between 1 and -1, the peak amplitude can be calculated 

from the term 𝑒−𝜁𝜔𝑛𝑡. If τ is the time needed for the amplitude reach a value of 𝐴0/𝑒. 

Hence, the Q factor can be calculated from: 

𝑄 =
𝜔𝑛τ

2
 

Thus, the first step in calculating the Q factor is to obtain the natural frequency of the 

resonator. The natural peak of vibration can be obtained from spectrum analyser and 

confirmed visually using Scanning electron microscope (SEM). Then, the excitation 

force is switched off and the decay waveform is observed on a digital oscilloscope.  

5.5.2 Experimental setup 

The bar-transmission resonator structure is integrated into the test set-up as seen in 

fig.5.16. The resonator is located inside the SEM chamber, which is kept under 

vacuum. All electrical connections are made via a system of feedthrough cables with a 

micrometre-tip probe. The signal generator is connected to both side of the drive 

comb-base. Thus, a spontaneous pull or push force is generated onto the resonator to 

drive it into the out-of-phase mode when excited. A DC bias is connected to the main 

body of the resonator while the vibration is detected via the detection comb-base. The 

signal is amplified and then fed to oscilloscope and/or spectrum analyser for 

observation. The vibration can be visually observed via an SEM. 
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Figure 5.16: Experimental configuration of the bar-transmission resonator structure for resonant 

frequency and Q factor measurement 

 

5.5.3 Circuit board design 

The electrical signal from the resonator is picked up using a two-stage low input 

current amplifier (LICA) as show in fig.5.17. The LCIA has an input impedance 

which is inversely proportional to its open loop gain so is negligible. This is ideal for 

detecting the bar-transmission resonator signal since the resonator has a very low 

impedance. When connecting signal from a low impedance source to a higher 

impedance op amp, the op amp adds significant noise into the amplified signal. In 

addition, the LICA typically has a low bias input current, hence avoiding an offset 

current in output signal. The amplifiers used in the experiment are AD8065s made by 

Analog Device ltd, which amplify nano ampere current (nA) levels to micro voltage 

(µV) levels. The first stage of the op-amp system employs feedback consisting 2 

resistors in series. Each resistor is in parallel with a small value capacitor to prevent 

the LICA circuit from self-oscillating. A large value of resistance is preferred for 

higher gain. The calculated gain of the first stage is 6.6 MegV/A. The second stage is 

an inverting amplifier to further increase the gain of the whole circuit. The value for 

the input and feedback resistors are 100 Ω and 100 kΩ respectively.  
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Figure 5.17 Detail schematic of two stage low input current amplifier. 

The board receives a signal from the resonator via the feedthrough cable and header-

pin while transmits the amplified output to an oscilloscope and/or spectrum analyser 

via D-sub connectors. 

5.5.4 Experimental results 

In this section, the measurements from the bar-transmission resonator devices are 

presented and analysed. First, the peak resonant frequency of 9 different devices is 

shown and discussed. Then the Q factor of is calculated using the ringdown method. 

5.5.4.1 Frequency measurement 

The frequency testing of a series of bar-transmission devices identifies the 

repeatability of fabrication. The simulated unstressed resonant frequency of a bar-

transmission device is 22.568 kHz. The resonant frequencies found in total of 9 

devices are presented in table 5.8. Five working samples have resonant frequencies 

from 23.034 to 25.966 kHz. There are 4 samples which do not provide the resonant 

frequency. Two out of four samples are identified to be affected by pull-in voltage. 

Uniformity level in successful fabrication, which can be calculated by divided 

minimum frequency over maximum frequency of measured resonator, is 88.7% with 

the difference between smallest and largest frequency is 2.33 kHz.  

Table 5.8 out-of-phase resonant frequency for 9 bar-transmission samples with two settings i.e. bias 

voltage of 4V and 9V. Excitation voltage is 300 mV p-p 

 Dev. 1 Dev.2 Dev.3 Dev.4 Dev.5 Dev.6 Dev.7 Dev.8 Dev.9 

VDC=4V, 

VAC=300mV 

23.636 fail 23.428 23.272 Pull 

in 

fail 24.886 25.966 Pull 

in 

VDC=9V, 

VAC=300mV 

23.565 fail 23.267 23.034     x fail 24.561 25.41      x 

 

The vibration for different amplitudes was recorded using an SEM. The approach is to 

on a specific comb finger. During the excitation process, multiple images of the comb 

finger were taken as shown in fig 5.18. These images represent the amplitude hence 

indirectly show the Q factor of bar-transmission structure. The blurrier the movable 

comb is, the higher the Q factor is. The distance between the movable and static comb 

finger is 5µm. On low amplitude mode, the movable comb vibrates slightly side to 
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side. The image of resonator starts to get blurry as seen in fig 5.17(a). Then, when the 

comb vibrates with larger amplitude, the released holes’ edges overlap to generate 

oval shapes in the centre of the holes as shown in fig.5.17(b). When the amplitude 

increases to approximately 5µm, the shape of the released holes is extremely blurry. 

The combs’ edges overlaps creating a cloud in the vibrating area as shown in 

fig.5.17(c). The amplitude is at limit as this point, any increase results in a pull-in 

effect and the vibration stops. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 
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(c) 

 

(d) 

Figure 5.18 Resonator vibration at peak out-of-phase resonant frequency with (a) low amplitude (b) 

moderate amplitude (c) high amplitude and (d) a whole comp structure. 

A repeated problem with the experiment is the pull-in effect. In static mode, the pull-

in voltage of a pair of electrostatic plates can be calculated by formula [104] 
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𝑈𝑝 = √
8

27

𝑘𝑑3

𝜀𝐴𝑒𝑙
          ( 5.2) 

Where k is the spring constant, d is the gap and 𝐴𝑒𝑙 is the overlapping area between 

two plates. The pull-in voltage is typically large for a rigid material such as silicon. 

However, the vibration during resonance significantly reduces the required voltage for 

electrostatic plates to move them closer. When oscillating in high amplitude, defects 

on the comb fingers causes them to touch and pull-in effect occurs as seen in fig.5.19. 
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Figure 5.19 Pull-in effect as results of high amplitude vibration 

Once the opposite comb fingers are in contact, the electrical excitation signal passes 

directly from the drive electrode to the resonator. Hence, the vibration stops. To 

disengage the two structures, high positive DC voltages are applied to the resonator 

and the static comb to create a repulsive force where the comb is not stuck. This 

approach is partly successful in removing the adhesion but damages the flexure beam 

structures as seen in fig.5.20. Due to low its low resistance, the resonator experiences 

large current when a high value voltage applied. This current generated a large heat 

output that eventually melts the thin structures in the resonator i.e. flexure beams and 

comb fingers. The melting happened when a voltage of 20V was applied. 

  

(a)                                                                                        (b) 

Figure 5.20 High DC current flow damage small structures in the resonator device: (a) flexure beam 

and (b) comb finger 

 

5.5.4.2 Q factor measurement 

A frequency sweep measurement using the spectrum analyser is used to identify the 

dynamic range of the bar-transmission structure. A typical frequency response fat 4V 

DC bias is shown in fig5.21. The peak out-of-phase mode’s frequency is observed as 

23636.12 Hz without observing the in-phase mode. The resonant peak is sharp, which 

leads to difficulty in measuring an accurate Q-factor using the half-power bandwidth 

method. Thus, the ring-down time method is preferable to measure the Q-factor.  
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Figure 5.21 frequency response of device 1 using resolution of 10 samples/Hz 

To calculate the Q-factor value, I measure the decay time (, at which amplitude is 

equal to the initial amplitude over e (A0/e). For various devices, the initial decay 

amplitude varies as shown in fig.5.22. Five working samples were used to measure the 

decay times. Results for the decay times and Q factor are provided in table 5.10. The 5 

samples show a Q factor ranging from 100k to 170k. These results suggest that low 

resistance crystal silicon remove the internal friction issue and thus improve the Q 

factor. The thermal loss of energy is reduced significantly compared with high 

resistance silicon, which in turn lead to 10000 increases in Q factor compared to first 

prototype. A Q factor of over 100k is suitable for long-term operation with minimal 

energy loss and material degradation i.e. downhole pressure measurement.  

 

Figure 5.22 Excitation-free decay of amplitude with time for 3 different devices 

Table 5.9 decay time and Q factor for tested devices 
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Device τ(s) Q factor 

1 1.8 133658.4 

3 1.95 143522.4 

4 1.41 103086.7 

7 2.12 165745.2 

8 1.67 136229.6 

 

5.5.5 Discussion 

The experimental results have partially demonstrated the viability of bar-transmission 

resonator structure in downhole application with its high Q factor. The measured 

resonant frequency is slightly larger than the simulated data. The widest recorded 

difference is 3.398 kHz, which represents a for 15.05% increase compared with the 

simulated frequency. The Q factor improved significantly from 6.9 in the 

piezoresistive detection resonator to 133000 in the capacitive detection resonator. 

Thus, a combination of a double-mass silicon resonator and capacitive detection offers 

an ideal platform, on which to develop the resonant pressure sensor.  

 Dual double-mass design consideration for temperature 

compensation 

As mentioned in chapter one, the targeted application of double-mass resonator is 

down-hole pressure measurement. The environment in oil reservoir is typically high 

pressure and high temperature. The effect of high pressure environment has been 

covered intensively in this work. However, relationship between change in 

temperature and resonant frequency of double-mass structure is also critical for the 

operation of the resonator. It is well-documented in both theoretical[105] and 

experimental[106] work that young’s modulus of silicon decreases as the temperature 

increases. The temperature (T) dependence of the Young’s modulus is formulized as  

𝐸 = 𝐸0exp (
𝑄

𝑘𝐵𝑇
)       ( 5.3) 

Where Q is the activation energy and 𝑘𝐵 is the Boltzmann’s constant. As previously 

discussed in chapter 2, the change in stiffness of the structure ultimately leads to the 

change in resonant frequency of said structure. Thus, the high temperature in down 

hole environment certainly alters the resonant frequency of the double-mass structure. 

This characteristic adds noise to the pressure measurement process in significant 

magnitude. An increase of 150oC in temperature can lead to a drop of 1.3% in <100> 

silicon’s stiffness[105]. There are several available methods to counter this problem 

such as temperature compensation via degenerate doping[107] or mechanically 

temperature-compensated[108] via added support structures. These approaches have 
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limited success in negating the temperature dependency but haven’t removed the 

effect of temperature completely.  

In this work, I consider a new approach called dual double-mass design to the 

problem. The idea is instead of trying to mechanically compensate the effect of 

temperature on resonator, the resonant frequency that is temperature-depended is 

measured separately from un-filtered frequency. Then, by comparing the two signals, I 

can isolate the resonant frequency shift that is sorely induced from applied pressure. 

The approach is to fabricate two identical resonator structures in proximity. The two 

resonators need to be located close to each other to minimize the difference in 

temperature fluctuation. One resonator is exposed to applied pressure while the other 

is completely sealed from outside pressure. Once the dual resonator structure is put to 

work, the pressure-exposed resonator starts measure the change in both pressure and 

temperature while the sealed resonator only records the change in temperature. 

Contracting two information, I obtain both pressure and temperature measurement in 

down hole environment. The dual double-mass structure, then is developed from bar-

transmission double-mass structure and can be seen in fig.5.23. The pressure (P) is 

applied to one end of the structure, which is mechanically coupled with one resonator. 

The whole structure is designed to be relatively small i.e. under 3000 µm wide and 

7000 µm long. Thus, heat (T) can penetrate the structure instantly from every 

direction and affect both resonator equally. The other end of the structure is clamped 

for support. Top and bottom of the resonator structure are capped with two silicon 

layers to encapsulate the resonator in vacuum.  

 

(a)                                                                                             (b) 

Figure 5.23 Dual double-mass structure (a) with applied pressure and heat (b) cross-section view with 

capped layers 

It is worth considering the effect that external pressure has on the sealed resonator. 

The distance and coupling mechanism between two resonators need to be optimized. 

Thus, in the next section, I will investigate the response of the dual resonator structure 
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to applied pressure. The frequency response of the resonator for different applied heat 

will also be discussed. 

5.6.1 Dual double-mass structure simulation 

In this section, first, I simulate effect of temperature on resonant frequency of bar-

transmission resonator. Then, the complete bar-transmission model with packaging 

solution is simulated for three cases of external force, i.e. isolated pressure, isolated 

temperature and combined pressure and temperature. Finally, the dual double-mass 

structure is optimized to remove any residue stress on the sealed resonator as well as 

maximize the frequency response versus applied pressure. 

From theoretical perspective, the raising temperature introduce additional thermal 

energy into the mechanical structure, which in turn increase the kinetic energy of the 

structure’s molecules. The structure body typically expand to cope with this change in 

internal energy lead to the increase in body side. However, as the number of 

molecules doesn’t increase, their bonds become weaker and hence, reduce the overall 

stiffness of the structure. In complex structure, these expansions introduce stress into 

the system, particularly in region with low stiffness. To simulate this theory, a 

uniform thermal force is applied unto the resonator structure. The temperature, then, is 

increased steadily from 0oC to 200oC to resemble the condition in down oil 

environment. The induced tensile stress and resonant frequency can be calculated via 

multi-physic modelling. Three different thickness of flexure beam is used in the 

simulation. The flexure beam dimension is the deciding factor for the resonator initial 

stiffness. Thus, the effect of thermal force on different stiffness can be observed. The 

resultant stress and resonant frequency can be seen in fig.5.24. 

 

(a)                                                                                        (b) 

Figure 5.24 temperature fluctuation trigger change in resonator’s (a) tensile stress and (b) resonant 

frequency for bar-transmission structure with different flexure beam thickness 

The resonator expanding under heat generates large stress onto the low stiffness part 

of its body, i.e. the flexure beam. The thinner the beam, the larger the generated 

tensile stress. This stress lead to considerable shift in resonant frequency. The shift is 

more vigorous for thinner flexure beam design. Increasing temperature from 0 to 
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100oC, I observe a decrease of 10.1 kHz in 4 µm beam design while a reduction of 4.2 

kHz is shown in 6μm design for the same applied condition. This result agrees with 

the literature on the dependency of mechanical structure and its resonant frequency on 

temperature fluctuation.  

Second simulation is to explore the effects of both pressure and temperature have on 

the resonator structure together. To understand these effects entirely, I switch from 

using the resonator model in fig.5.23 (a) to using the completed package model with 

encapsulation layer shown in fig 5.23 (b). There are two approaches to simulate this 

idea being simultaneous or isolated simulation. The former is to simultaneously apply 

pressure and temperature condition to the structure and measure the response in 

induced tensile stress. This approach provides the more accurate dataset of the shift in 

induced stress, which in turn can be used to calculate the change in resonant 

frequency. It is worth noting that the drawback of the method is an increasing number 

of simulation needed to acquire data. The second approach is to simulate the effect on 

pressure and temperature separately. Then, I can calculate the shift in induced from 

the two acquired results. Using the second approach, I only need a set of data on pure 

pressure and an another on pure temperature condition. Fig.5.25 shows the induced 

stress from simultaneous simulation and the difference in percentage between the two 

approaches. 

 

(a)                                                                                   (b) 

Figure 5.25 (a) induced stress vs applied pressure for a range of temperature and (b) difference in 

percentage from simultaneous and separated approach 

As observed, increases in temperature leads to a linear raise in induced stress. The 

added stress from temperature only increase the stress by a constant number through 

the range of the simulation suggesting a positively-sloped linear relationship between 

induced stress and temperature. This behavior seems contradict to the analysis on 

decreasing stiffness with temperature. However, I need to take into consideration that 

the simulated mechanical body has been switch from only resonator structure to the 

resonator and complete package one. The added layers of encapsulated silicon expand 

in under increased temperature as well. This expansion imposes additional stress onto 
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the resonator layer. Since the outer layers are much thicker by design, their effects on 

the resonator layer restrict the resonator expansion in-plane only. Hence, resulting in 

larger tensile on the flexure beam. This mechanism is similar with the effect on 

pressure have on the bar-transmission structure as previously discussed.  

The calculated stress from separated temperature and pressure simulation shows a 

small variation between the two datasets. The difference for each temperature 

condition is varied but shares the common trend of sharply raising from 0 to around 

1.6% then gradually reducing to lower than 1%. This data indicates that two 

approaching method share very similar outcome. The separated simulation 

significantly reduces the simulation time to only two set of data without introducing a 

large margin of error, thus making it a preferable method for future simulation on 

pressure and temperature induced-stress. 

 

(a)                                                                         (b) 

Figure 5.26 Dual double mass resonators’ dimensions (a) Encapsulation layer thickness(t) and 

length(l) and (b) Height of stress-induced bar (h) 

The third simulation aims to optimize the stress-induced mechanism as well as 

eliminate the pressure-induced stress on the isolated resonator structure. As discussed 

in earlier in this chapter, the size of encapsulation layer is critical to the induced 

tensile stress on bar-transmission structure. The pressure is uniformly applied to all 

device surface. Thus, the larger the top-surface area and smaller the lateral-surface 

area, the larger the top-surface force in compared to lateral-surface one. There are two 

dimensions deciding the exposed area of top-surface and lateral-surface namely cap 

length (l) and cap thickness (t) as seen in fig.5.26 (a). Cap length and cap thickness are 

the length and the thickness of the silicon encapsulation layer respectively. It is worth 

noting that the cap width (w) is not considered for the simulation. The cap width (w) 

is the share dimension of both said surface. Thus, any change in its value affects both 

surface area equally. The cap length (l) is a sum of stress-induced bar height (h), 

length of the resonator (lr) and the gap (g) between exposed resonator and isolated 

resonator. In this simulation, I avoid complicating the design of the resonator, thus, 
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the change in cap length (l) can be implemented via alternating the stress-induced bar 

height (h) as shown in fig 5.26 (b). The gap (g) between resonator will be used in the 

second part of the simulation, where I look for a method to eliminate the pressure-

induced stress on the isolated resonator. 

To simulate the induced stress for various cap thickness and pressure-induced bar 

height efficient, I set the cap thickness constant and fluctuate the length (h) and 

measure the induced stress. The whole structure is under 100 MPa. The simulation can 

be repeated with different value of cap thickness until I obtain enough data in the 

range of interest. The same approach is used for pressure-induced bar height (h). The 

result for both sets of simulation is shown in fig.5.27. The increase in pressure-

induced bar height (h) initially lead to a significant raise in induced stress. However, 

as the height value approach 1100 μm, the induced stress dip in value and then come 

to a stall. This behavior can be explained through stiffness change of the structure. 

Early fast raising on induced stress is introduced from additional top-surface area. As 

the top-surface area expand, the newly generated area contribution is becoming less 

and less in compared to pre-existing one. While the contribution from new exposed 

area reduced, the increase in size of the bar-transmission structure lead to its increase 

in stiffness. The stiffness of bar-transmission structure reduces its elasticity and 

deformation under stress as the result. The induced stress is mainly depended on the 

deformation of the bar-transmission structure. Combined both factors, I experience a 

stall in induced stress with larger height (h) value.  

 

(a)                                                                                     (b) 

Figure 5.27 Exposed resonator performance varies with (a) a set of different cap thickness and (b) a 

set of different pressure-induced bar length 

On the other hand, the increase in cap thickness (t) lead to a significant reduction of 

induced stress. The data suggests that as the induced stress reduces in a fast pace with 

low cap thickness and miniature pace for higher cap thickness. This behavior can be 

expanded in a similar argument with the pressure-induced bar height case. The larger 

the cap thickness, the less impact the newly added area has on the induced stress.  
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Another aim of this simulation is to eliminate the pressure-induced stress on isolated 

resonator. The Resonators’ gap as shown in fig.5.28 separates the two resonator 

structures. The larger the gap, the higher the stiffness of mid-bar structure. The 

induced stress can diverge into this area, hence, reduce its impact on the isolated 

resonator structure. The gap is varied for different set of top cap thicknesses to 

diversify the dataset. For each data point, I simulate the generated stress on the 

isolated resonator, then calculate the stress ratio between the two resonators.  

 

 

Figure 5.28 Dual double-mass structure with resonators’ gap 

As shown in fig.5.29, the induced stress is remarkably high at low gap value. 

However, the stress value sharply reduces as the gap widens. The induced stress is 

almost neglectable when the gap value approaches 500 μm. The result is slightly 

different for the stress ratio calculation. In general, all datasets sharply decrease its 

calculated ratio as the gap value increases. However, the initial ratios at 100 μm gap 

are significantly varied for different cap layer thickness. The higher the cap layer 

thickness, the larger the ratio value. The ratio value is the division of isolated 

resonator’s stress over exposed one. As the cap thickness increases, the exposed 

resonator’s stress reduces while the isolated resonator’s stress remains intact, which in 

turn lead to previous observed phenomenon.  
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(a)                                                                                (b) 

Figure 5.29 Isolated resonator’s (a) induced stress vs resonators’ gap and (b) ratio of resonators’ 

stress for the range of resonators’ gap 

5.6.2 Discussion 

High temperature in down hole environment has created an opportunity for novelty in 

pressure sensor designing process. In this chapter, I have proposed dual double-mass 

resonator-based sensor and proven its viability using multi-physic simulation. Four 

sets of simulation are created to investigate as well as optimise the dual double-mass 

structure for desired working environment. Temperature vs induced stress proved the 

softening effect that high temperature has on single layer silicon device. When adding 

top and bottom layer into the simulation, the effect reverses and stiffness of the device 

layer increases. In addition, the temperature and pressure have a compound effect on 

structural stress of the resonator. Both simulated datasets have shown two consistent 

linear relationships of temperature and pressure with induced stress but with different 

proportion. Another simulation is to optimise the dual double-mass structure to 

maximise the structural stress caused by pressure input. Encapsulation layer thickness 

and length decide the area of top-surface and lateral-surface, which are shown to 

significantly affect the induced structural stress. Two datasets on cap length and cap 

thickness present the behaviour of induced stress for various data points. Finally, the 

structure is optimised to eliminate the induced stress on the isolated resonator. Both 

structural stress and stress ratio dataset suggest that the isolated resonator stress is 

insignificant as the gap value approach 500 μm. It is worth considering that other 

structures can be used to reduce the gap between two resonators without increasing 

the structural stress.  

 Conclusion 

In this chapter, I have performed a throughout investigation on the lateral stress 

induced resonator. During a compression motion, the structure is under two type of 

stress i.e. compressive stress and tensile stress. The typical diaphragm structure can 

only employ the tensile stress without engaging the compressive stress into strain 

generating process. To understand the issue, I have to investigate the position of the 
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diaphragm relative to the resonator structure. It is widely implemented that the 

diaphragm is located underneath the resonator. When pressure applied, the diaphragm 

compresses inward generating both compressive stress and shear stress. Since 

resonator structure is typically symmetrical, the compressive stress induces the same 

inward force into both anchor point of the resonator. As the result, no internal tensile 

stress is generated from the induced compressive stress. The lateral stress induced 

structure (LSIS) changes the approach of engaging the stress by alter the position of 

the pressure sensitive structure to the resonator. The LSIS is located on the same plane 

with the resonator. Under applied pressure, the LSIS compresses induce a 

compressive stress onto the inner structure. To engage this compressive stress, the 

spring-transmission structure (STS) is developed. The STS has its anchor located in 

the centre of the LSIS to maximise the transferred stress. the other end is connected to 

top of the resonator structure. When the LSIS compress, the two STSs on two side of 

the resonator move inward, generating a tensile stress onto the resonator in the middle. 

Simulation on the packaging solution of STS revealed the addition stress causing by 

the added top and bottom silicon layer. The newly introduced stress caused the STS to 

move outward, hence inducing compressive stress onto the resonator. Since 

compressive stress can cause fatigue in long and thin structures i.e. the flexure beams. 

The STS is not viable for keeping the device pristine in high pressure environment. 

The bar transmission structure (BTS) is introduced as the replacement mechanism.  

The BTS employs outward motion generated by the extra layer of silicon and transfer 

the stress directly onto the resonator structure. The resultant stress is in form of tensile 

and increase the effective stiffness of the resonator. the simulation results confirm the 

effectiveness of the BTS in transfer the generated stress to the resonator. A process of 

optimising the structure was discussed in detail. The fabrication process on the 

resonator with BTS is optimised from previous attempt on double-mass resonator.  the 

released devices were tested for resonant frequency and Q factor.  Out of ten tested 

samples, five provides the resonant frequency in the range of interest while the other 

five fails to present a specific resonant peak. The reason for each failed case was 

discussed as well. 

 State-of-the-art dual double-mass resonator then is proposed. The structure consists of 

two identical resonator structures, one being exposed to pressure while the other is 

isolated to prevent pressure-induced stress from happening. The isolated resonator 

frequency shift is accounted for the thermal expansion and its source, down hole high 

temperature environment. The data from the isolated resonator is used for 

compensation in the exposed one.  Subtracting the frequency shift from thermal 

expansion, I obtained the sensitivity caused by applied pressure. The optimisation 

process for the device was simulated and result was discussed.
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 Conclusions and future work 

  

 Conclusions 

In section 1.2, I have presented a list of research objectives. At the end of the research, 

I have mainly achieved following result: 

• Objective 1: Find an effective way to improve the sensitivity and capacity of 

pressure coupled resonator sensor via simulation model.  

Achievement 1: propose a novel structure that is able to improve the sensitivity 

and range of operating pressure via simulation effectively. The coupled double-

mass resonator with modified anchor points can improve the sensitivity from 

35 Hz/Bar in quartz sensor to 48 Hz/Bar while maintaining the operational 

range of 1000 Bar. In term of mode crossover, the minimum gap between in-

phase and out-of-phase frequency is 5.7 kHz across the operational range. 

The key to improve the sensitivity for the double-mass structure is to move the 

contact points between resonator and diaphragm closer to centre of the 

diaphragm, while increasing the stiffness of the anchor beam proportionally. In 

this way, a high level of induced stress is transferred to the resonator structure 

while the frequency gap between mode is kept intact.  

• Objective 2: Develop a fabrication process and investigate the frequency 

response and Q factor on the fabricated sensors 

Achievement 2: In this work, I have developed a fabrication flows for SOI 

wafer based on Sari’s publication. Modifications are included to adjust the 

fabrication for the smaller devices as well as introducing the diffusion process. 

In addition, I have implemented a trans-impedance circuit to detect the 

piezoresistive signal from the resonator. the gap between measured and 

simulated frequency peak of the resonator is 6.42 kHz, accounting for 10.8% of 

the measured frequency. The measured Q factor is at magnitude of 5.9. The 

internal damping of single crystal silicon is reduced due to the generated heat 

of piezoresistor-on-chip system. 

• Objective 3: Analyse the stress-induced structures and find an alternative 

solution to traditional diaphragm 

Achievement 3: the stress induction mechanism was investigated. The 

expression for diaphragm stress and deflection caused by applied pressure are 

given by Eqn. 3.18. From the expression, it is worth noting that the area, which 

is close to the centre of the diaphragm, has the high concentration of stress and 

deflection. In addition, the diaphragm structure typically only uses the shear 

element of the stress. The state-of-the-art lateral stress induced structure (LSIS) 
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has shown to utilise the compressive element of the stress. LSIS is able to 

acquire sensitivity of 48 Hz/Bar, which is similar to diaphragm structure, as 

seen in fig.5.3. 

• Objective 4: Investigate the state-of-the-art LSIS structure frequency response 

and Q factor, then compare with the first prototype. 

Achievement 4: in section 5.4 and 5.5, I have presented the fabrication and 

experiment of the LSIS structure for its resonant frequency and Q factor. The 

structure has shown a significant improvement in Q factor. The capacitive 

detection mechanism has eliminated the risk of overheat in the resonator 

structure. In addition, the resonant frequencies match with simulation results. 

The widest gap between two results is 3.398 kHz. 

• Objective 5: Investigate a solution for high temperature compensation for 

downhole resonant pressure sensor via simulation. 

Achievement 5: in section 5.6, I have presented the problem of high 

temperature in downhole application. Thus, I proposed a state-of-the-art dual 

double-mass structure that is able to compensate for the frequency shift in 

thermal expansion. The structure utilised two encapsulation layers to isolate 

one of its two resonators from applied pressure. The isolated device then 

provided a signal that response to the change in only temperature. Simulation 

result suggest that the isolated device has neglectable effect from applied 

pressure, hence making it ideal for temperature compensation mechanism.  

However, there are other problems that need to be addressed for double-mass 

resonator for downhole application. Firstly, the structure proved its effectiveness with 

sensitivity in simulation. However, the experimental test only showed the resonant 

frequency and Q factor. A stress induced mechanism needed to develop to test these 

devices response to stress. Secondly, the piezoresistor-on-chip system has 

significantly reduced the Q factor of the device.  Piezoresistor should be fabricated 

separately and adhere to the resonator to eliminate the problem. Finally, both 

diaphragm and lateral stress induced structure only engage either shear or compressive 

stress in their induction mechanism. None of them exploit the full potential of stresses 

generated from applied pressure. These issues lead to proposed future work beyond 

the scope of the thesis. 

 

 Future work 

This section outlines the plan for future task that aim to fulfil the potential of this 

research.  

6.2.1 Optimisation of the device design 

As stated multiple times in this thesis, the design of the device parameter is not 

optimal. Hence, the optimisation of parameters should be focused in the scope of 
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future work. Ad discussed in structural design sections throughout this thesis, trade-

offs exists in a few parameters. Therefore, in the future, I should consider specific 

design requirement to balance the trade-offs. Currently, the focus of optimisation is 

the sensitivity of the sensor. As discussed in the thesis, sensitivity is controlled by the 

generated stress via induction mechanism. It is crucial to expand the range of 

simulated dimension of induction structure to find the most optimal set of parameters. 

6.2.2 Combined stress induction mechanism optimisation 

In this thesis, I discussed the benefit of using both lateral stress inducing structure 

(LSIS) and diaphragm. Thus, the aspect of combing both structures into a single 

induction mechanism is viable. Since the diaphragm’s shear stress and the LSIS 

compressive stress work in coherent. The sum of two stresses theoretically is larger 

than each individual. It is important to optimise the device structure for maximum 

efficiency. 

6.2.3 Fabrication process development 

The resonator has proved to be useful in pressure sensing application via simulation. 

The fabricated device shows high Q factor and expected resonant frequency. To 

develop a complete sensory package, I need an encapsulation process that put the 

resonator under vacuum without the use of vacuum chamber. The complete device 

then can be tested for its response against applied pressure. Our approach could be 

using the epitaxial silicon deposition as first cap layer while employing the backside 

handle layer in SOI wafer as second cap layer. 
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Appendix A 

 

Photomask for double-mass with diaphragm 

design 

 

 

Photo mask design contains four different layers that are used for various purposes 

including alignment mark etching, dopant diffusion, front-side device and backside 

trench. All layers share the same sizes: 7 inches × 7 inches square. These masks 

accommodate the patterns that are transferred to 6 inches silicon wafer as shown in 

fig. A.1. 

 

Figure A.0.1 Overall design of 4 photomask layer overlapping 
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Alignment mark etching mask have six-mark designs in total. Four-mark designs are 

located along the horizontal diameter line of the mask while the other two is place 

along the vertical diameter line. The mark contains a precision mark area for critical 

dimension test. The mark area design is shown in fig.A.2. 

 

Figure A.0.2 Alignment mark design including the precision mark 

The remaining three masks are chip structure oriented. The total of 300 chip designs 

are located in the three masks. Each chip contains 6 different resonators structures.  

The mask for dopant diffusion consists of 4 rectangular shape that is used to expose 

the contact area for doping. Thus, there are 24 shapes per chip as shown in fig.A.3. 

This mask also includes the aligment mark in the same position with the first mask for 

aligment purpose.  
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Figure A.0.3 Dopant diffusion mark design for a single chip 

The front-side device mask for a single is illustrated in fig.A.4. Each resonator 

structure is separated by 25µm trenches running across the chip. The chip border is 

pattern with a bank of 10µm release holes. These holes support the BOX etch process 

during HF vapour step.  

 

Figure A.0.4 Front-side device mask with separation trenches and banks of release hole 
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The backside trenches mask is used to pattern the handle wafer for chip separation. 

The trenches enclose the chip structure. Thus, after DRIE etch, each individual chip is 

released. The backside mask employs the backside alignment mask, which is used to 

align the trenches with front-side structure.  Overlapping structure of backside 

trenches and front-side pattern is shown in fig. A.5.The backside trenches are 

represented in brown. 

 

Figure A.0.5 Backside trenches in align with front-side device mask
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Appendix B    

 

Vacuum chamber and test circuit component 

 

Testing the operation of strain gauge resonator requires a vacuum condition to 

maximize the resonator’s Q factor. Vacuum chamber provides an encapsulated area 

from which air is removed by a vacuum pump to create a very low-pressure 

environment close to vacuum condition. In this project, I place both resonator device 

and its test circuit board inside the vacuum chamber. The input and output signals are 

connected with outer circuits and equipment via vacuum chamber electrical 

feedthroughs. The vacuum chamber design consists of three main parts including 

mechanical components, electrical connections, vacuum seals and clamps. 

 

Figure B.0.1 Schematic drawing of the customized vacuum chamber 

The body of the chamber is made from stainless steel to maintain vacuum condition. 

The main parts contain a 10x10 cm hollow cylinder interfacing two conical adapters. 

One adapter is used to connect the vacuum pump while the other is employed to hold 

the electrical feedthrough as seen in fig. 5.1 (a). Vacuum seals are inserted in to fill 

the gap between all interfaces to prevent air from leaking into the chamber.  
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Figure B.0.2 Vacuum chamber view from (a) front side and (b) inside 

As the test circuit is placed inside the chamber, I need to maximise the number of 

electrical connection in order to deliver all the input signals and obtain sufficient data 

from output ports. 9 pin D type electrical feedthrough and ribbon cable (supplied by 

Lewvac Components Ltd.) are suitable to work in near vacuum condition down to 10-8 

Torr 1. The feedthrough is connected to outer circuit via male connector while the 

ribbon cable uses female connector to interface with test circuit as seen in fig. 5.1 (b). 

List of vacuum chamber’s components 

 

No Component Quantity 

1 DN100LF full nipple L=100mm 1 

2 DN100LF to 40KF conical reducer L = 63mm 2 

3 DN40KF hinged clamp 2 

4 DN63LF-DN100LF double claw clamp 8 

5 DN100LF ST-ST centring ring 2 

6 D9 F/T on DN40KF 1 

7 Ribbon cable 9-way female 1 

 

 

                                              
1 From Lewvac catalogue, can be found at http://www.lewvac.co.uk/index_files/section%201.1.pdf 

http://www.lewvac.co.uk/index_files/section%201.1.pdf
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Appendix C  

MATLAB code for solving deflection and 

inphane stress for rectangular plate 

The following MATLAB code is used for solving the deflection and inphane stress for 

rectangular plate with vertical pressure applied from backside. The value used in this 

code are the same as illustrated in section 3.4. The Maltab code for other cases can be 

easily derived from this code. It is worth noting that this may not be the optimum code 

for this purpose. 

 

a  = 0.800; 
b  = 0.800; 
H  = 0.18; 
h  = H/2; 
E  = 220e9; 
v  = 0.22; 
q0 = 100e6; 
D  =E*H^3/(12*(1-v^2)); 
w  = 0; 
Oxx_t = 0; 
Oxx_m = 0; 
Oxx_b = 0; 
Oyy_t = 0; 
Oyy_m = 0; 
Oyy_b = 0; 
x  = 0:a/200:a; 
y  = 0:b/200:b; 

  
for m =1:10 
    for n = 1:10 
        amp  = 16*q0/((2*m-1)*(2*n-1)*pi^4)*(((2*m-1)/a)^2+((2*n-1)/b)^2)^-

2; 
        agr  = sin((2*m-1)*pi/2)*sin((2*n-1)*pi*y/b); 
        w = w + amp*agr/(pi^2*D); 
        Oxx_b = Oxx_b + amp*agr*(((2*m-1)/a)^2+v*((2*n-1)/b)^2)*3*(-

h)/(2*h^3); 
        Oxx_m = Oxx_m + amp*agr*(((2*m-1)/a)^2+v*((2*n-

1)/b)^2)*3*0/(2*h^3); 
        Oxx_t = Oxx_t + amp*agr*(((2*m-1)/a)^2+v*((2*n-

1)/b)^2)*3*h/(2*h^3); 
        Oyy_b = Oyy_b + amp*agr*(((2*n-1)/b)^2+v*((2*m-1)/a)^2)*3*(-

h)/(2*h^3); 
        Oyy_m = Oyy_m + amp*agr*(((2*n-1)/b)^2+v*((2*m-

1)/a)^2)*3*0/(2*h^3); 
        Oyy_t = Oyy_t + amp*agr*(((2*n-1)/b)^2+v*((2*m-

1)/a)^2)*3*h/(2*h^3);         
    end 
end 

  
figure %new firgure 
ax1 = subplot(1,3,1); 
ax2 = subplot(1,3,2); 
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ax3 = subplot(1,3,3); 
plot(ax1,y,w) 
xlabel (ax1,'y(mm)')        % x-axis label 
ylabel (ax1,'{\omega}_{(x,y)} (mm)')  % y-axis label 
plot(ax2,y,Oxx_b/10^6,y,Oxx_m/10^6,y,Oxx_t/10^6) 
xlabel (ax2,'y(mm)')        % x-axis label 
ylabel (ax2,'{\sigma}_{xx} (MPa)')  % y-axis label 
plot(ax3,y,Oyy_b/10^6,y,Oyy_m/10^6,y,Oyy_t/10^6) 
xlabel (ax3,'y(mm)')        % x-axis label 
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Appendix D 

Photomask for double-mass with bar-

transmission structure 

Photo mask design contains two separated layers that are used for patterning 

transferring. The front-side mask is for device details while backside mask is for 

released trenches. Both layers share the same sizes: 7 inches × 7 inches square. These 

masks accommodate the patterns that are transferred to 6 inches silicon wafer as 

shown in fig. D.1. 

 
Figure D.0.1: Wafer size mask layout for bar-transmission and spring transmission design 

The front-side device mask for a single is illustrated in fig.D.2. Each resonator 

structure is separated by 60 µm trenches running across the chip. The chip border is 

pattern with a bank of release holes, whose diameter are 20µm. These holes support 

the BOX etch process during HF vapour step.  
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Figure D.0.2: Bar transmission device layer mask with details 

The backside trenches mask is used to pattern the handle wafer for chip separation. 

The trenches enclose the chip structure. Thus, after DRIE etch, each individual chip is 

released. The backside mask employs the backside alignment mask, which is used to 

align the trenches with front-side structure.  Overlapping structure of backside 

trenches and front-side pattern is shown in fig. A.5.The backside trenches are 

represented in brown. 

 

Figure D.0.3: Bar transmission backside layer mask is aligned underneath the device layer mask 
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